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PREFACE

he NASA Center for Computational Sciences (NCCS) is
a high-performance scientific computing facility

operated, maintained, and managed by the Earth and

Space Data Computing Division (ESDCD) of NASA Goddard

Space Fligilt Center's (GSFC) Earth Sciences Directorate. The

mission of the NCCS is to advance leading-edge science by

providing the best people, computers, and data storage systems

to NASA's Earth and space sciences programs and those of

other U.S. Governinent agencies, universities, and private

institutions.

Among the many computationally demanding Earth science

research efforts supported by the NCCS in Fiscal Year 1999

(FY99) are the NASA Seasonal-to-Interannual Prediction Project,

the NASA Search and Rescue Mission, Earth gravitational model

development efforts, the National Weather Service's North

American Observing System program, Data Assimilation Office

studies, a NASA-sponsored project at the Center for

Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Studies, a NASA-sponsored

microgravity project conducted by researchers at the City

University of New York and the University of Pennsylvania, the

completion of a satellite-derived global climate data set,

simulations of a new geodynamo model, and studies of Earth's

torque.

This document presents highlights of these research efforts

and an overview of the NCCS, its facilities, and its people.
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ENABLING

EARTH SCIENCE

The Facilities and People of the NCCS

NASA rocW[ (m [_i_rr_[r_y _ _I_FE, k'_}"b,Jard, fL#qt, by J:_con Bardi. Photograph of Eard_ courtesy of NASA.



The NCCS provides computing resources for

nearly 200 research efforts.

he mission of tile NASA Center for Computational
Sciences (NCCS) is to advance leading-edge science by

providing the best people, computers, and data storage

systems to NASA's Earth and space sciences programs and those

of other U.S. Government agencies, universities, and private

institutions.

Technologies for acquiring, storing, processing, analyzing,

managing, distributing, and visualizing massive amounts of data

are ev¢flving rapidly, as are the needs of the scientists who use

them. To meet these needs, the NCCS's supercomputers, high-

speed networks, and mass storage facilities also must evolve,

keeping at the forefront of technology. Co-evolving with the

facilities are tile people of the NCCS, who support the NCCS's

computer facilities and provide their expertise to Earth and

space sciences researchers.

The NCCS supports primarily Earth science efforts, as well as

flight systems projects, space science research, and Hubble

Space Telescope (HST) activities.

More than 700 U.S. scientists have accounts on the NCCS's

supercomputers. These state-of-the-art systems allow scientists

to perform sophisticated, large-scale modeling of Earth's gravity

field, land-ocean-atmosphere feedback, 3-D cumulus cloud

models, and numerical climate prediction, for example. :_:_'._:_...........



The NCCS's mass data storage system allows scientists to store and manage tile vast

alnounts of data generated by these contputations, and its high-sl)eed network con-

m_cti<;ns allow tile data to be accessed quickly fronl the NCCS archives. Some NCCS

users perform studies that are directly related to their ability to run conlputationally

exl)ensiw_ and data-intensiw_ simulations. Because the number and type of questions

scientists research otten are limited by computin.q power, tile NCCS continually put-

sties the latest technologies in con/p|lting, mass storage, and networking technologies.

.hlst as important as tile processors, tapes, and rotlters of the NCCS are the person-

nel who administer this hardware, create and manage accounts, maintain security,

and assist the scientists, often working one on one with them.

History of the NCCS
Less than a year after I'resident Dwight I). Eisenhower established tile National

Aerol|autics and Space Administration (NASA) on July 27, 1958, NASA crealed the

(;oddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) in (;reel|l)el|, Maryland, to be tile primary receiv-

big and processing center for satellite data. As an increasing number of satellites

beflan imaging Earth's atmospheres and oceans, (;SFC became a center for Earth sci-

ence r(!sear(:hers.

To support these researchers, GSFC's Earth Sciences Directorate purchase(I a

Control I)ata Corporation CY[:;ER 205 supercomputer, with 32 nlegabytes (MB) of cen-

tral me|nory and 10 gigabytes (GB) of disk storage, and established tile NCCS as part

of the Earth Science Conll)uting I)ivision. An IBM 3851 storage system and two

Masstor M860 magnetic tape cartridge units provided an additional 375 (iF, of mass

(lata sit)rage.

SillCe 198,i, tile NCCS has continually upgraded its supercoml)uting and lll[tss data

storage systems to acconmmdate tile increasing COlnl)uting re(luirements of NASA's

sciell(;(_ COIIIlllllllily. Solne Itlajt)r technological changes have occurred over that time,

such as the advent of massively parallel conlputing, the birth of the lnternet, tile

growth of 1)owerful desktot) comlmting, and a move away from centralized computing

for all I)ut the largest oI al)plications.

As workstations and powerful desktop systems came into use, the NCCS's user

community decreased from about 1,500 heavily use(I accotmts to about 700 accounts

today. However, the need for larger simulations and

The NCCS is a centralized high-end computing

facility staffed by scientists, programmers, and

information technology professionals.

increased speed continued to grow, as did tile role

of the NCCS. The NCCS now focuses primarily on

high-end contputing, with several hun(tre(t heavily

used accounts.

At the end of FY99, tile NCCS's two Cray .1932se's,

an S(;I ()ri_.lin 2000. and a Cray T3E had a combined total of 1,152 processors, 178 GB

of central memory, and 3,629 (IF; of disk storage. The NCCS's Mass I)ata Storage and

I)elivery System (MI)SI)S) had nlore than 1 petal)yle (PI_,) of potential near-line data

storaqe--the equivalent

of 1 billion flol)py disks.
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The NCCS was formed in 1984 to support

Earth and space science research.

Cray T3E

Facilities

COMPUTING

The NCCS provides two types of architecture: vector and parallel. Committed to

maintaining and supplying some of tile fastest vector machines possible for its users,

the NCCS maintains a pair of Cray J932se superconq)uters. Each achieves speeds of

_.4 giRaFL()l'S ((IFIA)PS) and have 8 GB of main memory. One has 1,260 GB of disk

slorage and the other has 450 GFI.

Both machines are connected to two StorageTek (STK) Automated Cartridge

System silos with a l%wdurhorn robot and six STK Timberline 9490 cartridge tape

drives, and to a Wolfcreek robot with two STK Timberline 9490 cartridge tape drives.

The total storage capacity for the chister is 7.6 terabytes (TB) compressed (or 5.0 TB

uneven/pressed). Both operate on the SGI UNICOS 10.0.0.1 operating system, with C,

(;+ _, and tq_rtran 90 compilers. Available libraries are F_LAS, EISPACK, FISHPACK, HI)F,

1MSL, NAG, ()I)Et{,\CK, and SI,ATEC; available utilities are FLINT. prof, perftrace, hpm,

atexpert, and totalview.

The NCCS has a paralM processing SGI Origin 2000, which supports research

efforts at the Data Assimilation Office (DAO). It has 64 R10000 processors with cache-

coherent Non Uniform Memory Access (ccNUMA) architecture, 8 GB of main nlemory,

and 449 (;B o[ disk storage. It operates on the SGI Irix 6.5 operating system and has C,

C++, FORTRAN 77, and Fortran 90 compilers installed.

Finally, the NCCS and ESDCI)'s High l'erformance

C{}inputing and Communicatiolls (HI}CC) t)rogram share

one of the world's fastest t)arallel supercon]t)uters. The

(;ray T3E, is the workhorse of the NASA Seasonal-to-

Interannual Prediction Project (NSII'I'). With 1,024

processors, it is able to achieve 613 GFLOt)S: it has

130 GB of memory and 1,470 GB of disk storage.

Attached is an STK Automated Cartridge System silo

running 8 STK Timl)erline 9490 cartridge tape drives

with 600 8/)0-MB-capacity tapes, and 4 STK Redwood

cartridge tape drives with 750 II)-GB tapes, 680 25-GB tapes, and 350 50-GB-capacity

tapes, for a total capacity of 6:L7 TB compressed (42.5 TB uncompressed).

MASS STORAGE

Mass storage is lhe natural coniplen_ent to high-power conq)uting because the out-

put from some computer model simulations can be as large as a terabyte. Output of

that size is routinely broken down into more manageable units for ease of retrieval--

croat in_ even more files. Accommodating today's growing data storage needs is a top

priority ¢_f ttit- NCCS. Never before has the science world produced such massive



The NCCS's UniTree system is one of the largest

and most active systems in the unclassified world.

quantities of data. Today there are more than (; million files containing more than 100

TB of user (lata under tile control of the NCCS M[)SDS.

The MI)SI)5 operates under a Sun El0000 server, which uses UniTree Central File

Manager Version 2.1, from UniTree Software, Inc. (UTSI). LhfiTree is an intelligent hier-

archical data archival system initially devel-

oped at Lawrence Livermore Laboratories in

the 1980s that has the ability to run on several

different UNIX platforms. Files written to tile

server are copied automatically onto tapes

while still remaining on disk. Less frequently used data files are purged from disk

when space is needed and transparently copied back from tape to disk when the file

is r_ad again. This allows the most frequently used data to remain on disk for faster

access.

With a disk cache of 1.5 TP;, this lnachine is connected to 56 tape drives in 7 silos

and an IBM 3,194 robotic library, as well as 4 freestanding Timberline drives. The com-

I)uter has 12 CPUs, 8 (_1_,of memory, 12 GB of system disk storage, 817.5 GP; of EMC

disk storage, 775 GB of CLARiiON disk storage, and 196 TB of rohotically managed

st()rag¢'.

Another milestone

was reached on

September 7, 1999,

when the total

amount of data

stored on the

MDSDS exceeded

100 TB, setting a

record among

UniTree sites in the

unclassified world.

The MDSDS set three new records in July 1999:

The largest amount of total data transferred

to UniTree in a day-302.927 GB on July 16. The highest

total stored in a week--l,152 GB the week of July 25.

A record for new data added to UniTree in a month--4.1 TB.

TAPE LIBRARIES AND DATA PROTECTION

."_eVell STK 9310 Powderhorn robotic

storag(' silos constitute the I)ulk of the

near-line storage of (lata under MDSI)S.

()he of these silos uses 6 STK Redwood

tape drives, and the remaining 6 silos use

8 Timberline tape (lrives and 30 STK 9840

Eagle tape drivt_s.

An IBM 3494 Tape Library 1)ataserver

with lfi IBM 3590 Magstar tape drives

uses 4,'_0{) lO-(iB Magstar tapes, for a

total u|l(:o|nt)ressed capacity of 41 TB.

()i)erator-m(mnted storage ineh](les 4 STK

Timl)(_rline tape drives and 20,(t00 car-

Ill/lllllllllllllllllllJJJJJlJ_

i

tri(lge tapes in tbe freestanding, manually mounted tape library, with a capacity for

128,800 3dtl0E cartridge tapes--approximately 128 TB.

To re(luee the risk of data loss from tape cartridge failure, the NCCS provides dupli-

(:ate dala storage at a remote location. In 1997, the NCCS installed a duplicating com-

l)lex t() write and store COllies (if all files controlled by the M1)SI)S. This complex

.,i



The total potential storage capacity for the

NCCS mass storage system is over 1 PB.

consists of a StorageTek silo with six StorageTek

Redwood drives that can stream large files at up to 12

MB/sec. Three thousand 25-GB and 500 5()-(;1_

Redwood cartridge tapes reside in the remote silo. All

data files created since the installation of the remote

silo have been duplicated automatically, and NCCS

personnel have been duplicating the 40 TB of pre-

existing data.

NETWORKING

NCCS users have transferred as much as 300 GB to the MI)SI)S in a single (lay. With

this vohmle of network traffic, the NCCS must maintain a full complement of network-

ing capabilities to support the wide-ranging networking needs of all users whether

they work at (;SFC or access the NCCS facilities remotely.

Users on the (;SFC campus have a range of networking options available to them.

The NCCS supports Transmission Control Protocol/lnternet Protocol (TCP/IP) traffic

over ['_thernet, with speeds up to 10 Mb/sec; Fast Ethernet TCP/II', with speeds up to

l ll() Mb/sec; Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDD D, with speeds up to 100 Mb/sec;

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) OC3, with speeds up to 155 Mb/sec; and ATM

()C-12, with speeds up to 622 Mb/sec. In early 2001, campus access to the NCCS from

workstations having gigabit Ethernet network connections will be provided via the new

Science ATM Network (SAN).

Users outside GSFC also have several options for accessing NCCS systems.

Generally, most remote users are routed through a wide-area network T3 line, which

has a standard transfer rate with speeds up to 45 Mb/sec--nearly 50 times faster than

some cable modems. From some NASA centers and research partner organizations,

the NCCS can be accessed at speeds up to 100 Mb/sec by means of the NASA

V,esearch and Engineering Network (NREN). If outside users need a faster connection,

they can be routed through the University of Maryland Mid-Atlantic Crossroads

(MAX), which maintains a wide-area ATM OC-12 link to the ABILENE Internet 2

research network and has a direct line to NASA GSFC at the 622 Mb/sec rate.

Finally, the internal connections between the supercomputers and the mass stor-

age system are some of the fastest currently possible. The Crays and the MI)SI)S com-

mtmicate through two High-Performance Parallel Interface (HiPPI) switches, which

have a data transfer rate of up to 800 Mb/sec--about 15,000 times faster than a stan-

(lar(t 56k modem.



In 1999, the

NCCS received

and installed an

IBM SP testbed

platform for

benchmarking

code created by

the DAO, NSIPP,

and other GSFC

Earth science

programs to help

the NCCS make

future purchasing

decisions.

UPGRADES IN FY99

Cray J932se's

The NCCS traded in one of its three Cray J932se supercomputers for an SGl/Cray

()rigin 2000 system, with 64 el'Us, 32 (}B of memory, and 1,587 (}I_; of disk storage.

This system will be used exclusively for two priority DAO projects: Retrospective

Analysis Research and Statistical Digital Filter Research. The Origin 2000 will provide

the NC('S with experience in optimizing code for ccNUMA architecture and will

enable the I)A() to develo t) retrospective analysis codes.

In the future, the other two Cray J932se's will be upgraded to SVls, exchanging 32

existing se processors for 24 SV1 processors. In FY99, this upgrade was approved as a

way of supporting the general user community. According to SVI benchmarks, Earth

science, codes ranged froln 230 percent to 310 percent faster than on the current

,]90se I_rocessor.

Mass Storage System

The mass storage system at the NCCS underwent many changes in FYg,{). The NCCS

up.qraded tape drives, silo control software, and UniTree software, and twice upgrad-

ed the lnass storage platform itself.

Mass Storage Server and Disk

After 5 years of runlaing the MDSDS using Ht'-Convex/UniTree on an HI' C3830 with

3 el'Us, 2 GI{ of memory, and up to 555 GB disk cache, the NCCS began running (on

.lanuary 27, 1999) UniTree software on a Sun E65{}{} with 8 CPUs, 8 tit _, (}f memory, and

more than H{)0 GB disk cache. The new system had more than three times the

inl)ut/outl)ut (I/()) capacity of the older system at {}ne-twelfth {>f the maintenance

cost.

With user storage needs exl)ected to increase consideral}ly, a further upgrade was

{_xecuted to give the MDSDS more disks. ()n June 23, 1999, the NCCS transferred con-

tr¢}l {}f the MDSI)8 hardware platform from the Sun E650{} to a 12-pr{}<:ess{}r Sun

El{}{}{}{). With nearly five times the 1/O I}andwidth, 4 additional CI}Us, 11 additi{}nal

8C8] adapter slots, and room for 4 additional system boards, the E10{}{}{} gives the

N(£C8 the ability to scale Ul} to whatever the near term might require. The El0000 has

36 empty CI}U slots available for expansion, 477 percent more data bandwidth than

the E650() (12.8 GB/sec vs. 2.68 GB/sec bandwidth), and room for 4 additional system

hoar{Is, {'ach of which can have 4 additional SCSI slots and 4 additional CPUs. To take

a{twmtage {)f the EI{}{){}0, the NCCS purchased 1.3 TB of EMC disk space and 900 GB of

StorageTek CLARiiON disk space.

Most ilnl)ortant, the El0000 can run multiple system images on the same n]achine,

which will allow the testing of operating systeln l}atches an{t el)grades without i}ut-

ring the producti{}n environment at risk.

The NCCS has retained the E6500 to support both a data warehousing research

1)roje{:t and an NCCS-written utility that allows data to he read from and written to

tat}e. ()ther uses of this system are anticipated in the coming year.



TapeDrives

TheNCCSreplaceditstapedrivetechnologywithnewer,faster,anctdenserdrives
andtapes.Threeyearsago,MDSI)Shad40block-nmxtapedrives,capableofreading
andwrith_gamaximumof3MB/secandfillingatapewithupto80()MBofuncom-
presseddata.AtthestartofFY99,MI)SDSused24StorageTekTimberlinedrives.
capabh"ufreadingandwritingupto(5MB/sec,aswellas16IBMMagstartapedrives,
capableofspeedsupto 9MB/secandfillingatapewith10GBofuncompresseddata.
TheseIBMdriveswereinaseparate::;494roboticlibrary.InFebruaryandMarch,the
NCCSinstalled30StorageTek9840drives,capableofperforming1/Oat9MB/secand
fillingatapewithupto 20(]Bofuncompresseddata,andreducedthenumberof
Timberlinedriw_sto 12.

User Support Services
()m' of the best and most important services that the. NCCS offers is seamless sup-

port. The NCCS is staffed with experienced professionals who maintain its resources

and SUl)port its scientific user community in everything from logging on to running

code to saving and retrieving files. The NCCS is committed to staffing its support

groups with highly qualified personnel with backgrounds in information tecl'mology

and scientific computing.

The NCCS User Adlninistrator is often the first point of contact for outside users,

providing assistance to NCCS division representatives, sponsors, and new users with

questions, problems, eollllllelltS, and suggestions. The user adlninistrator also

processes requests from NASA Headquarters funding managers and from GSFC

I)ireetorate or l)ivision funding personnel. Funding for a scientific research effort

comes from NASA Headquarters or througtl a GSFC Directorate or Division, which

authorizes the comt)uting time.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE GROUP

The Technical Assistance Group (TAG) staff, some of wbom have degrees in mete-

orology, physics, mathematics, or geography, help the researchers use the computers

and mass storage systems more effectively.

Llsers send questions an(I problem reports to the help desk through a variety o|

n/echanisms such as E-mail, telephone, t)honenlail, and the World Wide Web (WWW).

In FY99, the TAG received nearly 800 requests for help-desk support. Typical ques-

tions concern debugging and optimizing Fortran and C programs, using systelns and

al)l)lications software, solving I/O and I/O media-related problems, backing up and

restoring files, and using other installed utilities and NCCS facilities. While the TAG

team resolves most user issues, it also can refer users to the At)t)lications Support

(;rout) for one-on-one consulting (see page 8).

The NCCS tailors its training services to support users during transitions to new

har(lware an(I software systems and to help them use NCCS resources as productively

as possible. NCCS personnel regularly teach short classes on a numl)er of sul)jects of

interest to the scientists who use these facilities, including Fortran 90 and basic opti-
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mization, covering data types, procedures/modules, 1/(), conversion issues, and vec-

torization/parallelization.

I)(_cmnentation is awfilable by user request or throu,qh lnternet access. The NCCS

WWW documentation server I)rovides .qeneral inforlnation at)out the NCCS and its

resources, technical information about NCC5 systems, system status information,

news articles, and minutes of Comtmter Users Committee (CUC) meetings.

APPLICATIONS SUPPORT

()he of the biggest challenges in large-scale COml)uting is optimizing the software.

In addition to new code, many algorithms in use today were designed decades ago on

older machines, alld have ew)lved ow_r time, sometimes in an ad hoc fashion. Tile

NCCS offers one-on-one consulting through the Ai)plications Support Grou l) to hell )

users optimize codes to run on NCCS's vector machines and the Cray J932se's. Staff

meml)ers also help convert vector codes to parallel codes, thus improving the algo-

rithm's execution so that it makes the best use of the NCCS's Cray T3E. The goal is to

allow scientists to complete their research more rapidly and to increase the size of

problems they can tackle.

It The single-CPU optimization of a thermal dynamic ocean model for GSFC's

Antonio gusalacchi, of Code 970's l_aboratory for [tydrospheric Processes,

was a challenge. The effort was a success--the code's performance on the

Cray .19(} improved from 38 MFL()PS to 58 MFL()I'S, and the 2-year simulation

lime was reduced from 30 to 15 hours. This work c(mtimles into FY00 with

the ultimate goal of running the model five times faster by multitasking it.

I_ The scaling of the Climate and Radiation I_,ranch's 2-l) (k)ddard Cumulus

Ensemble Model was ()l)timized in FY99. Previuusly, the model was run on

only one CPU and took up to 1S hours of wall-clock time to perform a 24-hour

simulation. The same simtdatitm can now be done in less than 2 hours of wall-

clock time. This optimization has enabled (_hung-}lsiung ,Sift, of (;SFC's

Laboratt)ry [or Atmospheres, Climate and Radiation ]{ranch, to expand his

research by illcluding more cases and usin_ a larger mode[ domain.

ID }toldin.q discussions with the Canadian Meteorological Cellter (CMC), the

Eurol)ean Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), and the

National Centers [or Environmental Prediction (NCEP), the Applications

SUt)l)ort (;roup completed a feasibility study for the I)A(). Its purpose was to

determine if systems from these centers could be used as backul) [or the

Earth ()bserving System (EOS) AM-1 launch. The study concluded that the

NCEI' system could be used and would produce the least amount oI risk.

The NCCS offers one-on-one consulting through

the Applications Support Group.



Oneof the major advantages of having a centralized
computing facility like the NCCSis that it enables efficient

maintenance of systems and security.

The Al)plications SUl)l)ort (_roul) began reen,qineering code for Wei-Kuo Tao of

GSFC's Mesoscale Atmospheric Processes Branch to enable it to run on paral-

lel i)latforms. Tao's code was originally written in F()RTIUkN 77 to run on vec-

tor machines. Using an inhouse tool for domain decomposition, staff began to

adal)t the code for a parallel environment, enal)ling interprocessor communi-

('ati(m and rebuilding the code from the ground ut), routine I)y routine.

SYSTEMS SUPPORT

Systems staff maintains the machines, keeping them on line and installin._ system

tq)gra(les when necessary, and serving as administrators of the various machines.

A major ftmctiol] of tim systems admilfistrators is to maintain security. The focus

of the NC('5 security team is on the or._anizations an(I projects within the domahl of

the COml)utin._ center an(1 related projects an(I facilities. The security team is also

l)art of a urass-ro()ts, centerwide security organization that benefits users and admin-

istrators in the NCCS and elsewhere--the NCCS makes available its security experts

to consult for other organizations within GSFC. The security teaxn's chief challenge is

[indin_ a way to balance the need to build an(t maintain effective security with the

need to provide t)ub]ic services to the users. An open GSFC network environment is

essential to the productivity of the scientific community; however, a significant effort

is required to protect NCCS COml)uting resources in this type of environnaent.



COMPUTER USERS COMMITFEE (CUC)

The NCCS constantly strives to better match its enviromnent to tile changing

needs o[ its users and provide the best services and facilities, such as upgrading its

systems to slay current with evolving technology.

The NCCS formed the CUC whose members provide input to NCCS decisions about

(:omt)uter hardware alld software. Tile committee also h)rms sul)committees to

address spe, cific issues, such as Cray utilization or the UniTree mass data storage sys-

tem, meeting bimonthly to obtain input from customers, t)rom()te communication

betwe, en the NCCS staff and tile user community, announce changes, and work to

improve the facilities and their operatioiL

In April 1999, tile N('CS met with its user connnunity to gain feedback on queue

structure improvements, disk quota alterations, and other topics that would improve

usage. ()tie result of this meeting was a decision by tile NCCS to accommodate larger

jobs tmlh in memory and in CPU time. For example, users with multitasked jobs may

now request up to 480 Megawords (MW) of memory, whereas previously they were

limited to 280 MW. These changes will allow users to solve problenls that are larger

and at finer resolutions.

The NCCS believes that, in order to provide a high level of support,

its staff must be actively involved in the technology. The

lead technical person for the NCCS's mass storage system

is also president of the UniTree Users Group. This group was

formed in 1992 to help determine whether the needs of UniTree

users across the country are being met and to identify suggestions

for system enhancements and developments.
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The Future

()he of the greatest challenges in the coming years will be to meet the growing data

needs of the Earth science modeling conmmnity. Aside from maintaining some of the

best machines, there are several definite goals. Supportin,q software design is one of

these.

The NCCS is committed to bringing in hi.girly talented people with back,grounds in

colnputer science and software engineering to optimize code for the supercomputers

and to help the scientists manage their codes' long-term evolution--work be,_inning

in the year 2000. Modernization can be as simple as converting code from FORTRAN 77

to Fortran 90, but sometimes modernization implies more extensive object-oriented

software de, sign. The NCCS knows that scientists often have neither the time nor the

resources to perform the modernization themselves. The NCCS seeks to work with

them to reen,gineer their codes while maintaining performance and fostering overall

better software development, allowing the scientists to focus on the science.
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esearchers with NASA's Seasonal-to-lnterannual
Prediction Project (NSIPP) refer to different types of

memory when running models on NCCS computers:

the computer memory required for their models and the

memory of the atlnosphere or the ocean.

Because of the atmosphere's chaotic nature, its melnory is

short. For weather predictions, the initial inforlnation taken

from atmospheric observations has a limited useful life.

Currently, there is no way to take observations, initialize an

atmosphere model, integrate ahead in time, and make an

accurate weather forecast beyond about 2 weeks. After that, the

system becomes chaotic.

What conditions could be used to make predictions beyond

2 weeks? If not conditions in the atmosphere, then the memory

must be found somewhere else. That place is in the oceans.

Although most changes in the atmosphere vary on a short

timescale, the weather being a prime example, some important

large atmospheric climate variations occur over much longer

timescales--months, years, or decades. NSIPP is interested

specifically in those phenomena that occur over timescales of

several months to a few years, and the E1 Niflo Southern

Oscillation (ENSO) is the most significant of these.

ENSO encompasses both the periodic warming E1 Niflo and its

cooling counterpart, La Nifia. In E1 Niflo events, the large-scale

condensation and heat release normally associated with the

western Pacific shift eastward, disrupting normal atmospheric

_ _ii _!ii,il'_i_



For its studies, NSIPP uses a Cray T3E

called jsimpson, which the NCCS owns jointly

with NASA's High-Performance Computing

and Communications Program (HPCC).

circulation over the ocean. Atnmsliheric winds force

the ocean waters to lnOVe, and this motion shifts the

location of warm waters, which affects tile direction

and strength of winds, which mow_ the waters, and so

on (see "El Nifio and Nature's Feedback"). "Tile NSIPP

i)rogram," says (;5FC's Miehele I_ienecker, "is predict-

ins the l)hase and amt)litu(le of patterns ill tile eastern

equatorial t'/wific and Iheir effects (m tile mi(llati-

tu(les."

NSII>I ' has a ch)se relati()nshi 1) with the NCCS,

whicil has sUt)l)orted NSII't' work for a number of

years (see "NSIPP-NCCS: A l>artnership"). This close

relalionstfi I) is important as NSIPP relies more. and

more fill lilassive coml)uters itl the develol)ment an(t

testing of its models and as it moves toward making

ol)erational t)re(li(:tions of El Niflo events and their

impact.

The iml)orlance of ['l Niho events lies in their pro-

f(mn(l imlia(:t on weather arotllld the gl(ibe. NSIPt' sci-

entists have turned to the oceans to understand and

predi('t E1 Niho. "The tropical ocean," says Nblt'l"s

Max buarez, "is what's really critical for the El Niflo

predict ion."

The circulati(m of the oceans is somewhat chaotic,

like that (if the atmosphere., I)ut, l)ecause water has a

]nuch hi,qher heat cal)acity than air, oceans cycle tem-

i)erature changes inore slowly |hall does the atmos-

i)here. Nowhere is this t)rol)erty more ilnportant than

on the tropical l'acific ()(:cart's lhermo(:line--the sul)-

surface interface sel)arating warm surface waters

from co(tier, nutrient-rich waters in the ocean's

del)ths. Inertia in this thermocline .qiw'.s the ocean its

memory.

1I takes llltl(:[I longer for waves to propagate back

and forth across a distance on the thermocline than

across the same (listance in tile atmosI)here. This is

especially true in the wide t)acific Ocean, where waves

on the thernloelitle can take as long as 3-9 IIlonths to

('ross--aS Ol)l)OSed t() the days or weeks it Inight take

for a wc, atller 5ystt!lIl t() traverse tim Salile (]istance.

NSIPP-NCCS: A PARTNERSHIP

"If you are doing a serious large-scale model you need a

state-of-the-art computer system," says Rienecker. Moving to

the T3E was, according to Rienecker, a big boost for the NSIPP

program because the computer offers increased sea[abiLity and

has been essentially dedicated for NSIPP use. NSIPP personneL

have been abte to run more simulations and experiments.

In FY99, the T3E boasted 1,024

processors, of which half were

dedicated to NSIPP work.

"Working with the NECSto configure the T3E has realty

helped us," says Rienecker. The partnership started in 1997

when NSIPP petitioned NASA Headquarters and the ESDCDto

purchase the T3E from the German MeteoroLogical Institute

and dedicate it to NSIPP. NSIPP and the NCCSworked togeth-

er to determine the optima[ usage of the machine, ascertain-

ing the optimum size and retention period of disks, finding

the best way to migrate to the hierarchicat system, taking

note of fife sizes, setting up different groups within the

UniTree system, and determining how best to access fifes.

The NCCSfurther assisted in communicating at[ of this infor-

mation to the scientists involved. "[The partnership with the

NCCS] makes a tremendous difference in how we use the

machine efficiently," says Rienecker.

Rienecker has been p[eased with the results so far. "It's a

pleasure to use these systems," she says of the Cray T3E and

the NCCSmass storage system.

These longer tilnescales are what enal)le NSIPP to

make long-term predictions.

One of NS]PP's goa]s is to determine the effects of

"teleconnections" between ENSO and areas outside tile

Tropics: How does El Niho affect the weather in North

America, for instance'? How is E1 Niho inforlnalion

transmitted through tile atmosphere7 How will the

warming of waters in the Pacific affect the jet streatn'?

El Niho events occur fit irregular interwils as short

as 2 years to as long as 7 years, and with varyhlg

duration. The 1997 El Niho lasted only a year, for

exalnple, while the early 1990's saw an E1 Nil-to that

lasted almost 3 years. Tile economic consequeilces of

an E1 Niflo can l)e staq,qering. As a tyt)ica] example,

more than $33 billion in dalnages can be attributed

directly to the 1997 [:,1 Niho alone. Predicting an event

mi.qht prevent some of the damage (see "Why Predict

4
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EL NINO AND NATURE'S FEEDBACK

EL Nffio is the name given to the disrupts the normal Walker circulation

occasional warming of surface waters in over a period of months.

the central and eastern equatoria[ Pacific These changes have a profound effect

Ocean. Normally, the

prevailing trade winds

of tile Pacific blow

east to west atong the

surface at the Equator.

Ti_ese winds pile warm

water iu the upper

ocean of the western

tropica{ Pacific, near

Indonesia and

The name El Ni_o, which

means "The Boy" or

"The Christ Child," was

coined by Peruvian

fishermen because the

events would usually

occur around Christmas.

Australia, and this water heats the

atmosphere, creating convection and

precipitation. The convection drives the

large-scale atmospheric "Watker" circula-

tion, which is the name given to the

combined surface east-to-west trade

winds and west-to-east winds in the

upper levels of the atmosphere.

At irregular intervals--about every

3-5 years, but sometimes as frequently

as every 2 or as infrequently as every

7 years--an El Niffo occurs. The normal

trade winds relax, and the warm pool of

water in the western Pacific shifts back

along the Equator toward South America.

The warmest water in the Pacific--

typkatLy about 30°C around Indonesia--

then shifts eastward. This causes the

no_maLly cooler waters of the eastern

Pacific, off the coast of South America,

to ,.,_arm. ]he warmest pool moves to the

center of the tropical Pacific, where it

causes condensation, heat release, and

atmospileric upwel{ing. This upwe[[ing

on the atmosphere. The

warm pool in the cen-

tral and eastern Pacific

usually causes heavier

than normal rains over

tropical South America,

while the mechanism

for precipitation in the

western Pacific is shut

off. Ecuador and Peru

may flood, while Indonesia, Australia,

and Zaire may have droughts. The jet

stream into North America becomes

stronger, and an increased amount of

moisture is carried into the southern

States. The atmosphere atso produces

alternating patterns of low- and high-

pressure systems. Typically, a low-

pressure system centered just to the

southwest of Alaska draws warm air up

into Canada and creates a tendency for

higher than normal temperatures in

western Canada and the upper plains of

the United States. A low-pressure system

centered over the southeastern United

States draws cold moist air into that

region and brings lower than norma{

temperatures to the South.

This same low-pressure system also

increases precipitation in areas around

the Gulf of Mexico and sbws the mecha-

nism for forming hurricanes. There are

usually fewer hurricanes dunng an

E[ Nifio year.

A portion of the 1997-1_999 ENSOevent with

S_STsuperimposed upon SSH, courtesy of
Gregory Shirah, NASA.
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El Nino?'), but, because of tile chaotic nature of the

atnmsphere, exact (i.e., deternfinistic) teleconnections

CalUl()t he I)re(ticte(l.

[h)wever, scientists at NSII'[' aim to estimate the

l)rol)ahility for a certain region to have more or less

rain, or to I)e warmer or cooler than normal. According

t() Rienecker, NSII'P's goal is to estimate such proba-

bilities 12 months in advance.

NSII'P's predictions start with the ocean general cir-

culation model (()(;CM), which is initialized by assimi-

lating data to estimate, the ocean state at the start of

the forecast (see "l)ata Assiluilation and Sources of

l)ata"). El Nifio events are not purely ocean phenome-

ua. })_t!c_luse ttl('_ oceall al/d atmosphere are linked

(tynalnically in nature, NSII'P links the two in the sub-

sequent forecasts. "You can think of the atmosphere

as c()ustanlly a(ljusting to the ocean," says Suarez. "At

th¢_ same time as lhat adjustment is (h)ne, the atmos-

l)here forces the ocean." The atmost)here moves

A comparison of the structure of the equatorial Pacific thermocline

under normal conditions (top) and durii79 an El Nifio (bottom).

Temperatures red represents 28°C and blue represents 8°C--are

takeil from NOAA's Tropical Atmosphere Observation moorings.

warm pools of water in the ocean, these warm pools

create updrafts and affect the winds, and these

changed winds go on to move more water. Once cou-

pled, the OGCM integrates the equations of motion

forward, predicting how the sea surface temperatures

(SSTs) change in response to the surface winds and

air-sea heat and lnoisture exchange as well as the

ocean currents. Each day, the atmospheric global cir-

culation model (AGCM) takes the SST forcing and pro-

duces a forecast that is then used to force the ()GCM

for another day. These coupled forecasts are usually

conducted on 64 processors.

I)uring FY99, NSIPP started to test the coupled

model by doing hindcasts, t lindcasting is a retrospec-

tive forecast wherehy scientists go back to, say, 1992,

make a forecast for the 1993 E1 Niflo, and see how well

the model does by comparing the outl)ut to actual

oceanic and meteoroh)gical data tr()m 1993. ttindcasts

are useful for improvhlg regular forecasts because

they allow NSIPP to determine in what areas the two

models linke(l together simulate reality well, and in

what areas they are deficient.

"After we find ()tit what the El Niflo is doing, then

we find out what its consequences are elsewhere,"

says Suarez. This can be done with the coupled

model. However, to estimate the probability that any

forecast is reliable, NSIt)I ) runs ensembh's of

atmosphere-only forecasts that are based on forecast

SST from the tout)led model. Typically, the NSI1)I )

team uses the NCCS's T3E to run these forecast

ensembles--nine or so, each with different initial

atmospheric con(titions--and then averages them.

The tiny t)erturbations in initial conditions result in a

WHY PREDICT EL N1NO?

The onset of an E[ Nifio is detected easily by satellites

and ocean buoys as the warmest water in the Pacific shifts

eastward and normal trade winds relax. But knowing that an

El Nifio is happening is not as useful as being abte to predict

one months in advance. Given significant warning, govern-

ments and individuals might be able to mitigate the accom-

pany ill effects of the strange weather that often

accompanies El Nifio events by setting aside resources for

disaster relief from anticipated floods or droughts, taking

action to protect beaches from erosion, and planting crops

earlier or later than normal or even planting different crops

than usual
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Ensemble rnean hindcasts from a coupted atmosphere-land-surface mode[ using observed Reynolds SST data. Precipitation anomalies (in
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distribulion of outcomes, some states being more

1)rol)able lh;tll others, and the real climate perturba-

lions will lend to fall somewhere in the middle. "That's

the kind of forecast you can lnake," says Suarez.

The ensemble forecast is a computationally expensive

calculation, typically using 144 processors, with each

ensemble member running on its own 16-processor par-

tition. Each cah:ulalion, while not pushing the TaE to

its limits, is still a w_ry large computing prohlem in

absolute terms--it cannot be done on workstations.

Processing speed is in the 5-(;FLOPS range, and the

outt)ut typically is 300 PvlB.

As part =_f their ong{oing model development effort,

Rieuecker and Suarez also use ensembles to try to elu-

cidate the background "error covariance" in their

()(KIM, or the relatiw _ contributions to the error of

their forecasts from either the uncertainty of the

param(qers in the ()(K;M or the uncertainty in the sur-

face forcing. For this, they use Monte Carlo simula-

tions and an ensemble Kahnan filter (EnKF). Both

methods use slight perturbations in the surface forc-

ing to generate ensembles. The EnKF is a statistical

method that also involves running several forecasts

with assimilated data that have been "l)erturhed" by

adding random noise.

These computationally intensive activities are

helped by NSIPP's close collaboration with the NCCS.

"The benefit of the TaE," says Rienecker, "is that we

have been able to do 96 different Monte Carlo simula-

tions, which we were able to use to make estimates of

the error covariance structures." The EnKF implemen-

tation is the first of its kind in a truly parallel environ-

ment for a state-of-the-art ()GCM.

Another NSIPP activity is to conduct long simllla-

tions with the AGCM coupled to the OGCM and to a

land surface model to investigate what limits the capa-
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DATA ASSIMILATION AND SOURCES

OF DATA

One of NSIPP's major accomplishments has been the com-

pletion of its ocean data assimilation system, which had been

in testing for 2 years. Prior to that, cruder methods had been
used to initialize NSIPP's ocean forecasts. The data assimila-

tion system takes a multitude of oceanic observations from a

variety of sources and produces an "initialization," which is a

gridded field of ocean properties that is used as input for
NSIPP's ocean model. The ocean mode[ then takes the assimi-

lated data and solves the equations of motion for the ocean,

integrating forward for the length of the prediction.

For years, data assimilation of atmospheric weather data

has enabled atmospheric models to make numerical weather

predictions. Weather prediction looks at high-energy and small

spatial and timescale variability in the atmosphere--specific

storms and where they will blow in the coming days. Climate

prediction, on the other hand, is concerned with less ener-

getic, lower frequency, larger space scale, or longer timescale

phenomena, and the ocean state is key to climate prediction.

The key parameter in NSIPP's calculations is the wind

stress at the ocean surface, which is measured by scatterome-

ters. Scatterometers are specialized radar devices onboard

sate[Utes (e.g., QuickSCAT) that scatter microwaves off

centimeter-long "capillary" waves, which are caused by wind

blowing on the oceans. The speed and direction of winds over

the oceans can be calculated.

Another crucial data source, sea surface height (SSH), is

measured by Laser altimetry satellites such as TOPEX/Poseidon.

SSHs are critical because they detect the back-and-forth

motions across the Pacific that are El Nifio. The motions are

most apparent on the thermocline, the region of the ocean

that separates warm waters on the surface from cooler waters

below. The vertical tilt of the thermocline is much less during

an El Nifio than during a normal year. NOAA's Tropical

Atmosphere Observation (TAO) buoys, which extend along the

equatorial Pacific, measure the thermocline motions directly.

Other data sources include salinity, temperature at depth, and

subsurface ocean currents, which can be measured only by

instruments below the ocean surface.

Waves on the thermocline produce slight variations on

SSH, which can be measured with an altimeter. Buoys make

more accurate thermoctine measurements, but have the disad-

vantage of sparse coverage. "So our job at NASA is to see how

we can get the most information out of those two systems,"

says Suarez. "Can we combine everything to get a better pic-

ture of what the thermocline is doing than from just the

altimeter measurements or just the buoy measurements?"

SST is also an important data type, since it is the actual

indicator that an El Nifio is happening. SSTsare a[s0 crucial

for initializing the model.

bility to predict El Niho many seasons in aclwmce.

Both the OGCM and the A(]CM are written usin.q

object-orientect structures in Fortran 90 to facilitate

passing messages between the two models. The

incompatibilities of the inclividual moclels l)ec:ome

apparent in a long COUl)lecl simulation, and the mode]s

can be tunecl indiviclually and iml)rovc(l incrementally.

Usin,g the TSE makes the process fast, which is useful

for NSIPP. In the last year, a hmg coupled simulation

was performect on the T3F, "We found cleficiencies in

our system as a result of doing that," says Suarez.

Many of these deficiencies have now been corrected.
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An example of 9-meter ensemble mean anomaly forecasts using the

NCEPmonthly mean forecast SSTanomalies for June, July, and
August. 850 rnb wind anomalies ptotted over precipitation anomaties
(top), and 500 mb height anomaly contours with surface temperature
anomalies (bottom).
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The evo[ution of the forecast SST anonialy in centigrade. The fore-

castis conducted ush/g NSIPP's coupled ocean atmosphere-land

surface model The ocean is initialized using observed winds and

SSI-s and by assimi[ating subsurface temperature observations from

IAO moorings across the equatoriat Pacific. The forecast is initialized

on February 1, 1_997.

The coupled simulatious have improved, and it is

expected that this will affect the forecast skill of the

COul_led m_)del.

One of the !4oals for the N.SlPP ocean model is to

eventually move to higher resolution ill ocean grid

size. The curre)lt w_rsion models the ocean on a grid

that is 0.67' latitude by 1.25 _h)n._itude. NSII'I ) scieu-

lists aim to al)proach ().:'_3' for the r)cean model and

;is [im_ as ().3'3" globally for the cr)ul)h'd model. A 1"

model pro(htces four times the (lahi as does a 2' inodel

and is ei,_ht times more computationally intensive

bee,rose ()f a fHrther rechtction of the time step. The

advantage of increased resohitio[l is that the calcula-

tion,'-; tire lll()re sc_tl_iJ)le--lllore t)ri_cessors citIl hf,1 used.

A 1 model can be run on 256 processors aud a 0.5

model can be run Oil 512. \Vhen running a simulation of

0.5 ° on 512 processors, it is possible to achieve speeds

of 20 GFLOPS on the T3E. Conducting ensembles of sim-

ulations and forecasts at high resolution remains a com-

putational challenge. The NCCS's T?,E allows NSII'I' to

demonstrate the benefits to he gail_ed hy investment ila

such capat)ilit ies.

Some of the FY99 work at the NCCS has

involved using larger ensembles in the

forecasts to see how robust the small

ensemble cases are.
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ata assimilation brings together atmospheric
observations and atmospheric models--what we can

measure of the atmosphere with how we expect it to

1)ehave. NASA's Data Assimilation Office (DA()) sponsors

research projects in data reanalysis, which take several years of

observational data and analyze them with a fixed assimilation

system, to create an improved data set for use in atmospheric

studies. Using NCCS computers, one group of NASA researchers

employs reanalysis to examine the role of SUlnmertime low-level

jet (LLJ) winds in regional seasonal climate.

Prevailing winds that blow strongly in a fixed direction within

a vertically and horizontally confined region of the atmosphere

are known as jets. Jets can dominate circulation and have an

enormous impact on the weather in a region. Some jets are as

famous as they are influential. The jet stream over North

America, for instance, is the wind that blows eastward across

the continent, bringing weather from the west coast and

increasing the speed of airplanes flying to the east coast. The jet

stream, while varying in intensity and location, is present in all

seasons at the very high altitude of 200-300 millibars--more

than 6 miles above Earth's surface.

LLJs, on the other hand, are confined to the bottom few

thousand feet of the atmosphere. Because they are so low, LLJs

are highly susceptible to the influences of conditions on the

ground or in the ocean so that, for example, they may be

present only at night and/or only during certain seasons.



The [()w-level jets are important in [hose seasons,

though: The Somali jet, for instance, feeds tile south

Asian monsoon, and tile (treat Iqains low-level jet

((;PIJJ) is associate¢l with summer thunderstorms in

the Midwest.

North-south jets are l)articuktrly interesting to

researchers because they bring the nroisture and

warm air ol tile Tr()l)ics to the subtropics and the

extratrol)ics. Because this warlu, lll()ist air originates

in the Trollies, it is influenced by tropical climate sig-

naN, such as sea surface temperature (SST). The jets

are one link I)etvceen those tropical SSTs, which are

somewhat I)redictablc, and extratrol)ical weather,

which may not l)e. I_lnderslan(liug north-south l,L,Is

could lca(I to useful climate and weather predictions

over NoNh America and Asia.

()he ()f the I)A() researchers trying to understand

n,)rth-s(mth LL.Is is 5iegfrie(1 Schul)ert, who, with his

colleagues, uses reanalysis data and N('CS coml)uter

time to study the Somali jet and file GPLIJ. IlLs ulti-

mate goal is to use tile jets and what he learns from

THE DATA ASSIMILATION OFFICE

Data assimilation is a methodology that combines observa-

tions with a first guess from a model to produce global gridded

and, in principle, optima[ estimates or analyses of the entire

Earth System. Data assimilation improves analyses beyond what

observations alone provide, because it combines data types,

propagates data to places where there are no observations, and

provides estimates of difficuLt-to-observe diagnostic or forcing

fields.

One such data assimilation system was deve[oped and is

managed by NASA's DAO. "Our mission," says DAO Head Robert

Atlas, "is to advance the state of the art of data assimilation

and to produce research-qua[ity data sets through data assimi[a-

tion." The DAO assimi[ates ovservations into a state of the art

numerica[ modeL. The numerica[ model is based on current best

understanding of the physics of the atmosphere and is parame-

terized to accurately reproduce this behavior. Data are brought

in incrementaLLy when they are avai(abte, and constrain the

modeL's estimated values. A statistical anatysis scheme corrects

the first guesses to reflect the new data. "The data bring the

model back closer to what the rea[ atmosphere is doing," says

Atlas.

Further error checking and mitigation are always required. For

example, temperatures taken along co[d or warm fronts may

fluctuate greatly over a short distance. These observations may

not translate we[t in a data assimilation system because the

them to make climale l)redictions for the regions the.y

influence. "Predictions are incredibly iml)ortant," says

Schubert. Predicting what tile atmosl)here will do

many months (h)wn the line is difficult, though,

because of chaos. "Even if you had a I)erfect model of

the atmosphere, errors would still gr()w m a forecast,

becallse you would llever I)e al)[e to measure tile illi-

tial conditions perfectly everywhere," says Schubert.

"There will always be some error at tile smallest scales,

and, after a couple of weeks, tile error will llropagate to

contaulinate even the largest (i)lanetary) scales."

This is why the two jets that Sclmbert an(l his col-

leagues study are st) interesting. They know that the

massive ildlux of moisture out oI the (hilt of Mexico

affects tile weather over the Great Plains (see "The

Great Plains Low-Level Jet"). P;y asking how that jet is

affected by conditions in the Tropics and subtropics,

some useful predictiCms might be made. IJkewise with

the south Asian lUOi1soon: The exact mesoscale

behavior--what happel_s on the scale t)f less than

about 6(1 miles across--may be iml)ossible to predict,

system wiLLuse the highly unstable temperatures to assign an

average temperature to a Large region--anywhere from a few

dozen to several hundred miles, depending on the grid size of

the modeL. Errors come from both the observations and the

modeL, and both must be minimized.

The DAO's final product is a gridded, four-dimensionaL data

set that has values for moisture, temperature, pressure, cloud

parameters, and wind vectors over the grid points. The data sets

are produced every 6 hours, though certain data sets are pro-

duced continuously in time. Scientists then use the data to

study such things as Earth's angu[ar momentum, surface fluxes,

polar phenomena, moisture transport in the atmosphere, LL3s,

sea ice drift, ocean stresses, and many other applications.

After the data set is complete, many validation studies are

performed to ensure that the values of the atmospheric parame-

ters produced by the DAO are accurate as compared to reLiabLe

measured values of those same parameters. Members of the DAO

and outside researchers perform a certain amount of validation

before the data sets are released to the community.

Then, as in any good science, outside, independent researchers

use GEOS-1 in their own studies and make their own validations,

informing the DAOwhen some values are caLLed into question.

"When we finished the GEOS-1 reanaLysis," says Schubert, "we

put the data out in the community and then had a workshop [in

1995] to get feedback."



but allswers Collld be found

[<)r some less ambitious

quesliollS, such as when will

the Asian monsoon start next

year, and how intense will it be? (see "The South

Asian Monsoon"). These are. the sorts of questions

that data reanalysis projects can address.

Schubert and his col]ea._ues use a rnu]tiyear atmos-

pheric data set generated with w_rsion I o[ the DAO's

(ioddard Earth C)bserviIl_ System (GEOS-I) data

assimilation systeln for the period March 1980

through Novelnl)t!r 1!)!)5.5m-h an analysis of historical

observations is often referred to as a reanalysis. The

assimilated or reanalysis data show a structure for the

jet thal Schubert and his colleagues otherwise could

uot obtain. ()bservational data showing vertical wincl

illotioll, moisture and heat fluxes, alld ground Inois-

ture are crude or mme,:istel_t, but data assimilation

takes whatever data do exist

NCCS support staff is very familiar with
and interprets these vari-

the DAO, its techniques, and its needs, ables. "The lnodel is actually

producing all that struc-

ture," says Mark ttelfand, of the I)A().

As iml)rovelnents are llUlde _() the ahnosphere

models and to the observing systems, lhe data for a

given time I)eriod can be reanalyzed and an improved

data set can be assimilated (see "[{ow ])ata

Assimilation Evolves").

"Will we ever haw_ an obserwdional syslem thai

will tell us everything we need to know about the cli-

mate and predict it'?" asks Helfand. 'I doubt it."

"But," Helfand adds, "l hope we dlm't. I hope nature

is so unl)re(lictable that we're ahvays fas('inated I)y it

and never totally undershmd it. There are so lnany

things going on in the climate. So IllaIly interactions.

Nature is no machine."
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HOW DATA ASSIMILATION EVOLVES

Atmospheric models attempt to best represent the atmos-

phere. WhiLe not perfect, these models are at [east consis-

tent. "They give us a picture of what the atmosphere could

Look Like," says He[land. Then, the weather observations pro-

vide discrete pictures of what certain parts of the atmos-

phere actually do took like in certain placesat certain times.

However, weather data sources are many, varied, and

scattered. There are about 250,000 data reports every day

from sateLLiteinstruments, ground weather stations, weather

bat[Dons, ships, buoys, and aircraft sounders. Eachreport

may include a variety of information, such as temperature,

humidity, or pressureat a particular location and time, and

the reports are unevenly distributed about the globe.

Making these disparate data useful to those who are try-

ing to understand and predict the weather and climate is the

goat of data assimilation. "Data assimilation is a way of tak-

ing the data that we measureand bringing it together with

how we think the Earth System works," says He[land.

Newdata types are added as technology improves and

new instruments are added to the world's observing systems.

Observing systems are always changing somewhat with each

new sateLLitelaunched. OccasionaLLy,a new type of observa-

tion arises, such as the scatterometer aboard the QuickSCAT

sate[rite. To be useful to science, these new data types must

also be added to the DAO'sdata assimilation system. "In the

past, NASAproduced data sets that sat on a tape for years

with nobody using them," saysAtLas. "Our goat is that, when

a new data set becomes available, within weeks or months

to be assimilating it."

New data types must have their error determined to mini-

mize the error's effect on the assimilated product. "If you

know what the errors are, you can correct them," says AtLas.

"The better you can do this, then, the more accurate your

product wiLLbe."

Another way that the DAO'sassimilation system evolves is

in resolution. The original GEOS-1product was 2° Latitude

by 2.5° Longitude, but since then the DAOhas improved the
resolution to 1° and 0.5° models. Limited-area 0.25° data

sets have even been produced. "You need to improve the

assimilation to the point where [the modeLs] realty do repro-

duce the atmosphere's behavior--particuLarLy over a certain

region," says AtLas.

In terms of predictabiUty, the DAO'smode[is about halfway

to the theoretical Limit of weather prediction. "Seven days is

around the Limit of useful predictive skit[ now," says AtLas.

"Mode[ improvements, analysis techniques, and observations

wit[ give us the rest."

THE GREAT PLAINS LO W-LEVEL JET

On a warm summer night in the Great P[ains, the wind may

be barely perceptible at ground Level However,just a hundred

or so meters above, and continuing up for a couple of thou-

sand meters in the Loweratmosphere, the wind blows strongly

most nights. The Mnd turns clockwise over the Great PLainsto

complete its circulation over the eastern half of the conti-

nent. It eventually reachesthe ChesapeakeBay and the north-

eastern U.S.

This warm, moist wind, originating in the GuLfof Mexico,

carries as much as one third of the moisture coming into the

central U.S. and, with it, rain. It is a warm-season phenome-

non with a strong diurnal cycle, blowing primarily during the

summerand at night. Morethan haft of the thunderstorms

that pour rain over the Great PLainsStates every summer

occur between 6 p.m. and 6 a.m. This is unusuaL,because

thunderstorms over [and generaLLyoccur in the afternoon.

This nightly wind, the GPLL3,is one of the LL3sof interest

to Schubert and his coLLeaguesat the DAO.SpecificalLy, these

researchersare investigating the dynamics of the transport of

moisture by the LL3as welt as what happens to the moisture.

The moisture flux is greatest at night becauseduring the day

the Sun warmsthe ground, which heats the air dose to the

ground, making the air become unstable, reLeaseenergy, and

undergo turbulent mixing with higher Layersof air to smooth

out the vertical profile of momentum. "The jet cannot be sus-

tained in that environment," says Hetfand.

At nighttime, the mixing ceases, and the GPLI_3accelerates

over the PLainsand rotates clockwise in what is referred to as

_wAv _Y H_V i_¥ 2_u_Y 2_ IJUN _u_ 1_JuN l_uN 21JUU 2_Jv_
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Timeseries of northward moisture transport (vq) profile at 32°N,
97.5°W.Vertical scaleis approximatepressure[eve[ assuming
lO00-mb surfacepressure.Units are ms' g kgL



inertial osciLLation, which can be observed in wind vectors

(speeds and directions).

Because pressure differences and wind vectors are best

observed through data assimilation (there are not enough actu-

aL observations), Schubert and He[land use GEOS-1 data.

GEOS-1 is usefuL, though crude, because of its coarse temporaL

and spatial resoLution. "To have something that is useful in the

end," says Schubert, "what you reaLty want to do is to make

high-resoLution predictions over some region."

Schubert and Hetfand would Like Lo took directly at the

impact of the GPLL1 on thunderstorms and other weather phe-

nomena in the Great PLains in the summer. Such studies are not

possible at the moment because summer thunderstorms occur

on tile mesoscate and beyond model resolution. What is possi-

ble, however, is for Schubert and He[land to use the DAO's

assimilation techniques and NCCSresources to create additional

data to study the GPLL3 signal

By performing reanaLysis, Schubert can obtain assimilated

data every 3 hours, instead of the usual 6, which is important

since the jet has such a strong diurnal cycle, which is believed

to be due to the inertia[ osciLLation. Schubert can also focus

solely on the region made up of the continental U.S. and the

surrounding oceans and obtain data at a higher resolution over

that area. Then he Looks at how the GPLL3 varies from year to

year and from month to month.

"We look in detail at the structure of the circulation at dif-

ferent timescates," says Schubert. "On which timesca[es does

this jet show up, what is its periodicity, what is its variation

from year to year, from one day to the next, from one week to

the next?" Schubert and He[land took at time mean fields,

month-to-month fields, and average diurnal cycles averaged

over a summer or over several years or more, asking how

changes in boundary conditions--SST for instance--and other

atmosphere, ocean, and [and variables correlate with changes in

the jet. They also ask what other diurnaL, daily, weekly, season-

at, and interannua[ cycles are related to the GPLLJ.

Looking over 2-4-day timesca[es shows the effect of weather

systems on the GPLL3; these systems disrupt the GPLL3 as they

move through. Averaging over a week or more makes it possible

to examine the spatial and temporal extent of the jet--where

and when it turns on and off. Averaging over a month or more

also a[tows the seasonal dependence of the GPLL3 to be studied.

The GPLL3 has a strong seasonal dependence. The jet is bare-

[y detectable in April and sporadic in May because there are

numerous passing 4-8-day Low-pressure fronts enhancing the

GPLL3, and high-pressure fronts suppressing it. The GPLLJ sLow-

Ly becomes more regular during the summer months.

Averaging over a season a[Lows the calculation of the con-

tribution of the GPLI_3to the total moisture budget for the

Great PLains and demonstrates that the GPLLOis the major

contributor to the influx of moisture into the PLains.

Averaging over an entire season is also useful for observing

the influence of other Large signals on the GPLL3, such as the

500-year flood of 1993. During this flood, the jet was

enhanced, which increased the influx of moisture and brought

even more rain. "It was a very wet time," says Schubert.

Comparing monthly and seasonal averages from year to

year--the drought of 1988 compared to the flood of 1993, for

instance--can demonstrate how much the GPLLJ changes.

More importantly, these sorts of studies can show how much

of the annual monthly mean variation in the GPLL3 is random

and how much of it depends on [and hydrology, SST, or other

factors that vary greatly from year to year.

The implications of these studies are that there may be a

way to clarify the relationship between GPLL3, precipitation,

and boundary conditions at the start of spring. Identifying

the influence of the boundary conditions might someday indi-

cate how the average properties for a certain region would

change with changing boundary conditions, allowing seasonaL

average rainfall to be predicted.

These studies are, according to He[land, like any good sci-

ence. "The more you learn, the more there is to understand."
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THE SOUTH ASIAN MONSOON

The heavy seasonal rains that arrive each year with the

south Asian monsoon begin to faLL over China and Indonesia

in the earLy spring. As summer approaches, the rains reach

the Bay of Bengal on the eastern side of India, usuaLLy within

I-2 weeks of the end of May. There the monsoon strength-

ens. It Lasts around 40 days and becomes a spatiaLLy Large

and intense convective heat source over the region. By Late

summer, the monsoon has poured some of the heaviest rain

in the worn over India, BangLadesh, and the Bay of Bengal..

The South Asian monsoon is tied intimately to another

summertime atmospheric phenomenon--an LLJ bringing low,

warm, moisture-Laden winds from the East Coast of Africa,

known as the SomaLi jet.

Schubert and his coUeagues are interested in the Asian

summer monsoon both because it is a dramatic seasonal

phenomenon that is a major player in general gLobaL atmos-

pheric circulation and because it is the major source of rain-

fat[ throughout South Asia. It can also bring incredible

devastation to the region. For example, flooding in

Bangladesh kills hundreds, dispLaces thousands, and directly

or indirectly affects hundreds of thousands of people.

Damages sometimes reach into the hundreds of miLLions of dot-

tars. Each year's monsoon is a Little different--the amount of

rainfaLL and the onset of the monsoon both vary, for example.

Each year is examined individually, and the monsoon is iden-

tified by the onset of the rains and the strong, circulating

wind. The conditions in the atmosphere differ in the days and

weeks before and after the monsoon, and are examined carefuL-

ly. The wind fields indicate circulation patterns that also vary

from year to year and are strongly forced by boundary condi-

tions. This is a crucial connection, because some boundary con-

ditions are predictable months in advance, which couLd mean

that the circulation and, thus, the monsoon u[timatety could be

predictable. "The monsoon would be wonderful to be able to

predict," says Schubert.

Predictions, however, wilt not come easily. A large project

involving several international groups of climate modelers recent-

Ly focussed on data from the 1997 and 1998 monsoons to exam-

ine the effect of the 1997 EL Nifio. "The thinking," says Schubert,

"was that during a major ELNiRo event, the monsoon should be

bad." However, as it turns out, the 1997 monsoon was near

normal, which Left Schubert and his coUeagues wondering why.
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"It didn't behave as we expected," he says.

"The monsoons are complicated and are affected by many

atmospheric, ocean, and [and events over short and tong

timescaLes," says Man Li Wu of the DAO. "For now, we are just

trying to understand them."

So far, Schubert and Wu know that the Asian monsoon is

affected by the SomaU jet and that the Somali jet is affected

by the enormous elevated Land mass of the Himalayan mountain

range and by interseasonat atmospheric, Land, and ocean phe-

nomena, such as SSTs in the Indian Ocean, ENSOevents, snow

cover in the mountains, and the amount of ground moisture at

the start of the monsoon from the previous year's rainfall. What

they do not yet know is to what extent the jet is affected by

these phenomena.

Schubert and Wu began to address this question in FY9g. They

ran an ensemble of 10 different simulations using the DAO's GCM.

Each simulation had slightly different initial conditions but the
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same boundary conditions--SSTs for instance. "The idea was

to see how much the boundary conditions constrain what

happens," says Schubert. "How much of the variability is

unpredictab[e versus how much of it can be accounted for by

the sea surface temperatures and other things." A large

spread in the predictions indicates a weak influence of SST,

white a small spread indicates that the SSTs play an impor-

tant rote. They are stilt analyzing the data, using the NECS

supercomputers.

Something they have aLready discovered, though, is that

the predictability changes with the season. It turns out that

the SSTsare more prognostic of the Somali jet's behavior

tater in the summer. As the monsoon arrives in May and

June, the winds are tess predictable than in July and

August, when the monsoon is already established.

They also know that the onset of the monsoon is affect-

ed by the global 40-50-day oscillation in pressure and

winds first recognized by two scientists, Roland

t4adden and Paul JuLian, then with the National

Center for Atmospheric Research in BouLder,

Colorado. The Madden and Julian oscillation (MJO)

aLso affects the date of the break of the monsoon,

which Schubert and Wu have demonstrated by

companng the dates of onset of the monsoon to

the MJO signal seen in the reanatysis data.

In order to iUustrate the quantitative extent of

the MOO'seffect, Schubert and Wu sought to

decompose, or separate, the rainfall associated

with the MOOfrom the total rainfall in the assimi-

lated data. Wu compares this process to separat-

ing the yolks from the whites in an omelet.

"Mother Nature is complicated," she says. "The

signal she gives is scrambled."

However, decomposition was made possible

by using a new statistical method. This method,

developed by Norden Huang of GSFC'sOceans

and Ice Branch and known as the Hi[bert-Huang

Transform, sifts through data and extracts intrinsic

oscillatory functions.
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NORTH AMERICAN

OBSERVING

SYSTEMS
An Interagency Group
Runs Tests at the NCCS
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_[_ Weatherresearct uLale,lr J o',_oncat photo of weather bat[on[aunch circaWW][, courtesy of NOAA.



olue 250,000 weathel" rep¢_ris are collected by the

every ta t
_ measurements are taken by satellites, weather balloons,

ground weather stations, airplanes, oceangoing ships, and

tethered ocean buoys. Local or global weather models rely on

these reports to provide the raw data used as initial conditions

for the models to produce a weather prediction.

Because more accurate reports and higher quality initial

conditions can produce better weather predictions, one of the

missions of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA) is to bring about such improvements.

While technological advances can lead to incremental

improvements in measurements, implementing the technology

can be expensive. Moreover, there is no guarantee that

individual improvements will yield better overall forecasts. This

makes decisions regarding new observing systems as risky as

they are difficult.

To help North American governments and their agencies

address upgrading weather observing systems, NOAA created the

interagency North American Observing Systems (NAOS) Pl'ogram.

NAOS assesses the value of various combinations of observing

systems to numerical weather prediction. In 1999, NAOS scientists

ran a series of important experiments at the NCCS to determine

the effect on weather prediction of removing some of the Nation's

rawinsonde sites that provided possibly redundant data.



"The mnnl)er of tests we had to do was daunting,"

says N()AA's Tom Schlatter, who chaired the group

that did the study. "It would have taken years to get

through them, and it's only hecause NASA stepped

forward and said 'We'll hel l) you' that we've been able

to do anything at all."

Numerical weather [)rediction requires developing

mathematical models that simulate the behavior of

tile atmosphere, solving tile models' equations of

motion on computers, and forecasting such variables

as where the wind will blow and how air pressure,

temperature, and moisture will change. The equations

in these numerical models (based on Newton's second

law of motion--acceleration is directly proportional to

al)i)lied force, or F ma) demand initial conditions that

are l)ased on accurate ol)servations of tile atmos-

phere's behavior an(I enable the models to rel)roduce

that behavior.

I)ata assimilati(m systems make the connection

between atmospheric observations and numerical pre-

diction models; they initialize the models using weath-

er data from a variety of sources (see "I)ata Assimi-

lation in Nulnerical Weather Prediction"). These

s()qlrces evolve as new instruments heconte available.

hnl)roving weather observing systems--and thus ini-

tializations-is one good way of improving weather

forecasting. Ensuring that new weather observing sys-

tems actually iml)rove forecasts is one of the most cru-

cial issues in their design and is the ntission of NAOS

(see "Testing Atmospheric ()bserving Systems").

NAOS is COml)osed of two separate working groups:

The Systems Design Working Group, which analyzes

the operations of observing systems, and the Test and

Ewduation Working Group (T&EWG), which assesses

the effect of new and proposed observing systems

an(I configurations on weather forecasting. The

T&EWG forms and tests hypotheses by running

weather predictions over the same period of time

while manipulating the observing system, adding or

deleting components, and then evaluating the results.

The group then makes its recommendation to the

NA()S Council, which, in turn, makes the ultimate rec-

ommen(lation to all of the U.S. Government agencies.

The T&EWG used the NCCS's computers to address

whether some of the rawinsonde sites could be elimi-

nated without diminishing the accuracy of weather

forecasts. Rawinsondes are weather balloons carrying
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Map of rawinsonde sites. Sites designated with red triangtes are
part of a Gtoba[ C[imate Observing Network, Sites designated with
bright yellow rings are near airports and were proposed for removal.

instrument packages that measure telnperature, humid-

ity, and pressure continu()usly in flight and transmit

this information to a weather station, which also tracks

the flight path of tile balh)on for information on wind

speed and direction (see "A Typical Launch"). A net-

work of 102 rawinsonde launching stations across the

U.S. and surrounding territories gathers data twice

daily.

Sonte sites are close to airports, and aircraft often

take weather measurements in what is kuown as tile

Aircraft Communications, Addressing, and Rel)orting

System (ACAILS). Commercial aircraft file ACAILS wind

and temperature reports--about 50,0(10 a (lay over the

continental U.S. and its coastal areas--and approxi-

mately 5-10 percent of these are recorded during take-

off or landing. "I)escending or ascending aircraft," says

Stephen Lord of N()AA, "produce a vertical sounding

of temperature and moisture in the atmost)here." 111

theory, these 2,500 to 5,000 ACAtLS soundings could be

used as a cheaper alternative to rawinsondes.

Experiments in 1996 demonstrated that reducing

the rawinsonde network by half would sut)stantially

degrade the ahility of numerical models to make accu-

rate weather predictions in the 0-4-day range. But

could some of the ACARS sites replace the nearby

rawinsonde sites'? "Could we then dispense with these

sites and substitute the informati(u_ derived from

departing and arriving aircraft?" asks Schlatter. It the



t!.S. could stop paying for 14 sites, for example, it

would saw' about $1.5 million a year.

This hyl)othesis is by no means self-evident,

because ACARS data are somewhat inferior to rawin-

sonde (lala. Many ascent/descent sounclings by air-

craft lack the w_rtical resolution of rawinsoncles.

Moreover, aircraft (lid not I)egin measuring humidity

until recently; only a handful of aircraft do so, even

now. Rawinsoudes also have the advantage that they

rise to al)out 72,000 feet, much higher than an air-

plane's cruising altitude of al)out 30,000 feet.

New'rtheless, the T&EWG asked whether some of

tlw.se rawinson(le sites could be eliminated and estab-

lished several criteria for selecting the inost likely

candidates. Sites would haw_ to he close enough to an

airport lhat the climate would be rouglfly the same,

atmospheric soundings would have to be taken during

at least 20 ascents and descents per week, the distri-

bulion of the remainiIL_ sites would have to be rough-

ly mfiform, and no sites deemed important for the

climatoloqical record would be removed. In 1999,

NA()S identified 14 sites that met these criteria and

i)erformed experiments to deterlnine whetller their

removal would affect weather predictions.

The NA()S experiments were designed to observe a

hroad st)eelrum of weather coi_ditions for long periods

using several (li[[erent operational weather l)rediction

models. Everything normally done in a routine numeri-

cal wealher prediction must be (hme [or the experi-

ments requiring a large number of repeated and

lengthy (:al(:ulations run over tong t)eriods of time.

The T&EW(.; wanted to use well-tested weather pre-

diction moctels to avoid model-depenctent systematic

error. They chose three operational models used by

the NWS for daily predictions on the basis that these

models had a lengthy performance record and the

benefits of hint-term verificatioll and extensive feed-

t)a('k from fl)re(:asters throughout North America.

They also used the data assimilation systems devel-

Ol)ed for each of these models.

A gh)hal model, the (;lohal Spectral Model (GSM),

depicts the atmost)here over Earth's entire surface

from the ground to the stratosphere. The GSM has a

resolulion of about 1' latitude and longitude and 28

vertical levels. Two regional too(Ms, the Rapid Update

Cycle (RIIC) and the Eta, cover the continental U.S. and

portions of Mexico and (;anacla. The RUC is a

TESTING ATMOSPHERIC

OBSERVING SYSTEMS

NOAA created the interagency, intergovernmenta[ NAOS

Program in the midd990s to advise the U.S. and other gov-

ernments about the most effective ways to spend their

resources to produce useful atmospheric observations. NAOS

provides recommendations to NOAA Leaders and is guided by

representatives from U.S., Canadian, and Mexican govern-

mental, agencies and universities.

Because any NAOS Program decision cou[d affect its mis-

sion, NASA is invo{ved. "Our concern [is] the obse_ng sys-

tems not controlled by NASA," explains Robert Atlas, head of

Goddard's Data Assimilation Office. "We want to make sure

that if there are any changes to the observing system, they

not adversely affect our ability to monitor c[imate or per-

form research."

NAOS experiments measure the relative contributions of

different components of observing systems to numerical

weather prediction. "We're trying to understand the value

of observing systems to forecasting the weather," says

NOAA's Stephen Lord. Some of these tests are simulations

on new or proposed weather systems, such as Doppler wind

[idar, and some are sensitivity tests to determine the effect

of existing systems on weather prediction.

Sensitivity tests try to answer such questions as which

are the best atmospheric observations to make, where, how,

and how often. And, says Tom SchLatter, "What is the best

way to put information we can glean from observations

into a model and teL[ the model, 'This is your starting

point. This is where you begin to produce forecasts.'"

Working groups within NAOS produce reports recom-

mending directions. NAOS's TEWG examines new or pro-

posed observing systems and helps the Government decide

in a l.ogica[, scientific way whether they should be imple-

mented.

"There have been many times in the past that very cosily

observing systems have been put aboard satellites and sent

into space without any assurance that the information--the

raw information that came back--would Lead to improved

forecasts," says Schtatter. "This is one of the things that we

are trying to correct. We would like to know--before com-

mitting $100 million--whether that money would make a

difference."



DATA ASSIMILATION IN NUMERICAL

WEATHER PREDICTION

The accuracy of numerical weather predictions depends on

using atmospheric observations to determine the weather

conditions at the start of the prediction. Without this "ini-

tiatization," no numerical modet couN correctly predict the

weather.

Weather data sources are many, varied, and scattered.

There are about 250,000 weather reports every day from a

combination of satellite imagery equipment, ground weath-

er stations, weather ba[lo0ns, oceanborne vessek, buoys,

and aircraft sounders. Each report may include a variety of

information, such as temperature, humidity, or pressure at a

particular location and time, and the reports are unevenly

distributed about the globe. Naking atl, of these disparate

data usefu[ to meteorologists who are trying to predict the

weather is the chat[enge of data assimilation.

"Data assimilation is a way of using observations to

estimate everything that a weather prediction model, needs

to know to make a forecast," says Schl,atter. To predict what

the atmosphere wilt do, the data must be co[tected, con-

densed, and somehow converted into an orderly form.

Data assimilation systems specify atmospheric conditions

on a regularly spaced grid of points that numerical, weather

prediction modets use as initiat conditions. Aft of the

reports from the various weather instruments are used to

estimate average properties of the atmosphere at regularly

spaced intervats at[ over the gtobe, from the surface to the

stratosphere, resulting in an ordered matrix that can be

read easity into a computer.

"The beauty of a data assimilation system," says Lord, "is

that it can take information that is produced at one point

and propagate it into another part of the atmosphere that

doesn't have an observation."

mesoscale analysis/forecast system that updates

weather coit(litions hourly and produces short-range

(12-h(mr) forecasts over the contiguous 48 United

States and adjacent areas every 3 hours. The Eta

model has been use(l by Ihe National Centers for

Enviromnental I're(liction (NCEP) since 1993 to provide

early forecast guidance over North America. NCEP runs

the Eta inrMel Iwice daily, I)roducing a 60-hour forecast

at a resohflion of ?,2 km with 38 vertical levels. Each

model uses its (_,,vn data assimilation system to initial-

ize the conditions whell the NWS starts to run them.
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GLobaLLand e{evation, in meters, used for the GSN. The area of the
Eta model is shown with the dashed Line, arid the area of the RUE
modet is shown with the sotid fine.

The plan was to run the experiments several times

throughout the year over many different meteorolo,qi-

ca] conditions to discover any seasonal w_riations in

the results. [n the first experiment, which was complet-

ed in 1999 using NCCS resources, the models were ini-

tialized with all operationally available data: the global

model was used to predict the weather lrom l)ec'ember

1997 through February 1998. and the two regional

models were used over a shorter period--January 25

to February 28, 1998--vchich was less coml)utationally

demanding. NAOS selected these months hecause they

coincided with an active El Niho winter marked by

large rainstorlns in California and other significant

weather events in January and Fel)ruary.



Eachln¢)delwasrunthreetimes:Acontrolusing
Hmfulloperationaldata--whichincludedrawinsonde
and A(',\I_,S data--and two lest cases. ()he test case

excluded the rawinsonde data from the 14 sites and

the other ex(:lu(le(I both the rawinsonde data and the

nearby AC,\RS data.

The resulls showed that there is very little loss of

forecast skill with the 14 sites removed if the nearby

ACARS data are retained. The most notable exception

was that the loss of, the rawinsonde moisture sound-

ings contributed to clearly inferior moisture analyses

in all three models. The early hours of the forecast

suffered as a result, t)ut, within 12 hours, this handi-

ca I) ha(t essentially (lisal)l)eared. ()therwise, there

were no differences between the simulations with all

the data and the simulations with both the rawin-

sonde data and the ACARS data removed when the

(;SM was tested. There were only slight and statistical-

ly insignificant (lil,ferences when both data types were

removed with the Eta model. The RUC model predic-

tion was also slightly less accurate when both data

tyl)es were remove(t, particularly for the moisture

fiel(t. "N()t to the extent that a torecaster would have

chan_ed Iris I)ul)li(" forecast," says Schlatter.

The NA()S c(mucil (lecided to end the tests at that

point because the l)reliminary results were not convinc-

ing enough to SUl)l)ort remowd of the 14 rawinsondes.

N()AA solicited a(b/ice from the climate community

an(I forecasters in the fM(I, both groul)S ntaking

strong case.s for keeping the rawinsonde sites.

(itimatoh)qists use rawins(mde data for their decades-

long sludies of global weather trends, since some of the

sites have beel] launchilLq balloons continuously since

W()r](I War II and continue to contribute to valuable

I(mR-term (]ata sets. Weather forecasters use the balloon

launches for their daily weather predictions and rely

heavily on the moisture soundings. "()ur recommenda-

lion will be against any r(_(tuc:tion in tihe rawinsonde

nelw()rk," says S(:ldatter.

The al)parent inal)ilily of, predi(:tion models to

"rememl)er" humidity information supplied at the

I)egimmlg of a [()recast is a well-recognized problem.

"No one stloul(] conelu(h_ that humidity information is,

lherel'ore, uniml)ortant," says Schlatter. [)art of the

i)r()l)lem is that the humidity field is undersaml)led.

Few ACAI,{S aircraft c()llect moisture (tata, but the num-

I)er should increase in the future. Currently, however,
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A comparison of observed rainfaLL, a GSM model and an Eta modeL,
shows the observed rainfall in inches (top), the output of the Low-
resolution GSM model (middle), and the output of the high-resoLu-
tion Eta model (bottom).



rawinsondes are the only well-distributed source of

three dimensional moisture ohservations available.

Also, hmnidity is the most difficult parameter to ana-

lyze, and predict, and current research is [OCtlsed on

this Im)blem. Moisture concentrations can vary signifi-

cantly hetweel] rawinsonde sites and between the

points of the computational grids employed in today's

models. Another part of the problem is that accurate

moisture and wind observations are required at the ini-

tial time before a model can generate correct vertical

mot ions, clouds, and precipitation. More sophisticated

data assimilation techniques that successlully couple

lhe wind and moisture analyses would be helpftfl.

Finally, the modul's treatment of humidity can still he

iml)rove(I

Schlatler predicts thai the moisture information

will bucome more important as new, more sophisticat-

ed models are introduced. "()verall," he says, "we

learm'd a lot. And we couldn't have done it without

the NASA computers."

NASA provided assistance through the

NCCS, which arrangecI for the T&EWG

to carry out experiments on one of tile

Cray J932se super'computers, "Without

help from NASA, these experiments would

not be done yet," says Schlatter:

Examptes of observed precipitation totals and model predictions in ram/month. ([eft) rainfa[[ reported by the River Forecast Centers, (mid-

die) low resolution prediction of the GSN, and (right) high-reso[ution prediction of the RUE mode[.



A TYPICAL LAUNCH

At the Vaisala rawinsonde factory in New England, the

Mode[ RSSO rawinsondes used by the NWS are assembled.

Inside these light-blue, cigar-box-sized cardboard and

Styrofoam packages are thermometers, hygrometers, and

barometers that measure temperature, humidity, and

pressure.

The rawinsondes are shipped to the National Weather

Center in Kansas City, Missouri, where each one is assigned

a unique call number before being shipped to an upper air

weather station. There is a network of more than 100 such

stations across the United States and Canada, and many

hundreds worldwide.

At 0000 and 1200 GMT, NWS employees attach a battery

to the radio transmitter in the rawinsonde, activate the

instruments, attach the rawinsonde to a weather balloon,

and retease the package into the air.

The radio transmitters send temperature, pressure, and

humidity databack to the launchingstation,and the bal-

loonsaretrackedwithradarto get wind directionsand

speeds as they riseto the lower stratosphereoverthe

course of several hours, toward an ultimate height of about

72,000 ft. There, the pressure around the balloon is so low

that the helium inside forces the balloon to pop. A para-

chute attached to the rawinsonde allows the package to

float back to Earth. An envelope addressed to the NWS cen-

ter in Kansas City is attached in case the package is

found--about half eventually are returned. Often, one raw-

insonde may be flown several times.

Launch of a rawinsonde battoon.



CLIMATE

PREDICTION

SEES FUTURE

DESPITE CHAOS

Researchers Outside NASA Use NCCS

Resources for Studies

Lorenz strange attractors, Courtesy of Katharine Gurski, USRA.



he air on this mostly sunny January day is crisp and
the wind is blustery. The morning's National Weather

Service 6-hour forecast had accurately predicted these

conditions for the Baltimore-Washington area and the 2-3 day

extended outlook was almost perfect. The previous week, the

National Center for Environmental Prediction's (NCEP) 6-10 day

temperature and precipitation outlook for the general trends for

the region was correct as well.

However, no forecast could have predicted specific details

about this day. It is 28.5°F in the sunshine, bright enough for

dark sunglasses, and windy enough to blow off a hat. Such

details are impossible to foresee with any accuracy and are

outside the scope of routine weather prediction. Equally difficult

is accurately forecasting weather beyond about 2 weeks.

.lagadish Shukla, of George Mason University and the Center for :

Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Studies (COLA), is exploring the

possibilities beyond these limits.

"What is predictable beyond the weather, asks Shukla.

Weather forecasts predict specific conditions of the

atmosphere for the near future, up to a few days, or the average

properties of the atmosphere over longer periods of time.

Predictions are always averaged over a specified region,

1)erhaps the size of a small city. Weather forecasts use both

these predictions and information from radar stations and

weather balloons.
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Predicted precipitation anomaties for January-March 1998 from
COLA's AGCM alone (top), Xie-Arkin rain gauge data from the NWS

(middle), and nested Eta mode[ (bottom).

I'redictiug the weather has inherent limitations

because the atmosphere is a chaotic system (see

"Chaos .... "). Aecor(linu, to chaos theory, the maximum

lead tiine for a useful mll-nerical weather prediction is

about 2. weeks. Meteor()logy is still approaching this

limit, and the niost l)r)werful weather forecasts tr)(lay

are useful h) l)erhal)S (;-lO days.

, <_<,_:...................... , .................... , ....... ; ....
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Predicted surface temperature anomalies for January March 1998
from COLA'sAGCMatone (top), CUmate Ana[ysis Monitoring Systems

(CAMS) data from the NWS (middle), and nested Eta mode{ (bottom).

However, the atmosphere has certain longer-term

fluctuations that may be predictable far beyond the

2-week limitation of numerical weather prediction. For

example, what will the seasonal mean temperature be

in the South next summer? Will the east coast have

another drought? How nmch rainfall should Californians

expect for the spring? Such questions are too far into



CHAOS AND THE NONLINEAR DYNAMIC SYSTEM WE CALL THE WEATHER

View of the ENIAC, which was equipped with 17.468 vacuum

tubes, filled a 30-by-50-foot room, and weighed 30 tons.

Ever since the first computer, ENIAC,and its progeny

machines, such as MANIAC,were developed at the University of

Pennsylvania and Princeton University in the 1940s and 1950s,

one of the toughest problems that scientists have tried to

so{ve using the fastest and best computers is also one of the

oldest: What wRt the weather be later today, tomorrow, next

week, or next month?

Weather models use observationsand numerical methods to

represent the atmosphere. Computersfirst translate empirical

weather observations into initiat atmospheric conditions, and

then apply to those initiat conditions equations that reflect the

physical behavior of the atmosphere, integrating the numerical

forms of those equations ahead in time to try to predict future

events.

Of course, the fact that weather predictions are so often

wrong demonstrates that there are problems with the modets,

the initial conditions, or both. A perfect prediction would

necessitate perfect knowledge of the initia[ conditions and a

mode[ that perfectly simulates the atmosphere with no error.

Error in numericat weather prediction comesfrom two main

sources. Oneis the inherentinaccuracies in the models scientists

use to describethe atmosphere. Basicalty, these models are

equations that take some set of observed or mathematically

derived inputs (the initiat conditions), integrate the equations

aheadin time, and produce predictions based on the results. All

models make certain assumptionsabout how the atmosphere

behavesand incorporate these assumptions into the models in

the form of parameters--fixed numericat quantities that fit the

equations to observations. The fit may not be exact, and the

observations have somedegree of error, so the parameterizations

and, thus, the modelsalt have some degreeof inaccuracy.

Different parametersgive different resutts, and so do different

models using different parameters.

The other inherent inaccuracy in weather predictions is much

more profound. Chaostheory posits that any two predictive

forecastsproduced using identical models but with ever so

slightly different initial conditions will, in time, produce drasti-

cally different results. Since there is no way to know exactly

what the weather conditions are [ike at any time given the [im-

itations of observing equipment, stight, even microscopic, errors

in measurementswill turn into very inaccurate predictions with-

in a short period of time.

The propagation of error is determined by chaotic dynamics,

and the theoretical limit to accurate weather prediction is

about 2 weeks.After that, small errors in the estimates of the

initial conditions will balloon into one gigantic wrong forecast.

"You cannot fight chaos," says Shukla. "You cannot control it."

This phenomenon,following the work of EdwardN. Lorenz

of MIT, is known as the butterfly effect: The wind produced

from the flap of a butterfly's wings on one side of the globe

will affect the weather a few weeks tater on the other side of

the globe. Since there is no way for weather observations to

observe such nuances, weather is predictable only up to a

point. Meteorotogists and climate scientists have generally

come to accept this essential [imitation of numerical weather

prediction. "That's granted," saysShuk[a. "That's chaos."

lhe [uh]re Io determine with numerical weather pre-

(licti(m.

Shukla and other scientists hope to answer these

questions tllr(mgh mtmerica] climate prediction, which

[IS(L% the Sitll)(_ basic int_l]lodolol_y ,_ls tHnnerica] weath-

er prediction. [:orecasts of climate differ [ronl those of

wealher, though, in lhat they are broader in scope.

Broader can mean asking for the average rainfall over

several months instead of breaking the rainfall down

by day, or it could mean looking at a large region with-

in the U.S. instead of a particular city or State.

Numerical climate prediction potentially can [()recast

conditions mOllths or seasons ill advance.



The NCCS contributes to climate prediction

research efforts by providing the

supercomputer and mass storage resources

that allow extensive calculations.

(ilimatologists hope that, by asking broader titles-

[ions, they can push the limits of weather predictabili-

ty and still find usehfl answers. Shukla's aim is to use

ntnnerical climate models to predict with greater than

50 percent accuracy such lhin_s as mean seasonal

rainfall and mean telnperature anomalies.

Numerical clinlate prediction uses mathematical

models--sets of equations based on physical laws and

certaiil assumpti(ms about the behavior of tile a|lliOS-

phere. I.ike wear her predictiolL climate predict ion

uses el)served data to produce the initial conditions--

the process o[ data assimilation--and integrates tile

ilumerica[ atnl()sl)heric models forward in time. Tile

end product, or predicti()u, is simply a projection of

the final condition of the atmosl)here after some num-

ber ¢)f time steps. Tile I)rojection could 1)e several

days in weather l)redicti(m or several months in eli-

lnate prediction.

Shukla and his grout) use a three-tier process to

make these predictions. A h)w-resolution, coupled

ocean-atmosl)here 1]lodel t)roduces sea surface tem-

perature (SST) data that are input to a medium-

resolution atnlospheric general circulation model

(AGCM). This A(iCM. based on NCEt"s operational

iilediuill-ran_c weather forecast nlodel, incorporates--

nests--another general circulatioll model in tile region

over North Anierica. The nested regional model, called

Eta, is a high-resohfli(m mesoscale model that explicit-

ly accounts i()r land topt)qral)hy. The more time-

consmning steps in this process are perforlned on

charney, tile NCCS's Cray .1932se SUl)ercomt)uter.

The nlost iml)ortant input that Shukla uses is SST

in the Tropics (see "Why Are the Trollies So

hnportant?"), although he also uses SST data in lati-

tudes outside the Tropics, soil moisture, and the pre-

vious year's snowfall in the regi()ns of interest over

North America.

SST data fire taken from satellite data, I)uoys, and

shipboard soundings and fed into a low-resolution,

COUl)led laud-ocean model to generate a regular SST

gridcled product. Then, these gridcted 5ST data and

data assimilated from weather-1)alh)()IL remote-

sensing, and satellite observatiolls are used to initial-

WHY ARE THE TROPICS SO IMPORTANT?.

"The Tropics are the heat engine of the atmosphere," says 3agadish Shukta.

"That's where most of the energy comes from." The condensation of water is

exothermic, which means that when clouds form anywhere in the atmos-

phere, they release heat. In the big picture, the Tropics are witness to the _ :

most massive condensation of water into clouds on Earth. Tropical predpita- _'r_7 -

tion releases 75 percent of the energy that the atmosphere uses, and that

tropical heat input is one of the major driving forces of air circulation over

the Tropics, which drives weather conditions at[ over the world.

Since Shuk[a is interested in changes in tropical conditions that affect

North America a season or more tater, he uses tropical SST data in his mod-

els. SST affects cloud formation and directly influences condensation and

precipitation in the Tropics. SST changes more slowly than conditions in the

atmosphere, and can affect atmospheric circulation and weather over North

America many months later. E[ Nigo is the most famous example of this. The

discovery that the warming of tropical Pacific SST serves as a warning of

aberrant weather demonstrates the predictive power of SST. Two sources of SSI data--ocean buoys and
ships.



ize the global model with its nested, high-resolution

Eta model to forecast atmosl)heric conditions over

the North American re_ioIL Ground moisture and

snowfall data are incorporated in the regional model

from operational ohserwdions.

What allows tile long-term predictability in the first

place is that SST changes are slow and are not sensi-

lively del)endent on initial conditions. Sensitive

del)en(lence is a tern] mathematicians use to describe

what happens in a chaotic system such as the atmos-

phere. The atmosphere's chaotic

nalure wreaks havoc with the error

estimates ill measured quantities

used to initialize numerical models

of the atmosphere. The equations

use(I to m()(lel the atmosl)here are

llOlllill(2ar [lll(] ]l[tve ;1 r()o| Illeall

S(luare error doubling every 2 (lays.

This means thai, in a weather l)re -

diction, the error in estimaled ini-

tial conditions at the beg{hiring of

_'_'We have now demon-

strated the seasonal

predictability of regional

climate over North

America," says Shukla,

"and that's a new thing._

the I)rediction quickly l)ropagates the uncertainty of

the I)redicli(m, rendering it of no use. But SgTs, while

also dynamically forced hy the atmosphere, are not

sensitively del)en(lent Oil the initial conditions of lhe

atlllosphere.

Shukla demonstrated this in 1998 by carrying out

separate simulations using tile same SST data with dif-

ferent initial atmospheric conditions observed on dif-

ferent days. The separate simulations converged to

similar at)l)roximate aw_rage rainfall anomalies after

tim nl()(tel integration, which were close to the

ol)served anomaly. Thus, sensitive del)endence did

not l)lay a role in tile prediction.

The COml)ulational requirements for Shukla's stud-

ies are wlst. SST and other data are first assimilated

and then assigned to 2.8" longitude l)y 1.8: latitude

grid points and 20 vertical levels over the sur[ace of

tile glol)e. The model is then integrated forward in

time in steps ()f 10 minutes for u[) to 100 days. With

l(I e(luali(ms for every gri(tpoint, tile resulting calcula-

tion can be as large as several hundred hill{on calcula-

tions, each consisting oI nlany hundred floating point

operations.

"That's why we needed the NASA c(mq)uters," says

Shukla. "We couldn't have done it otherwise. Those

supercomputers have been able t(/help us analyze

huge amounts of data and to define the initial condi-

tions much better." To he at)[e to predict these aver-

age temperature and rainfall anomalies in advance

with accuracy is impressive, considering tile theoreti-

cal ]4-day limit for t)redictability of

the wealher.

COLA is asking what other sources

of information might reveal long-term

signals in weather t)atterus--for

example, ground moisture. Further

studies ',viii c()ntimm to draw on

NCCS resources, especially as

Shukla's group at C()I_A attempts to

I)roduce finer and liner maps of

regional climate t)redictions, since

each doubling of the resolution increases the comput-

er resource demands l(;-fo]d.

But, says Shukla, computational demands are not

the only limiting factor. The most important issue is

how the climate is mo(leled. A dynamic system such

as the atmosphere demands a fully dynamical model.

Fully dynamic weather t)rediction models have been

in routine use for decades, and Shukla predicts that

science is on the verge of deveh)ping a dynamical

model that will produce climate pre(licliolls routinely.

But before this can occur, Shukla says, there must t)e

improvements in the way that models capture the cur-

rent climate.

"We don't have good models. We must build good

models. People used to say, 'We need more data' or

'We rteed faster computers,' but are these tile only

things limiting climate predictions today? No! What is

most affecting predictions today is the limitations of

the models," says Shukla.
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s it cooler than normal or warmer? Are we having an
El Niflo or a La Nifia? How intense is it, and how is it affecting

the atmosphere?

These are the sorts of questions that climate studies hope to

answer. Reaching further into the past than the short memory of

the atmosphere and projecting far into the future, climate

studies examine trends and changes that take l)lace over

decades. Looking at this length of time is necessary to m¢mitor

and understand climate variability and to determine if

significant trends exist_global warming, seasons of increased

flooding, a coming drought.

For climatologists, these studies must have good data sets.

Ideally, data would be collected continuously over a period of

decades without any major changes to the instrumentation used

for collection, which would introduce incongruities and make

trends hard to follow. Also, the data should be in the form of

time- and space-averaged measurements or estimates

convenient for climate studies.

One researcher at GSFC has created such a data set using the

facilities at the NCCS. TOVS Pathfinder Path A is a 21-year data

set based on measurements taken from several National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) satellites flown from

1979 through 1999.

Since 1979, NOAA has outfitted its modern generation of low

Earth-ort)iting meteorological satellites with an instrument

package known as the TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder



(T()VS). The T()VS package includes three atmos-

pheric sounding instruments: tile High-Resolution

Infrared Sounder nnit ([tlRS2), the Microwave

Sonnding Unit (MSU), and the Stratospheric Sounding

Unit (SSII). These instrument units are all radiome-

ters, or dt_tectors, that are aimed from the orbiting

satellites at "spots" oil Earth below the satellites'

paths. The spectrometers collect all the low-energy

l)hotol_S within a set of spectral intervals or bands

rising from the spot below to the TOVS satellite

above. Each spot measurement is also a sounding of

the atmosphere, counHng low-energy photons coming

from w_riotlS layers of the atmosphere.

The l)hoton counts can be retrieved, or interpret-

ed, by an algorithm that translates the counts into

geopl_ysical observations--such as the "skin" temper-

atures of the ground or ocean surfaces, atmospheric

t emperatllre profiles, atmospheric water vapor pro-

files, outgoing longwave radiation, and total atmos-

pheric ozone. A further manil)ulatioll of these counts

allows the cloud fractions and el(rod-to 1) pressures to

be calculated.

For the past several years, the Sounder Research

Team of Goddard's Laboratory for AtlnoSl)heres has

used the resources of the NCCS to create a long-term

data set of these retriew'd geophysical ohservations

from NOAA TOVS satellites f¢_r the tLS. scientific

commtmity.

This data set, called Pathfinder l'ath A, contains the

retrieved geophysical observations from the I)hoton

counts for the combil3ed l llRS2 and MS1J measure-

ments taken over recent decades and represents a

detailed structure of the attar)sphere integrated over

height and averaged over time.

Construction of the data set starts with calibratecl

level-1 raw data from NOAA, which have already been

Four views of September 1999. GLA [OVS surface skin temperature (K) (upper Left); TOVS-derived outgoin 9 [ongwave radiation (W/M 2) (upper

light); precipitable water (ram4 10) (Lower (eft); and TOVSeffective doud fraction and pressure (Lower right).
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checked for quality. The raw data are individual

soumlings and Sl)Ot-I)y-spot t)hoton counts from

which a Rridded Pathfinder Path A data set is pro-

(luc{_d. The l'athlinder t'ath A data set averages the

soundings on a 1" latitude by 1" longitude grid over

6(; levels of the atmosl)here to produce a space-

aw_raged and time-aw, raged data set in daily, 5-day,

monthly, and yearly means. The I)rocess whereby the

raw data are retriew_d into the Pathfinder Path A data

set first involw.'s ccmq)aring calibrated raw data val-

ues to values COml)ufed from (;SFC's Data

Assimilatiol) ()fiice (;E()S-I forecast-assimilation sys-

|ell!(s_.!e "Rdrieving the I)ata").

The adwmtagu of Pathfinder Path A is that it uses

satellites with extensive global coverage, and, thus,

should he useful for diagnosing what the entire atmos-

l)here is doin.q. "Doin,g is the operative word here,"

explains Joel Susskind, Senior Scientist of the Sounder

Research Team, which has the general charge of devel-

oping techniques to infer surface and atmospheric

parameters from meteorological satellite observations

for use in weather and climate studies. "It's not so

much the temperature or any of these other things

that we are worried about so much as the variability."

Variability in the atmosphere over short l)eriods of

time amounts to changes in the weather. Weather fore-

casts are just predictions of what the almosphere will

do a few hours or a few days in advance. ()ver a few

months to a few years, atmosl)heric variability can be

observed in the periodic anomalous warming of

The Pathfinder Projects are a joint effort of

NASA and NOAA aimed at producing

multiyear climate data sets using

measurements from the TOVS instruments.

RETRIEVING THE DATA

The TOVS Pathfinder Path A data set uses as a first guess

the algorithm that produces atmospheric temperature and

moisture profiles from version 1. of the Goddard Earth

Observing System (GEOS-I) General Circulation Mode[ (GCM).

GEOS-1. uses atmospheric soundings and weather data

from a variety of sources and produces time- and space-aver-

aged estimates for temperature, humidity, pressure, wind

speed, and wind direction. GEOS-I is a data set of these

geophysical properties time-averaged every 6 hours from

April 1980 to November 1995. Operationally, the Data

Assimilation Office assigns these properties to a space-aver-

aged grid that is 2 ° latitude by 2.5 ° longitude with 20 verti-

cal levels.

The Sounder Research Team uses a cruder 4 ° by 5 ° grid

for constructing the Pathfinder Path A data set. These data

are used as a first guess of what the conditions in the

atmosphere are like at the time and in the vicinity of any

particular TOVS measurement. The retrieval algorithm com-

pares the calibrated photon count from the satellite to val-

ues computed from the first-guess value taken from GEOS-1

and employs relaxation routines to find surface and atmos-

pheric states consistent with the observations. Later, some

validation tests may be run comparing the Pathfinder Path A

data with climate data generated by independent groups

such as the European Center for Medium-range Weather

Forecasting.
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Four views of September 1997 El Ni_o anomalies minus c[{mato[ogy. TOVS surface skin temperature (C) (upper left); TOVS derived outgoing long

wave radiation (W/M e) (upper fight); precipitable water 500 mb to top (ram 4 10)(tower left); and TOVS effective cloud fraction (lower right).

waters in the eastern lMcific known as the El Niflo

Southern ()scillation lENS()) cycle. ()ver even longer

periods, ohservin_ variability in the atn]osl)here

might ai/swer questions related to climate changes.

AmonR the data sets that climatologists can use for

]ongit u(tiind studies are daily surface measurements

taken Iron/weather stations and atmosl)heric sound-

ings taken from weather balloons. However, weather

stathms and balloon launch sites are few and far

hetween, resulting in insufficient data sampling.

(]liinate slu(tie.s t)ase(t solely on tliese types of data

niay not I)e .global. "in general, nlo(lels tend to be bet-

ter where the [weati_er balloons] ;/re," says Susskind.

The T()V$ l_athfinder Path A data set is not without

problenls--sahqlite data are _enerally less sensitive

than those froln wealhc, r I)alloons. [_,ui T()VS Pathfinder

[>ath A has high-resolution .global coverage, and, as of

the end of FY99, the data set has grown to more than

20 years and more than 3 "FB.

Susskind is using the data from t'athfinder l'ath A

to study trends over a 20-year period to examine

questions relate(t to glohal warming. "We've heen con-

centrating on this interestin,q question about warming

trends in the atmosphere," he says. (See "Applying the

Pathfinder Path A I)ata Set.") The process of generat-

ing and maintaining the Pathfinder Path A data set is

greatly helped by NC(TS's COml)uters charney and

soumi. "We used to run at [a rate of] 2 clays ()f analy-

sis per day," says Susskind. "Now we're up t<) lO days

per day." Each day of climate data added to the data

set constimes about a third of a CPU houc

When the T()VS I'athfinder ['ath a data set was first

created, it covered a 5-year period of MSI_J and HIRS2

retrievals from ]985 to ]989 collected by the NOAA-9,
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APPLYING THE PATHFINDER PATH A DATA SET

One of the issues that Susskind is addressing with the

Pathfinder Path A data set is the question of g[oba[ warming.

"To what extent--if any--is there global warming over the past

20 years?" he asks.

There is a contradiction between what surface measurements

are showing and what other measurements are showing. Long-

term studies of temperature trends at Earth's surface show a

warming tendency in recent years. Yet NSU measurements,

which are sampled over a 9-kin thick slice of the atmosphere,

show a smaTTerwarming trend. NSU and surface measurements

are not measuring the same thing, however, and the averaging

of the MSU measurements accounts for the absence of notice-

able warming. Breaking the MSU measurements into smaTTer

steps can bring out the signal

"Our vatues are quite consistent," says Susskind. "There is a

smart warming." Susskind found, though, that this warming is

not the same at each elevation and fails off quickty with verti-

cal height.

There are many other uses for the Pathfinder Path A data

set. Co[[eagues of Susskind are looking at the cloud convective

index, which is how high and how concentrated the c[ouds are.

By studying the daily averages of the cloud convective index,

these scientists hope to better understand the atmospheric

properties of air and moisture convection.

Susskind himself atso studies Outgoing Longwave Radiation

(OLR) to diagnose the atmospheric circulation. OLR is the flux

of heat into space and responds to surface and atmospheric

temperature and water vapor, as we[[ as the height and amount

of c[ouds. Because OLR changes significantty with the amount

of high clouds, scientists use it to estimate precipitation.

The use of satelLites to

monitor the weather

began in a FLorida
swamp with the Launch
of IIROS-1 on April 1,
1960.

N()AA-IO, and

N()AA-I 1 satellites.

Through tile 1990s,

the Sounder

Research Team

worked on finishing

i)eriods after 1989

and before 1985. In

FY99, Susnkin(t

used NCCS comput-

ers t(, finish the pre-1985 yearn, bringing the data from

the earliest T()VS satellitus into the data set--TIROS N,

N()AA-(;, N()AA-7, and NOAA-S, which were in opera-

tion sequentially from 1979 to 1985.

Aleother part of the effort involw'd catching tet) to

the present. An N()AA satellites continue to make

T()VS measurements, the Pathfinder Path A data set

continues to grow. The I)A() uses (;EOS-1 to analyze

only the period from 19Y,() to 1!)!)5. 5usskind continues

It) use that same algorithm in the analysis of data col-

lected aftur 1995 because changing it in tile middle of

a data net (:(mid introchwe a systematic error, and,

thus, the results, tie uses SST data from N()AA's

Climate Analysis (ieuter and al)l)lien the (;E()S-I algo-

rithm to make a first guess for T()VS }_athfinder ['alh A

retrievals after 1995.

Susskind calls tile tq)([ating process retrospective

because data are already old an they are adde(t to the

(tara net. "Thin in not something designed to analyze

today's (lata today," he says. In fact, the algorithm

runs with a 45 day lag, which is the lime necessary for

the Climate Analysin Center to i)roduce its SST (lata.

Another issue that Sunnkind must a(Idrenn in the

threat ()f l)rogress in wealher observing systems.

Changes in the dilnate may be quite subtle and repre-

sent a small, hard-to-detect signal. I[ence, the data

uned in these climate studies must be eonsistent

through the yearn. New types of observations, higher

quality instruments, an(I any improvements to the

data assimilation algorithm--il_evitable t)rogrens--

may improve routine weather predictions, but they do

not help long-term climate data nets.

For example, the instrumeldation onboard the

NOAA weather satellites changed very little from 1979

to May 1,99_, when N()AA-15 was hmnche(t. \Vith

N()AA-I5, though, came new instrumentation and a

(tiscontinuity ill tile data--one can clearly nee when

the new instruments came on line. For thin reason,

Susskiu(I (h)es not use NOAA-I5 data in his data net

but continues to analyze N()AA-14 data, which

eml)loys the ¢)1(t instrumentation.

"()l] the one hand, you want to make improve-

merits," says Sunskind, "but on the other hai3d, you

want to keep things the same."
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N CCS Highlights caught up with ,loanne Simpson as
she was preparing for a 3-day conference in Deceml)er

1999 honoring her lifetime achievements and work.

"I started studying meteorology in 1942. Back then, even

being able to put a package of sensors on a balloon to go up to

measure the temperature and humidity throughout the

trol)osphere, that was new. And very exciting!"

How have computers been integrated into meteorology especially from your

unique perspective?

Dr: Simpson: Wow! 1 was one of the lucky I)eol)l_: who were able to use the earliest

conltJtller.'-;. ()[ course, let Ille lnake a general statement ahout meteorology. All inter-

esting prol)lems in meteorology are nonlinear.

In the. old days, before we had comt)uters, we had to linearize the equations that

we used in order to make an analytical st_lution to a problem. The very first work

that 1 did after getting a Ph.[). in 1949 was to study the air flow over a heated island,

and it was i)ossihle to do that hecause a heated island could I)e approxinlated pretty

well by the linear analytic model if we assume that the i)erturbations ia the air flt)w

made by the island were small compared to the ow_rall current that was [lowing

across the island. We had to do that becaust:, there just wasn't any other way. But we

realized pretty soon that what we got was, in many ways. realistic. We saw these

cloud streets going off the island and extending soinetinles a long way downwil_d. If

these clouds that were growing and the cloud streets extending downwind actually

started putting latent heal of significant am(rants into the atmosphere, then= of

course, it immediately becomes a nonlinear problenl, whell you c_.tll't solve, it by ana-

lytic methods anymore.

Did you use numerical solutions?

Dr. Simpson: Yes, that's exactly what we did. after getting a lot of observations

which in those days was very tediot|s because it was just pens markin._ on charts.

What we did, believe it or not, was first to make a simplified model ot just the vortex,

a cloudy vortex ascending, and I managed to reduce the problem to one dimension...

and 1 could solve a simplified version of that on an enormous slide rule that 1 had.

Back in those clays, people who got funding from the Office of Naval Research. of

whom [ was one, were able to obtain slide rules that were about 3 or 4 feet long, and

therefore you could do fairly accurate nulnerical integration, and what I did was



"Back in those days, people who got funding

from the Office of Naval Research, of which

I was one, were able to obtain slide rules that

were about 3 or 4 feet long."

! iii ii iiilii
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ntunerical inlegralion with height as the cloud or buoyant vortex rose. These results::::

showed aitot too bad relationship- to obser_.'ations insofar as be.tug abk._to predict::

the height _f the chmd and a few simple things like lhal. But, obviously, you nlust

cot,sider the cloud particles: If water vapor cot,denses iuto liquid, tim cloud

latt,,,l hi,a, If the cloud particles grow to become raindtol)S, thev sta,-t to fall out

the cloud, You eart't go very far with a numerical model without treating equations

for cloud partich_s aceunmlating into raindrol)s and falling out.

So in 1!)5,1 and 1935, 1 had a Guggenheim fellowship to work...on cloud study prob-

lems, and l went to Imperial College in London, becalise several of the leading cloud

research persons were on the faculty, We started out thinking that the one-dimensional

sintulalion o[ eumt,h_s clouds is very liinited, and we m_:ded to understand how the : ,

tJ()tld illt_c_racts v¢ith its el-lvirol]l/lellt. [))ef()re. _7e. sialted tl]is, ,*,rE' had ,)eel, llSil]g a

very simple way ol calculating on a grapll how much air front outside got into the [

cloud. But this time, we decided we should solve the equalions on a grid and rote- ,

grate it. I had a huge pie(:e of graph paper on ll]y (lesk thal had the ,grid, and we were

doing one of the standard nunlerical integration te(:tmiqties whe.re you do one poinL

and that wt)uld change, and then that woulct change all the other points in the neigh'

borli(iod, alid SO ()ll.

I had gotten through about the first 1 minute of this job and 1 had practically erased

hohts iil the graph paper. My former i)rofessor, I)r. Carl Rossby who is t)robably the

greatest meteorologist who ever lived, c,:uile to Imperial ('c,llege on a visit froln

Svceclen, wllere lie ha(I returned from tile University of

(:liit:ago, where 1 was his student, tie had nian,t.qe.d by his

trenlendotis fame aild trelneltdous pull to .get ()lie Of the

earliest COml)uters. This was during the time that ENIAC

and MANIAC were just being started at t)rilv.:t!lotl. Large-

scale tileteorological prol)hm)s were for the first time

being ruil in the early 19SOs (ill ENIAC and M,,kNIAC.

Rossby had a computer that was very similar.

5o Rossby conies it, ali(l takes a look at what 1 till d()in.q and says, "(h)()d God, you

WOll't finish that ii] y(Jtlr liletiinc! You'd better COllie (Jvt:r alld visit imp ill Stockholm

alld put it ou lny ile'¢¢ iliachilie." Tile machille was li,_tlllt_(] BESK, which is ,:111a(:ronym

ill Swedish.

" } i''}In the ol(] days, of course, there was no such thiHg as 1-( t\llv\N <_r aiw of the lan-

guages that you could use with relative si nl) ( ty with a math,m:': you had to pro-

gram in machine language lot that particular ntachine. 1 knew that with the time 1 had

left on the fellowship, tltere was no way I could learn to progrant in math,He hmguage

and then carry out all the exl)eriments. But then l._ossl)y said, "'\Vell, don't worry

about it. I have several t)right young guys at my l)lace, and l'm sure that at least one

of them wottld be very happy to work with you on Ibis problem."

This was a great satisfaction for me, because when I was getting my t'h.l), at the

University ot Chicago, Rossby said, "Well it's won(lerflfl that a little girl like you is

working on cumulus clouds because nobody else. is interested in them. They aren't

inq)ortant. And this way you'll t)e able to stand out."

So 1 went over there. \Ve started out with a bet between me and I_.()ssl)y. \Ve had

been using the idea of a buoyant vortex to simulate a cttttitiltis cloud, l,_ossl)y said

that tit, bet that whe.n 1 really did this 1)ropc'rly, I'd find tllat it wasn't that easy to get



_ln the old days,of course, there was
no such Lhingas FORTRAN..._

that kind of a vortex, and when I did the l)robh-m on his cCm_l)uter we'd see what hap-

t:,entM. ,So for tile first few expu.riments, we had a slightly warm region m_,u the

.qround, and we followed it to see what happened. We realized that what we should

do is not to put the initial slight heat source at tile! bolto[n next to the _rtmntl, but

above the Illixed or ]lomogeneous layer we have in the first few hundred reelers of

the atmostdlere and put the t_erturbation there. ()m'e we did this, we very nicely got

a buoyant vortex that was rising naturally.

"EVell []lC, tl,q]t it took up the belter l)arl of a building, the I_,ESK wasIl't f_illC.V

enouRh to be able to put in water drops. So it was a dry model, and it made a vortex

very nicely. The only prot]lem v,'as that...about 9 minutes was all we ct>uld run tfw

model for before it sort of turned into spaghetti.

\Ve didn't (tuite finish it. so a year later (1 was w¢_rking

over at Woods ltole at the time), I went back .... ()he rea-

son that l saw that it was terribly important to finish this

was because R¢_ssl)y was turning 6tt years old at the end

of that year, and everybody wanted to contribute their best work to a bh-thday volmne

ft,r Ifim .... Vve did finish it and slclrted writing it up, but unfortunately, 2 illOlllhs after

we were there, I{osst)y died, which was a catastrophe because he was really the last

Lvx)uardo f)aVinci in meteorolo.qy. He knew all aspects of meteoroh)._y and was at the

leadinq edge of virtually all the problems that ctnhcerned the atmosphere. So...that

pal_er wound up...in the memorial volume to I_osst)y, which ,,*,,;is i)ublished on his (i(tth

birthday.

What were the problems, the big questions, when you graduated from the

University of Chicago in 1949, in those early decades of your work?

Dr: ,_'impson: Well, one of the biggest prol)lems was why there are so few hurri-

canes, and Professor Riehl, who was my thesis advisor, and 1 worked many years

beyond when I got my Ph.D. on how cumuhis clouds i,teract witll tim large-scale

elwironment and how they act as the main cylinders of the atmospheric heat engine.

There was at that time no way to make a numerical model of groups of clouds. In fact,

it's only been within the last 3 or 4 years that I've been here at Goddard that it's been

possible to make models of groups of clouds interacting with each other, getting all

the terms right, and you still have to simplify some things, or you'll even use up the

time and space on present-day computers. This modeling effort is led by my col-

league, Dr. Wei-Kuo Tao, and tie and I have been working together on it ever since lie

came here, about 12 years ago. He had the beginnings of a cloud ensemble modef

when he came here, and we have been developing it and finding various ways to ini-

tialize the model that ;ire realistic in terms of the forcing of cloud groups and how the

clouds interact with each other to make lines, or to make squall lines sometimes, and

how they line Ul) relative to the wind.

There have been some beginnings made on the hurricane problem, but hurricanes

have so many scale interactions, from ahnost global down to the size of a cloud itself;

it's a tremendously difficult modeling problem and one that, right now, we don't feel

like putting too much ammunition on, because to do nesting from the glohal model

down to the size of a hurricane is beyond what we're prepared to do in our small

group here at (.k)(ldard. We're not model manufacturers, we're model users, trying to

learn something about the atmosphere.



"It's only been within the last 3 or 4 years

that I've been here at Goddard that it's

been possible to make models of groups

of clouds interacting with each other..."

We're sort of waiting for people to finish the scales of models that will resolve

clouds or cloud groups on the large-scale models. They started out by only being able

to use very coarse grids, like 5° latitude by 5° longitude. It's possible now to do large-

scale models with a resolution of down to about 50 km but it's not flue enough for

clouds. For clouds, we have to do at least resolution down to l kin, and Ihe kinds of

cloud models we're working on are called cloud-resolving models, because we actually

put enough points in the cloud so that we're mainly studying the process of the

clouds and then we're introducing the larger scale conditions as initial and boundary

conditions. 1 think we're just about finished recoding our models for massively parallel

processors--that's the only way. And even so, we're not going to be able to put all of

the cloud processes in, because there are processes of forming drops, forming ice, and

there are several kinds of ice: There's hail, there's snow there are tiny little particles,

there are great big blohs, and so ou. The densities of

these are not known, and crystal habits--whether they're

hexagons or columns or whatever--what controls them is

somewhat known, but it would be ve.ry difficult t¢) put

into a model.

In connection with the Tropical l_.ainfall Measuring

Mission, we were able to d_) four aircraft field experi-

ments in 1999, which you have to do in order to try to

understand how these particles behave. For the first time, meteorol¢_gists now have

available a lot of cloud microphysics data, even up to very cold temperatures. These

observations are very hard to obtain as they require very expensive instruments and

lots of airplane flights. So the modeling in the computer that we've been doing is

interactive with observations.

At one time, I drew a diagram to tryto explain this: We had a field campaign--this

allows us to either develop a theory or to correct a chain of hypotheses that we
have--then we work on the computer model and improve it as much as we can, and

then we go out in the field with it, or--it's not "we" anymore, actually. It used to be

we who would go out in the field with our own airplane back in the 1950s, but nowa-

days field programs have become so expensive in terms of modern aircraft, digital

recording, and modern instruments with remote sensors on most of them. It requires

the cooperation of at least several organizations, and very often several nations, to

get the kind of data that you need to have. Then you work on that and suggest some

things to improve the model and so on. So it's an interaction constantly between the

COml)uter models and the observations, l can tell you a very exciting case of that,

which we're working on right now.

We worked for 5 or 6 years to get land processes into our cumulus ensemble

model. Land processes are very complex because soil moisture varies across the

domain, the temperature varies, the evapotranspiration depends on the vegetation,

and so on. There's a scientist here in the Mesoscale Modeling Branch who developed

a surface processes model, and we worked for years with Dr. Tao and his colleagues

to put this together with the cumulus model, because on heated islands off Australia,

you can sometimes get clouds up to 18 km that are really spectacular. I've been

studying clouds over heated islands since right after my Ph.D. Now we're beginning

to get the first runs with really proper surface processes into the model. We're just at
il

a really exciting stage because, in Australia, they've had several field programs to
i i! _
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study those Imge clouds, so there are aircraft obserwdhms ;rod radar obserwdions

atld wind profile observations. So [ think this is one of the. most exciting things we've

done+,.

How do centers like the NCCS and supercomimters contribute to the work that's

going on at this tilne?

Dr. Simpson: They contribute enormously[ When we want lo do a fully three-dimen-

sioilal full hL a large domain, that's the time that we have to use the ImRe c<)mlmters.

In some cases, a two-dimel]sional approximati()n Io a cHnulhls group or enselnl)le

isn't bad. l started out doing a one-dimensional cloud model, and it just amazes me

that fit the 50 years I've been working in the field, we'w_ gone from slide rul_:s and

horse-and-btlggy approac]ms using World War II old flying boat airplanes that we fas-

tened the instrumetds onto by band, to being able to use all kinds of satellite and

rcmole sensors, including Unmanned Aerial Vehicles. I think this is a way that a lot of

iml_ortmlt obserw_tions are going to be made ill the future, allhougll piloted aircraft

won't ever go out of business. So the development has been al)solutely fantastic, l

would never have dreamed when 1 first started my work that we would even be luak-

ing observations of cumulus clouds from space!

What's very satisfying is that the results are important to people practically, not

just because of... forecast computer models, but because of the fact that ctmmlus

cloud groups can make such terrible disasters,

'_When we want to do a fully three-dimensional

run in a large domain, that's the time that

we have to use the huge computers."

like hurricane.s, that can cause floods, like the

one hitting Bangladesh a lmmber of years ago

that killed about half a million people, and also

the absence of rain in some situations in E1

Niflo, where regions have just terrible drought.

Water is a life-giving substance to almost ew+ry creature on the I)l,'uwt+ and cloud sys-

tems distribute the water around as well as distribt+tt • the heat that drives the engine.

So it's turned out to be not just a "little girl" thing that only a few l)eople are interest-

ed in. P,y the 1970s, there were whole meetings that were entirely devot<+d to clouds,

and now it's two or three or four different tneetmgs all devoted to clouds, because

they've even been broken up into specialties within the study. Clouds are so tremen-

dous in impact to the climate; if the radiative properties of clouds are changed a lot,

the greenhouse effect will be changed a lot, so we have to know tile radiative t_roper-

ties of clouds to make any estimate of how much of global warming has been con-

tributed by man. It's very clear that there has been global warming, but it's still very

controversial whether man has played the major role in that or whether it's some-

thing that nature is doing all by itself. So there are vital implications about clouds and

being able to measure them.

Have there been many changes in the community in terlns of how people perceive

clouds and in understanding their importance?

Dr. Simpson: Oh, yest Because of all the types of measurements that are possible,

we're able to measure things on a much finer scale than we ever did before--when

we first had ENIAC and MANIAC at Princeton, where the great yon Neumann was. He

was tile key person in cteveloping the first meteorological forecast models; they could

only do one level, and they could only forecast the flow of that one level. You had to
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taketheoutputofthatandusesomestatisticalregressi(mmethodsto saywhetherit
was going Io be cloudy or rainy or whatever, and usually the accuracy ol those was

not w.'ry great.

What made you interested in becoming a meteorologist?
i_ ii

Dr..S'impson: Well, I was always interested in the atmosphere and the oceans, and

also my father was very interested in aviation. He was the aviation editor of a big

newspaper for a lon_ time, and I got to :4o flying in air-

"..A;her'e are vi1:al implica1:ions about: clouds planes with him from al)out the age of t_, In the lirst jol) I

and being able 1;o measur'e 'chem." ever had, a summer job, 1 was w_rking for the man who
was aviation director ot the Aeronautics Commission for

the Slate of Massachusetts, and 1 started to learn to fly at the age of 1(;. When I got to

the University of Chicago, they had a flying club, and classes that you had to take to

get your pilot's license. One was meteorology, and l found it so al)solulely fascinating

that I wanted to take another class like that. Well, the war was going--World 'v_¢ktr ll--

and Rossby at that time was the head of meteorology at the [Jniversity of Chicago. I

waJl(lered into his office to find out if [ could take allolher cot]rs(x al_d I c,_ll/le ()tit 5 or

10 minutes later completely committed to being a full-tim_: metcorol%{ist because he

said tlmt was by far the hest way that I could contribtlte to the war effort,

After the war, they were saying, "Now women go home," lik_ Rosie the Riveter. The

men were coming back and they deserved the jobs. So when I wanted to -o back to

graduate school at the end of the war, it was very, very difficult.

But you did!

Dr Simpson: But 1 did, and it isn't that difficult any lon!&'r, and especially here. One

reason 1 like it so much here at Goddard is that, even by the time I cam( here, there

were (hough women scientists who talke(I sciem:e in the la(li _s room. The critical

mass of women is reached when you can talk science in the ladies room! (',oddard has

always been just great in hoth science al/(] engineerilLq. It's way alle;td of lll<_st places.

On May 14, 1997, there was a dedication ceremony ill which a (:ray T3E was

named after you: So how does it feel to have a machine like that churning out

153 billion floating-point operations per second in your honor?

Dr. Simpson: It makes me feel very humble, and also very hapl)y, because usually

honors like that don't come to people until after they're dead. There's a machine in

here named after Rossby and there's one nalltetl after Charllt'y, all(l they were totaled

after hoth of them had died, and the fact that wlfile I'm still alive solnebodv named

one after me is an t)verwllelrllillg honor .... It's very hmnbling and very exciting that

they're having the syml)osium when I'm alive. When I think of that c_m_puter and all

the. people who are working on it with all their different kinds of problems, it's really

very exciting.

Besides having the computer named after you, what would you say has been your

crowning achievement?

D_. Simpson:l got the Rosshy Research bledal, the highest research award in my

professional society, the American Meteorolog{ical Society (AMS). I also was elected

the president of the Socie.ty, and the AMS is placing me <_ll the cover of the special
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issue of the Journal of Applied Meteorology, which is dedicated to TRMM. Also, it's

unprecedented for NASA to gather people together to haw_ a s_,riL,s _>I3 days on a per-

son's work while they're still alive. That's not something I achi_-v_d, it's something that

other people have recognized. In a way, it's sort of a h.gm_d lhat's R¢,th,n lar._er than

life. which makes me feel very humble. Lots of school kids wrih' in and E-mail and ask

to write an article about me because I appear in so many ¢_fthe weatht'r books that

they read, so we always send them information and so oil

I mean, one does science by continually failing and tryiug again, a_ld making the

mistakes and doing better. You don't generally just sit tlwre a_ld all of a suddb'u a light

bulb flashes over your head and you say, "Aha! This is the solution t¢_ th¢_ cumulus

cloud problem." It's trial and error, and then learning from obs_rvati¢_ns ,rod learning

from the mistakes. ! keep trying to tell the young people 1 interact with, from grade

school kids to postdocs, that what you have to learn to be is m_Jtivatud a_d persist-

ent and stubborn; it isn't a matter of being a genius.

So speaking of mistakes in science, have you made any?

Dr. Simpson: Oodles! I keep notebooks from the first time I g¢)t inv¢_l\'c.d in meteor-

ology. 1was asked to contribute my papers to a library that's .qoinq b_ b_' ab¢)ut pio-

neering women, so I was going through these notebooks again aml explaining them so

that people would understand them. Often I'd come to somethm_ in the notebook

and I'd want to cross the whole thing out because it was wrong. It's not like 1made

just a few mistakes, either; in science you have to be willin_ t¢_ make" them virtually all

the time, especially in the old days when we solved thil_gS by analytical mathematics.

There are just as many but different types of errors one makes in using computers.

I'm still an old-fashioned person, and I like to make as maxly calculaliol/S myself as

I can. 1 like to make actual plots on graph paper hecause some l)eol)le have gotten so

carried away by machines and computers and computer models that lhey'w_ sort of

forgotten to keep their feet on the ground in terms of observations and plausibility.

We have a bit of a conflict in our field now, because most people w'a_t to .qet Ph.D.'s

and want to do something with a computer model, because it's easier to change a few

things on somebody else's computer model than [to] study auother area or another

sub-subject or something like that, or than it is to _ooout in the field on a ship or an

airplane or [be] on the ground watching a radar and keeping track of it every minute.

If you go out on a field program, sayto study cumulus clouds, and there are practical-

ly no cumulus clouds during the 3 weeks you're out there (that's happened to me),

then you spend all the time

and money and don't really "Goddard...[is] groat in both science

have what you want. Whereas, and engineering .... It's way
now that there are many kinds

ahead of most places."
of numerical models that relate

to [the] atmosphere, to clouds,

the temptation on the part of the student is to do those without having had the

observational experience that they really need.

Models are so complex that you can't understand them anymore; an example is

hurricane forecasting. My husband has been a hurricane forecaster tor years. At the

time he started, he and the people working with him still had a tremendous amount

ii_i!iiill
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of physical knowledge from having to do these things themselves .... They can at least

understand the simplifications that the early models made.

Now there are about four or five models of hurricane motion, and they've been able

to improve the forecasts, but still, if there are four models, there are four different

tracks, and unless you can use some of the old-fashioned experience, which most young

guys don't have anymore, you don't know which one to pick. The models that forecast-

"It's not like I just made a few mistakes,

either; in science you have to be willing

to make them virtually all the timeY

ers today use are so fantastically complicated and there

are so many different assumptions in them that you don't

know what to do with it. If it doesn't work, you aren't able

to say why it doesn't work. The track of a hurricane can

now be predicted much better than it was 20 years ago,

but the intensity of a hurricane can't.

Do you have any comments on the future of meteorology?

Dr. Simpson: We can formulate a lot of processes in the cloud models now--for

example radiative processes that we couldn't do before. We can formulate the fluxes

of energy from the ocean or the ground into the atmosphere that we couldn't do

before, because computers didn't have big enough storage or work fast enough.

Every time they get faster, we can do more with the models. On the other hand it's

always a conflict between learning how to use the computer and keeping your feet on

the ground in observation, And the observations get more sophisticated, too. There

are all these optical sensors and remote sensors now that we didn't have, and we

have to learn how they work or we can't interpret the results because we don't know

what their weaknesses are.As a result, what's happened in my field (I mean meteorol-

ogy) is, first, we've realized we've had to do environmental science, that the atmos-

phere doesn't stand by itself, and we've had to look at the ocean and the land and so

forth. We also enter in a confrontation with that: We can now put a lot more complex

things in the model, but with difficulty. It's very hard to work in two disciplines, to

know two disciplines or three. Some fields, particularly meteorology and oceanogra-

phy, are fortunately so compatible with each other that you can be an oceanographer l[

you're a meteorologist and vice versa. So we have made great progress in the disci-

plines between the atmosphere and the oceans, but land processes have been a whole

new area for us to try to learn. We can only improve our models by not just treating the

atmosphere by itself, but also the environmental factors that are feeding energy into it

and taking energy out of it.

So it's a paradox: What we need to know is becoming more and more interdiscipli-

nary, and yet within each subject area everything is more and more complex, so that

some people just work in one little area their whole lives.

So to answer your question about forecasting--what's going to be next in meteor-

ology--I just can't say. I hope that we are becoming more interdisciplinary, and I hope

that we can do it without becoming superficial. 1believe very strongly in the interac-

tions between observations and computer models.
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What other developments do you foresee?

Dr. ,_'imps_m: Well, I think that there are likely.' to be breakthroughs in short-term

climate [orcwast; mayl)e they won't be determiuisth: forecasts t)ec;Jtlse dear old chaos

,sets in. It was shown way back in the 1970s lhat chaos is inherent in the atmosphere.

Lorenz shmved it. But we can do thitlgS like the

"l think that if we keep the measurements and

the theories and the models integrated with

each other, we're standing on the edge of being

able to do even more wonderful things."

recogniti(m of when an E1 Niflo pattern is going

to occur II()W, ill ¢t([V;lU(Xe.E1 Nifio[s] can be pre-

dicted to a (legrue o[ l)rol)ability quite a bit

ah_,a(I, an(l how these a[fect the re gi()nal [)arts

of the ,_lol)e is I)ecoming better known. So I

think that there's .going t() be hu,_e t)ro.gress in

short-rau}_,e clitnate f()rv.castit_g. [ don't think l'(l like to stick out my neck in any other

area, I)ut scieutifi(: i)rocesses involving clouds and ch)ud radiation and cloud proper-

ties--they're going to advance It's challenging l)ecause of the difficult lneasurements

that have to be taken, but there's real progress being m,_tde Ihere. t(_o.

1 think that if we kee I) the measurements and the theories and the mo(h_,ls

int(:grate(I with each other, we're standing on the edge o[ being able to do even more

wonderful Ihings.
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M ICROGRAVITY
Molecular Dynamics Simulations at the NCCS

Probe the Behavior of Liquids in Low Gravity

Ph,:;-',o_iral)h c_f a spreadir/g stlrfactant-cov_red ,Jr:_t), co[_rtesy of ,t_>el Koplil_,
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he life of the very small, whether in something as
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COlnplicated as a human cell or as simt)le as a drot) of

water, is of fundamental scientific interest: By knowing

how a tiny amount of material reacts to changes in its

environment, scientists may be able to answer questions about

how a bulk of material would react to coInt)arable changes.

NASA is in the forefront of computational research into a

broad range of basic scientific questions about fluid dynainics

and the nature of liquid boundary instal)ility. For exami)le, one

imt)ortant issue for the space program is how drops of water

and other materials will behave in the low-gravity environment

of space and how the low gravity will affect the transport and

containment of these lnaterials. Accurate prediction of this

t)ehavior is among the aims of a set of molecular dynamics

experiments carried out on the NCCS's Cray supercomputers.

In conventional computational studies of materials, matter is .....

treated as continuous_a macroscot)ic whole without regard to

its molecular parts_and the behavior patterns of the matter in

various physical environments are studied using well-

established differential equations and mathematical parameters

based on physical properties such as compressibility, density,

heat capacity, and vapor pressure of the bulk material. But

certain questions about the behavior of a fhlid on the

microscopic level cannot be addressed through these

conventional means. That's where molecular dynamics comes in.



Molecular dymunics is a technique that employs

computers--often requiring the resources and sup-

port of a superconH)uter center such as the NCCS--to

study the behavior of the part in order to shed light

on the prol)erties of the whole (see "How Molecular

I)ynamics Works"). For example, in a molecular

dynamics simulation of a drop of water on a Teflon

surface, each separate water molecule within the drop

is modeled on the computer. Each lnolecule is a body

moving in three dimensions, colliding with the Teflon

surface, attracting an(1 t)eing attracted to partial

charges on other lllole.ctlles, infhlencing the move-

merit of the other water mole(:ules, and together form-

ittg the large-scale structure we see as a drol).

"There are a wtriety of problems where it is techni-

cally relewmt to look at a higher scale of resolution

where you are not I)otm(I by the. boundary conditions,

and molecular dynanfics is the technique for doing

Without powerful supercomputers like

those at the NCCS, such studies would

not be possible. The number of

calculations required in such a molecular

dynamics computation is so large (on the

order of 10 _) that doing the calculation

on a desktop computer or workstation

might take several months.

that," says Physics Professor ,loel Koplik, of tile City

College of the City Uniw_rsity of New York. Koplik and

his co-investigator, Professor .layanth P,anavar, of The

Pennsylvania State University, are NASA researchers

funded through the Microgravity Science I)ivision at

Glenn Research Center.

HOW MOLECULAR DYNAMICS WORKS

In molecular dynamics, a material is modeled as a collec-

tion of molecules rather than a smooth continuum with a cer-

tain set of properties. Each individual molecule is assigned an

appropriate initial position and a random velocity according

to a Bottzmann distribution, which means that the average

kinetic energy of each molecule is proportional to the bulk

temperature, and then allowed to move freely, influendng

and being influenced by the surrounding molecules.

An interaction potential energy defines the forces between

the molecules, and the computer uses this potential and

Newton's equations of motion to calculate the motions of all

the motecutes. The properties of the bulk of the material--

density, temperature, shape, etc.--are revealed through the

cottective behavior of att of the moLecu[es.

A molecular dynamics simulation first surveys the forces

that at[ of the molecules in the system exert on one another

or on the boundaries (Like the container), and then integrates

these effects forward in time. At each step in the calculation,

the computer must move each molecule accordingly for a

small amount of time; a small fraction of a picosecond (10 -_2

sec) is standard, because this is the time that it takes for a

single atom to oscillate in its microenvironment. Then, the

simulation surveys att of the motecutes and moves them again

and again.

This type of calculation, however, is computationatly

demanding, which is why the NCCS provides its supercomputer

resources. Typical runs may involve at Least !0,000 molecules

going through thousands of iterations. Each integration involves

a minimum of tens of thousands of calculations and may take as

Long as a few minutes, even on a Gray 3932se. In the end, the

entire simulation may require hundreds of hours of supercomput-

er time and produce as much as t00 TB of raw data.

There are many ways to reduce the size of the calculation,

but only at the expense of accuracy. The molecules may be mod-

eled as simple geometric shapes, fewer molecules or shorter

time scales could be used, or a simplified potential could be

defined.

All moLecuLar dynamics simulations have some approxima-

tions, because some simplifications have to be made just to

make the calculations manageable. Some standard simplifications

include assigning particle charges, ignoring certain interactions,

or defining a maximum distance for other interactions--such as

long-range electrostatic forces. For example, in their investiga-

tions, Koptik and Banavar model water as a simplified generic

viscous liquid with similar properties and use a perfect crystal to

model the solid surface.
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The NCCS supplies the c¢)mputer resources for their

molecular dyllamics work, allocating space oil both

the Cray T3E and a Cray .1932se--giving Koplik and

I{;mavar the adwmtage of being able to study large sys-

tems. A workstation miqht be able to finish a simula-

tion involving about 10,00(I molecules in 1 day,

whereas the .]9f_,2se could finish a sinmlation with

50,000 to 100,000 molectfles--and the T3E, hundreds of

thousands of molectfles--in the same. amount of time.

When water is smeared on a waxy surface, it natu-

rally tends to bead into drops; this process is called

dewetting. ()he o[ the questions Koplik is investigating

is the dewetting behavior of lhin fihns of liquids on

solid surfaces and, in particular, the rupturing and

coalescing of droplets.

In his simulations, Koplik places a [ihn of generic

viscous liquid molecules on a solid surface to which

they are weakly attracted and observes how the fihn

• -: i.

Time sequence (from top to bottom) showing a dewetting fi{m at
100, 1,250, 2,500, 3,750, and 5,000 picoseconds.

Gravity

L
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_ Lennard Jones Forces
Between Liquid Molecules

Diagram showing the forces that drive a dewetting Liquid film on a sotid substrate.



Aspreadingsurfactant-
covereddropwith10,728
interactingpart]des.

re(:edes as tile molecules are drawn into a droplet:

what the contact area between the solid and liquid is

like, what an_le is at the interface, and how these

thin.qs arc' aff¢'¢:t¢_d by .gravity and the thickness of the

film. l¢.ather than lal)orin,q Io lnodel the water and

Teflon inolecnles exactly as they are, Koplik approxi-

mate's their size:, shape, charges, and morphology to

redu¢:e the ntunbt_r and simplify the variety of interac-

tit_s It) calculate.

He also looks at the effect that surfactants--such

as soap'have on the wetting process, and what this

means for fluid transport. "We're trying to understand

under which conditions a surfactant will make a liquid

spread where it wouldn't ordinarily," says Koplik.

"What, for example, characterizes the phase behavior

and the displacement of the surfactant molecules?"

Theoretical studies of fluicls may seem academic,

but they are of crucial interest to space exploration.

Theoretical studies of fluids may seem

academic, but they are of crucial

interest to space exploration.



"Wetting issues have an enhanced ilnportance in

space," says K¢)l)lik, "l)ecause they are unmasked, in a

sense." ()n the ._round, liquid sinks to the bt)ttom of

containers because of gravity, but in space, liquid mol-

ecules may have faw_rable attractions to the contain-

er and, without the restraint of gravity, may creep up

the sides of the container. Conversely, where, in

sl)ace, liquids coalesce into extremely large droplets,

coalescence is discouraged on tile ground, because

gravity forces the droplets to flatten out beyond their

ability to hold their shal)e.

In liquids, the forces that act on the inolecules are

well known. These include surface tension at the

air-liquid interlace, attractive wmder Waals and elec-

trostatic forces betweell the water molecules, viscous

forces that come from the movement and shape of the

water molecules, and gravity. Still, the exact nature o[

such instabilities as surfactant spreading or fihn

dewetting may not be obvious. "Is dewettmg," asks

Koplik, "initiated by dirt and surface de[ects or by

intrinsic thermodynamic instabilities? Are there pat-

terns to dewetting?" (;round-based theory and experi-

meld can address some parts o| these questions, but

nficroscopic information is crucial as well.

P,ecause gravity is a wtrial)le in these issues, com-

putatiomd al)proaches are the only way to study these

effects on the .ground, and molecular dynamics is one

of several possible coml)utational al)proaches.

Though fluid mechanics is o|ten studied at the bulk

material level using inuch less computationally expen-

sive statistical dynamics calculations or Monte Carlo

techniques, molecular dynamics simulations are the

only way It) address time-dependent, nonequilibrium

problems such as these.

The Microgravity Research Program, part of

the NASA Human Exploration and

Development of Space (HEDS) Enterprise,

funds researchers' NCCS computer time,

which allows them to investigate the physical,

chemical, and biological effects of the

microgravity environment of space.
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_:lie study of Earth science is tike a giant puzzle, says
Braulio Sanchez. "The more you know about the

individual pieces, the easier it is to fit them together."

A researcher with Goddard's Space Geodesy Branch, Sanchez

has been using NCCS supercomputer and mass storage

resources to show how the angular momenta of the atmosphere,

the oceans, and the solid Earth are dynamically tout)led.

Sanchez has calculated the magnitude of atmospheric torque on

the planet and has determined some of the possible effects that

torque has on Earth's rotation.

Earth has angular momentum because it has mass and is

rotating, which is the same reason that the atmosl)here also has

angular momentum. Simply put, the air in the atmosphere has

mass, the mass of air moves as the atmosphere circulates

around the planet, and the circular direction and speed of the
' ':i+

mass of the atmosphere yield an angular momentum. According

to the law of the conservation of angular momentum, the Earth :L

and the atmosphere must balance each other perfectly.

However, scientists wish to understand more about the nature

of the coupling between the momenta of the atmosphere and

Earth. Angular momentum accounts only for the mass of the :_............'

atmosphere or of Earth, without regard for what happens at
Earth's surface, where the atmosphere meets the land. .:_ :_

Atmospheric pressure pushes against every vertical object on --!_.: !

the land, and that force creates torque. Atmospheric winds drag _:._

against the land and sea as they blow, creating torque. These

<
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Time series of total atmospheric torque (pressure plus stress plus
gravitational) acting on solid Earth and oceans with mean subtract-
ed and amplitude in Hadteys (10 :_ Newton-meters). X component

(top); Y component (middle); Z component (bottom).

Earth has a tendency to undergo slight

changes in the speed of its daily rotation

because of changes in atmosptleric allgular

momentum Over the cour._e of the year,

the number of hour._, m_nute_s, _md _econds

in a day averages out to be the same, but

days are longer than 24 hours in the fall

and winter by about 250 microseconds,

and they are shorter in the spring and

summer by the same amount.

torques then transfer lllOlnellttlnl froln the atmos-

phere to the land and oceans, maintaining the momen-

tum balance between Earth's atmosphere and Earth

itself. Sanchez has been conlputing and analyzing

these various torque effects using charney, the NCCS

Cray J932se.

"We are interested in elucidating how the COul)ling

between the atmosphere and the Earth takes place,"

says Sanchez. "We want to understand the dynamics

of the atmosphere-ocean-solid-Earth system and how

torques are transferred from one to another."

The transfer of torque effects can be difficult to

understand, because the overall effect of atmospheric

torque--the sum of all the w_rious torques over the

entire surface of the planet--may be quite subtle. A

large positive torque in one hemisphere will cancel a

corresponding large negative torque in the other.

Some of the largest torques have no effect on the

speed of rotation. For example, the torque that arises

from the flattening of Earth at its poles is one of the

largest torques of Sanchez's studies. Hmvever, because

of the geographic symmetry of the flattening, it has no

overall effect on the average length ¢_f 24-hour clays,

which vary slightly each season because of other

atmospheric torques. Its effect is associated with

changes in the orientation of Earth's rotation axis.

In order to determine how these changes are pro-

duced, Sanchez studies 15 years of atmospheric data

from GEOS-1, the Data Assimilation Office's first

Goddard Earth Observing System _eneral circulation

model, which covers April 1980 to November 1995.

GEOS-I data incorporate boundary conditions such

as mountain terrain, ground cower vegetalion, and



seasonaldifferencesinw'.getation(e.g.,deciduous
treeshavelesswinddragintilewinter).From
(;E()S-1,Sanchezobtainspressureand wind stress

data t() use as input in his calculations.

The mmfl)ers are interesting because they improve

our understanding of Earth's rotation. This knowledge

is essential for I)rol)er navigation on the seas and for

satellite ort)it determination, since satellites move with

respect to a (:oor(tinate system (lefine(t on Earth's sur-

face, which nmst take. Earth's rotation into account.

"1 towever," warns Sanchez, "there are things hap-

i)ening that the too(tel cannot define." Because

(_E()S-1 usesa2'latitu(tehy2.5 longitude grid,

Sauchez must average tol)o_rat)hy and vegetation to

grid areas that are hundreds of square miles each,

approximating land conditions over that entire area,

like a low-resolution topographic map. Averaging the

landscape smooths the fine details, and, thus, the

details of any subgrid torque effects are lost.

"There are ways to approximate those suhgrid

effects using certain t)arameters and other models,"

says Sanchez, "but here they are not present. So you

shouldn't set your atomic clock by these numbers."

Timely execution of calculations demands sut)er-

computer time; using charney for his research, Sanchez

can model 15 years' worth of data integrated with

3-hour time steps in under an hour. This speed will

help in future studies. Sanchez is planning to compare

J

Seasonal pressure patterns causing the motion of the equatorial
torque vector. Pressure differences between four seasonal means
minus (clockwise from top left: winter, spring, summer, and fall)
annual mean computed for the years 1981-1994. The means are

based on 14 averages for each of the four seasons and 14 1-year
averages. Solid contours: above-average pressure. Dotted contours:

below-average pressure. Pressure measured in It,//t 2.
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results from different models that make different

approximations. He wants to coral)are wind stress

and pressure data from GEOS-1 and the more recent

GEOS-2 and GEOS-3 data sets, as well as look at the

existing wave models to see how ocean stress torque

is affected by wave dynamics. The Cray's speed

should enable Sanchez to compare results across

models.

Sanchez will incorporate what he learns into mak-

ing improved assumptions to use in his calculations.

He will also try to increase the resolution of the

model so that he can treat the subgrid effects

explicitly.

m

Total atmospheric torque time series of seasonal averages with
mean subtracted and amplitude in Hadleys. X component (top); Y

component (middle); Z component (bottom).



TORQUES OF THE PLANET

When asked to explain what he does, NASA researcher

Brautio Sanchez, of GSFC'sSpace Geodesy Branch, answered,

"Oh! This is essentiaLLy a calculation of the torque of the

atmosphere on the soLid Earth and the surface of the

oceans."

A torque is a tendency of a force to turn or twist a body

about some axis. Atmospheric pressure, for example, can pro-

duce torque on a mountain by pushing against it. If Earth

were completely barren, a perfect sphere, there would be no

torque caused by pressure. If the atmosphere did not circu-

Late, there would be no wind to produce a torque caused by

friction.

A torque is a vector cross product, which is a mathemati-

cal operation that muLtipLies together two vectors--quantities

with magnitude and directions. The first vector is a radial dis-

tance, which is a Line pointing from Earth's center to some

place on the surface where the second vector is acting. The

second vector can be a tangential force, horizontal to the

ground, such as wind stress, or a force perpendicular to the

topography due to pressure.

As a cross product, a torque is also itself a vector. Physi-

caLLy speaking, this means that torque has some magnitude

pointing in a particular direction. MathematicaLLy, cross prod-

ucts are perpendicular to the other two vectors; atmospheric

wind stress torque is always paraLLeL to the ground and per-

pendicular to the direction of the wind.

Atmospheric effects on features of Earth's Landscape other

than mountains also produce torque. The wind blowing on

hiLLs, trees, and even ocean waves constitutes a tangential

force and generates a torque.

Not aLLatmospheric torque is caused by wind friction.

Barometric pressure varies over Earth's Landscape. Pressure

differences on opposite sides of a mountain, for example, wiLL

cause the mountain to be pushed in the direction of the

Lower pressure. The force on the mountain creates a torque

along the mountain range. Because pressure differences in

the atmosphere can be great, these pressure torques can be

quite Large as we[[.

"However," Sanchez notes, "gravitational interactions

between the mass of the atmosphere and the solid Earth are

sensitive to anomalies in Earth's gravity field, and this damp-

ens the torque due to pressure differences on opposing sides

of mountains, canceling about 40 percent of it."

The poles are about 20 kilometers closer to the center of

Earth than is the Equator, producing a pressure torque

because of pressure differences on opposite sides of the

equatorial bulge.

PoLar flattening pressure torque has two components,

which tie on the plane of the Equator. They combine to pro-

duce a torque vector, which Lies on the equatorial plane

rotating clockwise with the seasons (as seen from the north).

This torque vector is responsible for changing the orientation

of Earth's axis of rotation.

The resultant of aLLequatorial torque components is most-

[y determined by the polar flattening and gravitational torque

balance. It rotates clockwise, being in opposition during

winter-summer and spring-faLL The maximum magnitude

occurs during the spring.

It is of interest to ascertain what seasonal atmospheric

pressure patterns are associated with the equatorial torque

behavior. In generaL, the gLobaL pressure patterns show an

inverse relationship between spring and faLL and between

summer and winter. In particular, the pressure field over the

Asian Landmass shows this pattern very dramaticaLLy.
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Nearly 2,000 general aviation crashes occur each yearin the,: _i_

U.S.--and many, like the Montana incident (see page 80), oCCur

without witnesses. On average, every day in the U.S. one

airplane is reported missing. The Air Force Rescue Coordination

Center (AFRCC) organizes search missions for about 100 aircraft

sophisticated, but still relyon one crucial factor--knowing i._:_

where to look. NASA's Search and Rescue Mission is using NCCS

resources to developtoolsfor processing radar data that can ....

help these efforts. . _ _i,i,i •

United States Rescue COoraination Centers 0tCCs), operated

under the direction of the U.S. Air Force, Pacific Command

(Alaska only), or U.S. Coast _uard, receive and act on distress

situations within their area ;f responsibility. " " - "

The AFRCC, located at Langle_y Air Force Base, Virginia, .....

coordinates overland search and rescue activities in the

Administration (FAA) and'thei'Department of Defense; State and

local authorities: and volunteer search and rescue organizations,

such as the Civil Air Patrol. • . •



The Notional Search and Rescue Plan, first drafted in 1958, directs search and rescue efforts

at the Federal level. Although the wording of the plan has changed over the years, the basic

responsibilities remain the same. Signed by the NASA Administrator and the heads of several

Federal Agencies, the current plan calls for NASA to apply technology to improve search

and rescue. NASA's Search and Rescue Mission Office at GSFC is tasked with this responsibility.

The NCCS supports this effort by providing supercomputer resources.

As large a task as coordinating all tile people and

agencies is, there is often a much larger problem.

"The single most difficult task tile AFP, CC faces when

conducting an aircraft search," says Captain

Christopher l[ohnes of the AI:R(X_, "is determining a

search area." Narrowing the search to the smallest

area I)ossil)le is crucial, because lhe chances of saving

victims of aviation crashes decrease rapidly after the

first few hours. Any tools that would narrow the

search area w¢mld lie helphd.

"Before the late 1970s, 'eyehall' searching was about

the. only method awulable," says Roy l)reibelbis, a con-

sultant for the Search and Rescue Mission at GSFC and

a former l)eputy (ihie.f of Staff for ()perations at

l teadquarters, Aerospace Rescue and Recovery

Service. tie has more than 5,000 hours as a rescue hel-

icol)ter pilot. "When an aircraft turns up missing, we

evaluate the weather and terrain, initiate a route

search, and hope lhat a good lead materializes. If the

route search is unsuccesshd, we expand the search

area and hope for a quick find. In many cases, we just

don't have a h_t to go on."

An important advance iI1 search and rescue in the

last few decades has been the NASA-developed Search

and Rescue Satellite-Aided Tracking (Sarsat) system,

operated hy N()AA (see "The Cospas-Sarsat System").

This system, which lq)erates 24 hours per day, 365

days per year, detects and locates transmissions from

emergency beacons carried t)y ships, aircraft, and

individuals.

I)espite the continued succe.ss of emergency loca-

ter beacons, they are not without problems. For

instance, emergency signals ell the 121.5 MHz band

are not always reliahle, and false alarms plague the

COml)uter screens o[ rescue workers. The Langley

AFRCC reports that {){)-!}8 percent of all emergency

locater l lg:lllSlllissiOllS it receives are false alarnls.

An even larger problem is that, in actual plane crash-

es, beacons may he damaged. "Aircraft beacons are a

great idea," says David W. Affens, the Mission Manager

for the NASA Search and Rescue Mission Office, "but,

unfortunately, in a crash they do not always work."

Visual searches are often delayed for critical hours

or days because many aircraft accidents occur in bad

weather or as darkness approaches. Even in ideal

search conditions, it is still very difficult to locate a

clowned aircraft, especially in remote, wooded areas

where wreckage may he completely hidden by vegeta-

tion. Sometimes, broken tree trunks or limbs are tile

only indication of a crash site.

In the early 1990s, the NASA Search and Rescue

Mission Office began investigating the use of Synthetic

Aperture Radar for search and rescue (SARS). SAR _ has

the potential to complement tile Cospas-Sarsat system

when a plane's beacon fails to work and to assist visu-

al searches by offering the means to search through

vegetation, clouds, bad weather, and darkness (see

"SAR _ Search Scenario" and "How SAR Works for

Search and Rescue").

The NCCS is supporting NASA's development of this

new technology. "NASA is contributing a lot of things in

terms of doing this research and development, and one

UAVs are a potential platform for a radar-based Search and Rescue

system.



of them is the Cray COml)uter," says Art Mansfield,

Chief Scientist of the NASA Search and Rescue Mission

Office. The Mission uses the NCCS's computers and

storage facililies I)ecause they greatly increase speed

of operation and the amount of data that can be

l)rocesse(I. "The key here," says Mansfield, "is that

without a research facility like the NCCS, we wouldn't

have hol)e to (Io research like this."

When asked to descril)e the eventual operational

SAW syslem, Affens counted off some possibilities.

These included real-time data processing onboard the

radar plalf()rm, and ra(lar systems on satellites in per-

manent Earth orbit and on Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

(UAVs).

"This system," says Aliens, "is intended to be used

in remote areas. It's meant to fly over weather, and it

doesn't have to be on a piloted aircraft, either. It

could t)e on a UAV." l)ata could be collected remotely

without endangering rescue pilots or pulling person-

nel away from other aspects of the search.

The NASA ,qroup is currently developing advanced

algorithms for automatically detecting crash sites,

generating mal)s of those sites, and overlaying

(;eographic lnformatioit System (GIS) data on those

maps. A large part of that research and development

effort involves the use of the NCCS's supercomputers.

Practical problems including issues relating to radar

data collection and storage, and on-board vs. ground

data processing are all being examined.

"But," continues Aliens, "we are not yet an opera-

tional system. We have been called into real searches

nine times now, but we are still an R&D system. SAR _

needs to be tested and applied. We need to put it in

the field. We need to produce the SAW evaluation sys-

tem where real search and rescue people get the

opportunity to apply it to real searches."

GSFC's NCCS contributes its sophisticated

computer resources to SAR development

efforts, which demand a great deal of

computer time and space. SAR images

require approximately 300-400 floating-

point operations per pixel to process,

and a typical image may have as many

as 22-million pixels.

SAIl 2 Search Scenario

o
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How SAR Works for Search and Rescue

Raw ([eft), compressed (middle), and autofocused (right) data.

"Synthetic Aperture Radar," according to Affens, "is basi-

cally a method that uses computer processing to make radar

work better." And when the processing is done on one of the

NCCS's Gray J932se supercomputers, it is also faster.

A radar antenna's length determines its aperture, and

this, in turn, determines how well individual objects can be

resolved. In traditional radars, longer antennas have larger

apertures and produce higher resolution imagery. A long,

ordinary radar antenna could, in principle, be placed on a

search platform and assist in searching for such objects as

small planes, but these antennas would have to be impossi-

bly long--several kilometers!

A better solution is to put a smaller radar antenna on a

moving body and then mathematically combine separate sig-

nals transmitted as the antenna moves, simulating the trans-

mission of radar from a large-aperture stationary source. This

technique is called Synthetic Aperture Radar.

SAR is a coherent, microwave imaging system that uses a

moving satellite or airplane to transmit radar puLses aimed

at the ground. For example, the European Space Agency's

(ESA's) ERS-1 satellite has a lO-meter SAR antenna that

transmits around 1,700 pulses per second at objects on the

ground while it passes 850 km overhead. The processed

radar returns from the object have a synthetic aperture

length that mimics a 4-km-[ong stationary antenna.

The motion of the plane or satellite, combined with the

wide beam of the radar, covers a swath atong the ground,

allowing a large area to be searched quickly--typically 256

square km. If a few dozen of these swaths are collected, an

area of severaL thousand square km will be covered. At a

search rate of 15,000 square km/hour, many of these areas

can be searched in a single afternoon. Typically, a crash

search area can be scanned electronically by a SAR in less

than a day. The NCCShas been working with Affens's group,

providing supercomputer time during the development of SAR

for search and rescue to speed up the processing of the images

that are collected so that candidate crash sites can be identi-

fied quickly.

The wide beam of the radar transmission combined with the

trajectory of the plane or satellite along its path allow a single

object, such as a crashed plane, to be pinged by the radar sig-

nal many times as the source passes overhead. For example, the

Jet Propulsion Laboratory's (JPL's) AirSAR system can generate

more than 12,000 individual returns from each individual ground

object at longer radar wavelengths. Returning signals are com-

bined in such a way as to synthesize a single radar return from

an extraordinarily sized antenna as long as 4 to 6 km.

SAR devices can operate over a wide range of microwave fre-

quencies, from 1 cm to more than 100 cm, and different fre-

quencies have different imaging properties. Operating SAR at

P-band (around 70 cm wavelength or 450 MHz) or at L-band

(around 25 cm wavelength or 1,250 MHz), which are relatively

long radar wavelengths, aUows penetration through trees to the

ground. Penetrating ground foliage is essential for search and

rescue missions, since planes often crash in forested areas, but

this comes at the expense of signal processing complexity.

Returning signals are collected by a coherent radar receiver,

which uses electronic processing to preserve the time synchro-

nization of the returns, adding them coherently and creating a

sharply focused image.

Then, special range compression and azimuth compression

filters turn the raw data into a precise, high-quality image of

the ground by exploiting the Doppler signatures, a capability

that ordinary radars do not have. The processed image is then

focused even further by using a special "auto focusing" algo-

rithm capable of handling longer wavelengths. This technique is



avariantofaphasegradient
algorithmthatemploys
advancedmotioncompensation
techniquesandwasfirstdevel-
opedbytheNASASearchand
RescueMissionOffice.TheNCCS
supercomputersgreatlyincrease
thespeedofthe processing.

SAR is also polarimetric,

which means that each radar

return actually has four compo-

nents--HV, HH, VH, and VV--

that correspond to the four

distinctpolarizationstatesof

the radarpulses.These states

are used in a specialprocessto

Before georectification (left), after georectification (middle), and georectif-ication with map of area
superimposed (right).

detect airplane crash sites in the radar image. In addition,

through application of a technique called "polarization whiten-

ing," the four polarization images are combined into a single,

sharper image, which is used to aid the operator in evaluating

the result provided by the computer.

The images are Large, with each frame typically having

around 16,384 x 4,096 pixels for each of the four polarizations

as raw data. Each frame may also have more than one frequency

band associated with it--typicalLy three--so that a single

frame might actually comprise 12 high-resolution images. Each

step of the processing produces more frames, and while there is

some image reduction along the way, the final frames are still

quite large: 14,336 x 1,536 pixels for each of the four polariza-

tion states. Each image is saved to the NCCS'sUniTree system_

then, the particular frames of interest are selected, and the rest

are deleted.

The purpose of collecting these radar images is to identify

probable crash sites using polarimetric detection. Also devel-

oped at NASA, this technique examines the individual pixels of

the refined radar image. Each pixel is subjected to a caLi-

brated pattern recognition by the Cray processor to deter-

mine whether it could contain parts of a downed aircraft.

When a pixel contains a shape characteristic of part of an

airplane, the computer flags the Location. Certain shapes

commonly found on manmade objects, such as metallic per-

fect right angles, are rare in nature and are, therefore, good

indicators of downed planes.

The computer uses the Constant FaLse ALarm Rate (CFAR)

technique to maintain only the best returns so that the res-

cuers will have a manageable number of Locations to inves-

tigate. The entire automated search process is guided by a

search and rescue expert who will be able to eliminate

obvious noncrash sites by applying his/her expertise and

considering other anciLLary information, such as flight path,

terrain, and weather.

Another process conforms the finaL result of the process-

ing to a known geographical map: georectification produces

a 3-D map of the actual terrain, providing rescue pilots with

a visualization that they can

use to navigate to the potential

crash sites. The end result of a

search might be a few frames,

with all of their associated

polarization states and frequen-

cy bands, that contain one or

more possible crash sites.

Before polarization whitening (Left); after polarization whitening (right).
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The Montana Crash

OilAprU 11, 1998, a smallPiperMaUbu single-

propeUer plane is flying over a remote stretch of

rLlra[ backwoods in the mountainous Flathead

National Forest, about 10 miles east-northeast of

Bigfork, Montana. The plane is at cruising alti-

tude, several thousand feet above the treetops.

The pilot is experienced and ir_ comnlunication

with an air traffic controller in the nearby Air

Route Traffic Control Center (ARTCC) in Salt Lake

City, Utah. tie had filed Iris flight plan the

evening before when he and his single passenger

Left the affport at Madison, Wisconsin, en route

to GLacier Park International Airport in Kalispe[I,

Montana. At 2:21 A_,_on April 12, he radioed that

he was beginnff_g his assigned ff|strument approach to the

runway at KaLispeLL

And then, silence.

The Piper MaUbu bdongs to the broad category of general

aviation aircraft--smart, two-to-six-seat planes flown by a col-

lection of enthusiasts, independent pilots, and smaK charter

operations, lhey take off; and Land at remote air strips and

Aefia| view of crash site.

major airports all over the country, accounting for some 27 mil-

lion total flight hours in !.998 alone.

As always happens in the wake of an overland aviation dis-

appearance, the AFRCCinitiated a search for the plane soon

after it disappeared from radar and failed to Land at Ka[ispe[[

Airport. For days, State of Montana aviation officials and Civil

SAR ma p of crash site.
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Air Patrol volunteers flew over tile areas near where the

Last radar contact was detected. They searched, but they

found neither traces of the missMg plane nor clues as to

why it disappeared--perhaps an instrument failure, human

error, or some unexpected rough weathen The plane simply

disappeared--off radar, out of contact, at_d into the night.

F[athead National Forest offers a haven for bikers seek-

ing refuge from urban sprawl, with open air, tall trees, tow-

erin 9 terrain, and no human contact for miles and miles.

But for a rescue mission, it combines the most difficult

elements: mountains, trees, arid inclement weather through

many months of tile year. A plane could c]o down in these

woods and never be found, and, for a while, it seemed that

the Piper Malibu wouW become such a statistic.

Then came some unexpected help from i'_ASA in the

form of an airborne radar platform from California and one

of tile NCCS's own supercomputers.

Ou I%y 7, the personne[ at NASA's Search and Rescue

Mission were enlisted to help find the plane. Using AirSAR,

JPEs experimental SAR system mounted on a NASA DC-8,

they coLLected radar data over possibIe areas suggested by

the plane's last known heading. Then, using state-of-the-

art software developed at GSFC (see "How SAR Works") and

one of the NCCS's Cray ,1932se computers, they processed

and analyzed the radar data, generating more than 500 GB

of image infolmatJon. During its months of peak usage, in

fact, NASA's Search and Rescue Mission team was one of

the [arg_',t users of the I'dCCSresources. The team identi-

fied I_4 possible crash sites and provided their locations to

a private search team hired by the missing pilot's family.

On June 1_5,the downed Piper was discovered inde-

pendently by a Montana search pilot near one of the

potential crash sites selected by the NASA Search and

Rescue Mission Team.

THE COSPAS--SARSAT SYSTEM

Emergency radio beacons, carried by maritime ves-

sels, aircraft, and individuals, are used in situations of

"grave and imminent danger" when lives are at risk.

Emergency [ocator transmitters (ELTs), carried by air-

planes, were originally intended to be detected by

overflying aircraft. Often crashes in remote areas were

not found because of infrequent aircraft traffic in

these regions. NASA engineers determined that it

might be feasible to locate the position of emergency

beacons from space and started investigations in late

lg6Os. The NASA technology was developed into the

multinational, humanitarian Cospas-Sarsat Satellite-

Aided Search and Rescue system in the 1970s. The

first sate[[iteborne repeater was launched on a Russian

satellite in 1982, followed by the first repeater on a

TIROS weather satellite in 1983. The first saves

occurred almost immediately.

The United States Mission Control Center (MCC) in

Suit[and, Maryland, operates the U.S. component of

the Cospas-Sarsat system. Along with its Russian-

managed counterpart, this system has saved more than

1L300 lives since its inception in 1982. Repeaters on

satellites relay emergency beacon signals to ground

stations, where the approximate location of the beacon

is calculated by Doppler shift. This information is then

forwarded to the MCCin the country that operates the

ground station. The MGCthen validates the emergency

and forwards the information to the appropriate REC,

which directs the search.

There are now more than 800,000 [ocator beacons

in use worldwide. Improvements in recent years have

included the persona[ [ocator beacon, which is small

and light enough to be carried in a hiker's backpack.

Another major improvement has been the development

of self-locating beacons. These use the Global

Positioning System (GPS) receiver to obtain a precise

location and then include the coordinates in the

emergency beacon's transmission.
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d dthe ',,,_-__,,:_:_ --_-_: _,_ ; • .... :.l to un erstan

i_-: .... climate system through observations obtained from _ •

__:i Earth's surface. These observations yielded preliminary -

understanding of the ocean currents, tides, and prevailing winds

using visual observation and simple mechanical tools as their

instruments. Today's sensitive, downward-looking radar

systems, called altimeters, onboard satellites can measure

globally the precise height of the ocean surface. This surface is

largely that of the equipotential gravity surface, called the

.geoid the level surface to which the oceans would conform__ _ if

there were no forces acting oil them apart from gravity, as well

as having a significant 1-2- meter-level signal arisingfrom the

motion of the ocean's currents.

The ocean's height varies because dynamic forces are

constantly moving the waters: these variations have two

tilneframes, one that is very long term and, thereby, nearly

stationary, and another that is variable. This variable part is

dominated by the semidiurnal and diurnal tides, but there are

other wind- and thermally driven changes in the ocean current

systems that cause ocean surface height changes. Altimeters

cannot discriminate directly between the height caused by

gravity and that caused by winds, circulation, and other effects:

they can measure only their sum. However, this separation is

critical for isolating the ocean current changes so important for

understanding the climate system.

In 1996, an interagency group of scientists using the

supercomputing resources of the NCCS developed the Earth

Gravitational Model 1996 (EGM96) to help define the geoid.



Since its release to the public, not only has EGM96

beun used to improve lhe model of the geoid, but also

has also l)ec(nne a useful tool for scientists in many

different (lisciplilles from oceanogral)hers to meteo-

r()logists to) geophysicists. Says St(wen K]osko, a proj-

ect managt!r with I¢aythe(m ITSS, "It's heen a

trelnelM()us aid in un(lerstan(lh]g ocean and solid-

Earth l)rocesses." NCCS supercomputers and other

resources continue Io l)rovide the tools for these

researchers.

I[ there were no tides, ancl if the waters of the

ocean did not circulate, the ocean's surface would

conform to au e(luil)otential surface of Earth's gravity

fiel(I--the geoi(l. "The geoi(l is the surface that you

would have traced if you were to run a level over an

imaginary ocean with no currents an(] tides," says

Nikos Pavlis, a I<aytheon ITSS geodesist.

The geoi(I surface itself has many tol)oh)gical varia-

tions, which are related to the (lensity structure of the

imler Earth and tectonic features on the ocean floor,

such as ri(l_es, trenches, and seamounts. Without cur-

rents, ti(les, and win(Is, the surface of the ocean

wouhl relhwt these features exclusively, and, accord-

ins to geophysicist Erri(:os Pavlis of the University of

Marylau(1, l_;altimore C(mnty, and the (_SFC Lal)oratory

for Terrestrial Physics, to a first-or(ler approximation,

it (h)es. "If you go I)eyou(I that al)l)roximation, though,

there is a departure."

This (h!parture--calle(I dynamic ocean topography--

is a mani[estation of general ocean circulation and
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Diagram of the TOPEX/Poseidon measurement system.

currents. The long-period changes that occur in dynam-

ic ocean topography over decades and longer are one of

the keys to studying an evolving climate system, given

the importance of ocean circulation in the redistribu-

tion of Earth's heat from the equatorial regions. These

studies have a central role in climate t)redictions.

The question then becomes how to separate the

dynamic ocean topography from the geoid. A reference

ellipsoid is used as the reference surface in these

calculations. Geoid height is the distance between the

ellipsoid and the geoid, and the sum of the geoid height

and the dynamic ocean topograt)hy is the height of the

ocean at any given point above the reference ellipsoid.

Altimeter-bearing satellites such as ElLS-I, EFLS-2, an(l

TOPEX/Poseidon measure the distances between their

orbital position and the surface of the ocean. Accuracy

for determining the dynamic height depends on an elab-

orate orbit determination process using precise tracking

of these satellites. Current satellites, such as TOPEX,

allow these surface heights to be determined to an

accuracy of 2 to 3 era--as good as most tide ganges for

measuring the height of the ocean.

However, without a way of separating the dynamic

ocean topography from the geoid, studies of ocean

circulation and dynamic ocean topography would

be impossible [rom altimeter data alone. Accurate

geoid height determination is critical to the extrac-

tion of dynamic ocean topography information from

altimeter data.

EGM96 was developed by a group of U.S. Govern-

ment and contractor scientists working at GSFC in col-

laboration with the National hnagery and Mapping

Agency 0NIMA) and The Ohio State University. Using

NCCS computing facilities, this interagency group creat-

ed an improved mathematical model of Earth's gravita-

tional field that can be used to calculate (among other

geodetic quantities) the geoid height. Researchers used

satellite tracking, altimetry, and direct measurements of

the gravity acceleration on land, sea, and air to derive a

The ca{ctJK_tior_ is computat_onady

demandirtg---requlr'irt!] _._ppr'oxir]_at',_,iy "1

trillion catcLlJat:iorl__ to ct]tJl]_atc ,;_t] ()t'I;iL 1(ir"

_ sirl!.l!o day--t_ t:u,sk weli ssiilted t,o tt](]

NC(}S's si_perc:or_lputecs.



EARTH'S GRAVITATIONAL FIELD DETERMINATION

SateLLite paths show the variations in Earth's gravitational

fie[d. Their orbits change s[ight[y according to the changing

attraction of the mass below. With precise knowledge of the

gravitationaL field, of the position and velodty of a sateLLite

in orbit at some point in time, and of a[[ the other nongravi-

tationaL forces acting on that sate[[ite--soLar radiation pres-

sure, atmospheric drag, engine thrust--one cou[d predict a

satetLite's position days in advance with high reliability.

But is the inverse also true? CouLd one take satellite track-

ing information--precise[y measured arcs of an Earth-orbiting

sate[[ite--and caLcuLate the gravitationa[ force acting upon

that satel[ite? CouLd one then determine Earth's gravitationaL

fie[d to high precision?

That's exactly what an interagency group Ledby NASA scien-

tists at Goddard, using NCCSresources, was ab[e to do in 1996.

The basis for the development of a g[oba[ model (EGM96)

of Earth's gravitationa[ potentia[ is sateLLite tracking data. The

orbits of more than 40 sate[rites are carefully tracked to

detect any perturbations in their paths that are introduced by

smaLL variations in Earth's gravitational fieLd, caused by the

nonuniform distribution of Earth's underlying mass and densi-

ty. The calculation is computationa[ty demanding--requiring

approximately 1 trillion catcu[ations to estimate an orbit for a

single day--a task well suited to the NCCS'ssupercomputers.

"You have some idea of how a measurement is related to

the gravity field, and you write down an equation with param-

eters related to the gravity fieLd," says Erricos Pay[is. "The

problem is how to take the pieces that are incomplete and

inhomogeneous and put the puzzle together." Unlike any ordi-

nary puzzle, though, the gravity field problem has so many

pieces and is of such complexity that supercomputers must be

used to solve it.

There are approximations used in orbital solutions that

somewhat simplify orbit determination and geophysical

parameter improvement, but these problems are highly nonlin-

ear. Solving them requires approximating the mathematical

mode[ of the gravitational field with a construct caLLed a trun-

cated Taylor series expansion, from which only the first

(derivative) terms are retained. The orbital solution is iterated

untie it converges. Successive iterations yield improvements to

the approximate values of the orbit parameters. When a great

number of orbital arcs are combined, it is possible also to

estimate simuLtaneousLy a[[ of the geophysical parameters as

well as improved orbits, including spherical harmonic coeffi-

cients that describe the global gravitational field model The

EGM96 solution involved thousands of arcs.

A single arc wiLEcontain up to a few hundred arc-specific

parameters, and 6,000-7,000 parameters that are common to

all the sateLLite arcs (e.g., spherical harmonic coefficients of

the gravity field, tidal parameters, tracking station positions),

and these are used to determine a normal matrix for the arc.

Each of the 40-pLus satellites used in the EGMg6 solution con-

tributes some preselected set of arcs, although low-orbiting

altimetry satellites and those tracked by GPS have many more

observations per arc. For example, a LAGEOS 30-day arc might

have some 6,000 observations, whereas a 30-day arc for

TOPEX/Poseidon could have as many as 60,000. After each arc

is represented by a normal matrix, which is usually more than

100 MB, the NCCSsupercomputers are used to add aLLof the

arcs into one giant matrix, using Linear algebraic techniques,

for each satellite. EGM96 included 13,864,000 observations

derived from satellite tracking and direct altimeter measure-

ments of the oceans. This number does not include the obser-

vations of gravity from surface gravity surveys (see next

section).

However, not all data sources are equaL. For example, the

tracking data from LAGEOSare much more precise than those

from GEOS-3 because the LAGEOSsateLLite is tracked with the

superior Laser-ranging technology and is in a much higher,

more stable orbit. On the other hand, LAGEOSis far Less sensi-

tive to the gravitational field than is GEOS-3, because of its

much higher altitude (~6,000 km vs. ~840 kin). The sateLLite

data must, therefore, be carefully and appropriately weighted.

Determining these relative weights to combine all of the

satellite matrices into a unified solution has been the major

contribution of NASA's scientists; it is also the most computa-

tionat[y intensive part of the procedure and is the major com-

ponent of the resources used at the NCCS.

With unlimited computer resources, Variance Component

Analysis (VCA) might be used to test separately the multiple

arc parameters within each separate arc normal matrix for

possible weighting. But with limited resources, each matrix is

weighted as a whole. After all of the data have been

processed, an objective estimation process is used to access

the weight for each sate[[ite's contribution. These techniques

rely on making solutions that exclude and include data from

each satellite in turn. The weight estimation is, thereby, an

iterative process, requiring hundreds of solutions and demand-

ing tens of thousands of CPU seconds each time.

This approach allows scientists to obtain an optimal solu-

tion from the inversion of a large normal matrix based on mil-

lions of observations that all contain information about the

thousands of parameters that must be estimated. It also

simultaneously yields an accurate estimate of the solution's

error levels, which are obtained from the resulting so[ution's

statistics.



solution based (m these (lata (see "Earth's (kavitational

Field l)eternfination").

According{ to geot)hysicist Frank Lemoine, of tile

(;SFC Laboratory for Terrestrial Physics, "the analysis

is base(] (m the l)ertubations o[ a spacecraft caused

by the dcnsiy variations inside the Earth." These can

Ire derived from tile orl)it determination process using

high-(lualily tracking (]ata. These variations cause the

gravitational potential to deviate from that of a regu-

lar ellit)s()i(I, an(I this is what can Ire measured on

land, ow_r water, or at orl)it.

To date, no single source of data can t)rovide I)oth

total global coverage and high sensitivity to the fine

structur(' of the gravitational field. So, several sources

of clara had to I)e combined to calculate the solution

for the glol)al mo(lel for Earth's gravitational I)otential

(see "Sources of Data").
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EGM96 was made available on the Internet as soon as

the model was completed. "Some of our colleagues at

the National Geodetic Survey were literally waiting with

their hands on their computers," says Erricos Pavlis.

Approximately a month after EGM96 was released, the

National Geodetic Survey completed a new map of

Earth's geoid over the contiguous 48 States.

Today, using NCCS resources, scientists continue to

improve EGM96 by incrementally incorporating fur-

ther satellite tracking data as they become available

and improving the quality of available surface gravi-

metric data. In the next few years, new data will

become available from upcoming space lnissions.

These include GRACE (ca. early 2002), which will use

two satellites with a COldinnous microwave link

between them to get an accurate measure of gravita-

tional acceleration along their line of sight at altitude;

CHAMP (launched on July 15, 2000), which

has a GPS receiver and accelerometers

onboard and will be tracked by the GPS

satellite constellation; and GOCE (ca. 2004),

which will use an onboard gradiometer to

measure the gravity gradient in three direc-

tions. These missions will surpass what is

currently possible in high-resolution sam-

piing of the global gravitational field from

space, and the NCCS will provide the compu-

tational environment needed to translate

these new data into greater knowle(tge of the

t)lanet.

Each new data source will be brought into a

global geopotential solution, and each will

demand more of the NCCS's resources. "The

first decade of this century will be the decade

of the Earth's gravity field," says Lemoine. "We

will be able to map global gravity from space

Top Left: The 30' x 30' mean values of geoid undulations
computed from EGM96to degree and order 360. The val-
ues refer to the WGS84 (G873) system of constants,

which provides a realization of the geometry and the
normal gravity potential of a mean-Earth ellipsoid. The
permanent tide system is "nontidal," and the units are
meters.

Bottom Left: The 30' x 30' mean values of free-air grav-

ity anomalies computed from EGMg6 to degree and
order 360. Values refer to the WGS84 (G873) system of
constants. The permanent tide system is "nontidaL,"
and the units are mGa(s.



SOURCES OF DATA

"There is not a single measurement that can provide all

the answers," says Erricos Pavlis.

Because no single source of data has both enough global

coverage and high sensitivity to the gravitational signal,

none can be used exclusively to determine Earth's gravita-

tional potential Three complementary sources of data must

be tapped: satellite tracking, sate[Ute altimetry, and surface

gravimetry. Each has advantages and disadvantages.

NASA has been tracking satellites in orbit since the early

1960s. Various methods, such as Doppler, laser ranging,

radar, Global Positioning System (GPS), and satellite-to-

satellite systems (TDRSS), are used today. Some modern

satellites (e.g., TOPEX/Poseidon) are tracked so accurately

and modeled so well that their Locations are known to within

a few centimeters at at[ times.

Ground-based satellite tracking systems (laser and

Doppler) cannot track the satellites continuously; satellite-

based tracking systems Like GPS can. Satellites sense a

"smoothed" version of Earth's gravitational field. This

smoothing effect increases with attitude; thus, very high

orbiting spacecraft are used for determining only the broad-

est features of the field. The most useful data come from

satellites in low orbit, but these rarely are tracked to

required precision. For instance, LAGEOS, orbiting at 6,000 km,

is far tess responsive to the shorter wavelengths in the gravi-

tational field than is GFZ-I_, which orbits at 350 km.

Satellite altimeter data have a dual character. They are

sensitive to the broad features of the gravitational field,

observable through their orbit perturbations, and to the fine

details of its structure, sensed through their ocean surface

tracing transects. But the incorporation of altimetry data

into gravitational field mode[ development is complicated by

the fact that dynamic ocean topography must be accounted

for or estimated simultaneously. Thus, in EGM96, models

representing the broad features of the dynamic ocean topog-

raphy were estimated simultaneously with the gravitational

field parameters.

Gravimetric data are also important in situ measurements

defining the EGM96 solution because they help resolve

mode[ parameters that would be difficult to separate other-

wise. Gravimeters are devices that measure the force of grav-

ity by determining the differences in the weights of a

constant mass at different sites. Operational gravimetry is

an old technology; data collection is tedious and expensive,

because the instruments must be taken to the sites to take

the measurements. Hence, many remote areas are almost

entirely devoid of observations. Furthermore, political obsta-

cles have made it difficult for the science community at

large to gain access to all existing data. However, progress

has been great in eliminating this last obstacle.

EGM96 heralded a major improvement over previous mod-

els because it was developed with previously classified NIMA

data compilations, and many countries made data available

to this project for the first time. However, coverage was still

sparse over vast stretches of the Southern Ocean,

Antarctica, and significant parts of Africa and South

America.

Instrumentation (and possibly preprocessing) differences

have made some of the data collected over land suspect, and

there are reference frame issues that are difficult to resolve

for data coming from bordering countries. Collecting data

over water is even more difficult than over land because of

errors introduced by the movement of the ships carrying the

instruments. Nevertheless, despite all of its shortcomings,

surface gravimetry is currently the only source of fine-detail

gravitational information over land areas.

_We acknowledge the NASA Center for Compulsat, ional Sciences [NCCS] at: t:he Goddard

Space FlighU Center and especially Milt, Halem, Nancy Palm, and Tom Schardt, for their

support. Our altimer_er data, and sat:ellit, e-only normal equations included between 8,000

and 12,000 parameters. The quant:ity of separate arcs and the size of t:he normal

equations taxed t:he storage and other operational aspects of the NCCS supercomput:ers.

We are grateful for t:heir patience and support t:hroughout, this project:, and point: out

that without t:heir facilities, the EGM96 model could not: have been creat:ed. _'

--From The Devetopment of the Joint NASA 6SFC ond the NIMA 6eopotentiot Modet E6M96
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-...._,_ wanted to stud_-_rth's_..... core directlyl !ohe would have- _.-

_: to drill through about _i,800 i 3lid rock to reach the

liquid core--keeping the tunnel from collapsing under

pressures that are more than 1 million atmospheres-=.and then :

sink an instrument package to the bottom that Could Operate at

8,000::F with 10,000 tons of force crushing every Square_!nch Of

its surface. Even then, several of these tunnels would probably

be needed to obtain enough data. :_:: :::.....

Faced with difficult or impossible .....

scientists use other available sourcesof in:

seismology, mineralogy, geomagnetism, geodesyl an a::ii!_!i:_boveall:

Physicist and applied mathematician Weijia Kuang, of the

Space Geodesy Branch, and his collaborators at Goddard have

what he calls the "second-ever" working, usable, self-consistent, : ._

fully dynamic, three-dimensional (see "The! _ : __'_'_:

Geodynamo Theory"). Kuang ]el simulations onthe
9>': -

supercomputers at the NCCS. Heand Jeremy Bloxham, of

Harvard University, developed the original version, written in
7:_

Fortran 77. in 1996. :_: :

The first working dynamo model was created in 1995_by_:i:i!::-

Gary Glatzmaier, now at UCSC, and Paul Roberts, of UC_ii_ho

is Kuang's former Colleague and graduate school advisor. Before,

Glatzmaier, Roberts, and Kuang began their work, scientists



EARTH'S CORE: A CHALLENGE TO STUDY

Modeling Earth's magnetic field was easier 4 centuries ago

in Elizabethan England when, in 1600, Her Majesty's Royal

Physician, Wittiam GiLbert, explained simply that Earth is a

large magnet. The notion became a popular one and lasted

up to the dawn of the 20th century, by which time several

careful scientifc observations had called Gitbert's theory into

question. His assertion does not account for the variances in

the magnetic field--variances in both magnitude and potari-

ty--that occur on timescales from a few years to hundreds of

thousands of years. The intensity of the magnetic flew varies

noticeably over the course of the lifetimes of the scientists

measuring it. When the magnetic field intensity was first

measured in the 1830s by Carl Friedrich Gauss, it was nearly

9 percent greater than it is today. Also, Earth's magnetic

field tines undergo a westward drift of about 0.1 ° longitude

per year, which was recognized as far back as 1698 by

Edmund HaUey.

In 1906, French physicist Bernard Brunhes noticed an

even more dramatic variation in Earth's magnetic field. He

studied core samples of volcanic rocks and found that the

polarity of the magnetic field shifted over the course of

Earth's history, and noticed that rock samples formed in dif-

ferent epochs had acquired opposite polarization.

Gilbert's theory couLd not explain this phenomenon,

either--a permanent magnet cannot reverse its polarity once,

let alone periodically throughout geological time. The only

possible explanation for polarity reversal would be that the

geomagnetic field comes from some process deep within

Earth--a dynamic process.

Hence, in 1919, the British physicist 3oseph Larmor pro-

posed the geodynamo theory: Earth's magnetic field is generat-

ed and maintained by flow in Earth's fluid core. Larmor was

the first to betieve that the rear origins of Earth's magnetic

field reside in the core, and scientists have since generally

come to accept this theory.

"Many observed phenomena related to the Earth's magnet-

ic field have roots in the core-mantle interactions," says

Benjamin Chao.

The problem with the geodynamo theory, though, is that

there is no way to study the dynamics of the core directly.

Larmor, for instance, had no way of knowing whether his

geodynamo theory was correct. It would not be until the end

of the century before Kuang and his co[[eagues had comput-

ers-like those at the NCCS--powerfut enough to make simu-

lations of the core.

did not know whether dynamo models could actually

simulate real Earth processes. Kuang and his col-

leagues soon realized, however, that some of the

approximations they decided to use might be more

appropriate to the Earth's core.

Kuang's model begins with as good a picture as

scientists have of the core and makes certain assump-

tions where there are gaps in knowledge of Earth's

interior. One cannot study the dynamics of Earth's

core by simply observing its most notable effect--

Earth's magnetic field--because some parts of the field

are completely contained within the core and lower

mantle and cannot be seen or be measured by surface

instruments (see "Sources of Data"). "The core gives

us a very reluctant signal," says geophysicist Benjamin

Chao, Head of the Space Geodesy Branch.

To implement his model, Kuang needed to integrate

the equations for extremely long periods of time.

Since some effects related to Earth's magnetic field

occur on timescales on the order of 100,000 years or

so--such as the reversal of the magnetic North and

South Poles--his model mnst be simulated over that

same timescale, and the output must be able to show

such aberrations. However, extremely long simula-

tions are computationally difficult because of the

number of time steps involved.

Kuang uses a combination of pseudo-spectral and

finite difference methods for numerical integration

and runs his model in packets of about 15,000 to

20,000 years at a time, which take an average of 5

days of CPU hours running on 8 processors of one of

the NCCS's Cray J932se supercomputers. This is

where the NCCS's contributions are so imt)ortant.

Only recently have computers been able to

achieve the kinds of speeds necessary to

perform numerical simulations of core

dynamics, "The [dynamics of the core] are

so complicated," says Weijia Kuang, "that

even if you use numerical methods, you

may not be able to solve the equations

with the minimum required accuracy."

Now, with supercomputers at centers like

the NCCS, such studies are possible.



A simulation running on a typic_ll

workstation with 512 MB of RAM could

produce 1,500 year,_ of dat_t in 1 day,

whereas the Cray T3E could generate 100-

fol{i more dnta in that S__]lTletime.

Snapshot of one magnetic flew Une across Earth obtained with
numericat modeling. The purple surface indicates the core-mantle

boundary (CMB) that separates the fluid outer core (under) and the
solid mantle (above). _he red sphere in the center is Earth's solid
inner core. Earth's rotation axis is indicated by the vertical white

line (i.e., the top is the North PoLeand the bottom is the South
Pole). The blue segments of the field tine show that the Line is
approaching the center of Earth; the orange segments show that
the flew Line is leaving the center. The twisting and bending of the
field line inside the outer core show the effect of the core flow on

the magnetic field.

SOURCES OF DATA

Many secondary sources must be tapped for information:

Seismology has uncovered the density, phase, temperature,

and pressure profiles of the layers of the inner Earth by

observing the behavior of earthquake shockwaves traveling

from one spot on the surface of the globe through the interior

to other places on the surface. High-pressure mineralogical

studies provide information about the chemical composition

of the core. Geodetic studies at the surface show the effect of

the core on Earth's rotation variation. Geomagnetic observa-

tions provide information on the part of the magnetic field,

the po[oida[ field, generated Mthin the core in the geodynamo

processes and on the variation of the field in timesca[es of up

to hundreds of years. Radioactive dating of magnetized rocks

formed at different points in Earth's history provides informa-

tion about Earth's magnetic field long ago.
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Early sinmlations showed lhat tile t)hysics of the

model leads to the formation of magnetic North and

South Poles, as humans have observed since the first

compasses were invented. More importantly, the sim-

ulations can lead to magnetic field reversals on the

correct tinlescah'.--an indication to Kuang and his col-

laborators that they are on the right track.

Kuang et al. have several agendas for their model,

including developing a generalized version that will

be made available to the public so that others might

use it to t)robe prol)lems related to the ntagnetic field.

Astrol)hysi('ists, for example, might want to run the

model in conjunction with studying other planets,

such as Jupiter, that also have internal magnetic

fields.

(;eo(lesists such as tti(Jse at (;SFC use the model to

study how the magnetic fiel(l affecls Earth's rotation

and the geopotential field on the timescales of

decades. Scientists have observed slight changes in

rotation for the last several decades, and believe that

these changes result from the angular momentum

exchange among the solid ntantle and the fluid parts

of the planet, including the atmosphere, the oceans,

and the outer core. Additionally, geophysicists are

interested in the correlation between the geodynamo

and plate tectonics, and what the model can demon-

strate about Earth's interior.

Kuang is interested first in understanding the

details of the geodynamo dynamicsIhOW the field is

generated, how the core flow interacts with the field,

and what the actions are, down to a fine level of

detail. Then he can begin to address other applica-

tions of the model, such as forecasting geomagnetic

field variations and understanding the dynamics of

Snapshot of the fluid density anomalies in
Earth's outer core obtained from numerical

modeling. The tighter (hotter) fluid parcels
are shown in orange and the heavier (cord-

er) fluid parcels in blue. The motion inside
the outer core is that Lighter fluid parcels

rise from the inner core boundary
(upwe[hng flow), and the heavier fluid

parcels descend from the core-mantte
boundary to the center of the core. The
ring shapes of tile fluid parcets demon-
strate that there are strong zonal jets in
the fluid outer core.



the core-mantle interactk)n and

the properties of that boundary ......::

region, which is t)erhaps several

hundred kihmmlers thick.

()f course, no model is ever

perfect. Ill the case of the geody-

namo model, many things remain

to be explored, understood, and

improved.

"We are still not able to simu-

late the real Earth because cer-

tain parameters cannot be

modele(l accurately (lue to com-

putational limitati()ns," says

Kuang. "So tar, we are still doing qualitative studies,

trying to un(lerstand the phenomenon an(] to get the

major features right."

Snapshot of the radia[ component of the magnetic field at the
core-mant[e boundary from numerica[ modeLin9. The magnetic field
is shown tearing the core (orange regions ) and approaching the

core (btue regions).

THE GEODYNAMO THEORY

The geodynamo theory is simple. "BasicaLLy," exp[ains Weijia

Kuang, "the Earth's outer core is Liquid iron, which is e[ectfica[-

[y conducting. The motion of this Liquid in a magnetic field can

generate a current that, in turn, induces a magnetic field. The

dynamo action is estab[ished in the core if the induced field

(the magnetic field we observe at the surface of the Earth) can

be sustained by the flow."

Earth's core is made of iron-rich attoy. The outer part of the

core is molten, with temperatures exceeding 8,000°F, while the

inner core is solid with higher iron concentration. Like any other

Liquid, the molten iron in the outer core flows.

Earth has been cooling s[owLy ever since its formation.

ConsequentLy, the solid inner core grows sLowLy as the heavier

iron solidifies, Leaving Lighter constituents in the fLuid outer

core. The gravitational energy that is released in these process-

es drives the motion of the molten iron.

Moving a conductor, such as molten iron, across a magnetic

field produces eLectricaL currents, and, according to Ampere's

taw, eLectricaL currents induce magnetic fields. The magnetic

field can then influence the flow in the core and vice versa, in

a sort of feedback Loop.

The geodynamo theory posits that Earth's magnetic field is

generated and maintained by the flow in Earth's outer core.
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FY99 NCCS-Supported Research Projects and

Principal Investigators
3-D Chemical Modeling

R(makl Prhm

Massachusetts Institute o[

Techmd(_y

3-D Chemistry and Transport

Richard Rl_od

(;SFC I)ata Assimilalion Office

3-D Chemistry and

Transport Model

AIIIIC Douglass

GSFC Atmc_slJheric Chenlistry

and [)yl/anlics [_ralIch

4-D Data Assimilation/

TOVS Pathfinder

George Serafino

(;SI:C Global Change Data
Center

5-Year Analysis Production

Richard Ro.d

(;St:C l)ata ,._.ssinlilatioll ()flier

AMIP Experiment

Richard Room

(',SFC Data Assimilation ()flier

AVIRIS Radiation Studies

Warren Wisc_mll)e

(;SFC Clinlate and Radiation

Branch

Aircraft Impact Assessment

P,ic hard Rood

('.SI:C Data Assimilati(m ()ffice

Aircraft Winds in GLA

Analysis
Joel "[i!Imnbaum

State University of New York,
Pur('hilse

Analysis Diagnostics

Siegfried Schubert
(;St:C Data Assimilati(m ()ffice

Analysis Verification and

Experimentation

Richar(I Rcu_(l
(;S[:C Data Assimilation Office

Analysis and Interpretation

of Satellite Magnetic Data

('¢mrte Vc)_rllius

(;5,I:(_ (]e()(ly[lalnics Branch

Analysis for the Climatology

and Short-Term Variability of

the Atmospheric General

Circulation With the GLA

GEOS Data: Global

Hydrological and Energy

Cycles

Tsing-Chan Chert

Iowa .Slate University

Atmospheric Remote

Sensing

Yc)ra nl Kau fll/ae
(]SFC Climate and Radiation

Branch

Biosphere-Atmosphere
Interactions I

George Collatz

(;5FC Biospheric Sciences
Branch

Biosphere-Atmosphere

Interactions II

(',e<)r_e (i(dlatz

(;S[:C t{i(_spheric Sciences
P,ranc[i

Bubbles and Drops

[{all: Subramanian

Clarkson University

Chinks in the Solar Dynamo

Theory
Edward l)eLuca

Smithsonian Astml)hysical

()bservatory

Climate Change
Donald J()hnslm

[;niversity of Wisconsin

Climate Diagnestics

Siegfried Schubert
(;SFC Data Assimilation ()Ilice

Climate Modeling and

Simulation

Jagadish Shukla

George Mason University and
C()IA

Climatic Effects of Volcanic

Eruptions

Alan Rol)ock

University of Michigan

Climatology of TOVS Water

Vapor

Dennis Chesters

GSF(' Mesoscale Almospheric

Processes Braiic]l

Combined Retrieval

Algorithms

,[/lilies WoilllllaI1

GSFC Microwave Sensors

Branch

Computation and Data

Analysis

Edwar(t Sullivan

GSFC Lalmratory for

Astroimmy and Solar Physics

Coupled DRB Model

_Vat soil Gregg
GSFC ()ceaI1s And Ice Branch

Crustal Dynamics

David Smith

GSFC Lab.ratory for Terrestrial

Physics

Crustal Geomagnetic Fields

Herbert Frey

(]SFC (;eodynamics Branch

Cumulus Cloud Modeling II

Wei-Kuo TaD

(',SFC Mesuscale Atnlospheric
t'rocesses BrallCll

DOSE and LAGEOS

Investigations

Ronald Kohmkiewicz

(Z";I-'CSpace Geodesy Branch

Data Analysis and

Distribution

Richard Rood
(;SFC Data Assimilation ()trice

Data Preprocessing-

Preparation

Arlindo da Silva

(;SFC Data Assimilation ()[fice

Diabatic Dynamic Initialization

Michael Fox-Rabmovit z

GSFC Data Assimilation ()[rice

Diurnal Response of

Boundary

David Randall

C()lora(t(t State University

Drop Collision and

Coalescence

(;retar Tryggvascm

University of Michigan

Dynamical Stratospheric

Model

Richard Rood

(',SF( Data Assimilalion ()ffice

EGRET Data Analysis

Teresa Sheets

(;SFC [)ala _l;tllagelllellt and

Programming ()[[ice

Ecosystem Simulation

Analysis

John Welsh

University o[ South Florida

Effects of Gravity on Sheared

Turbulence Laden With

Droplets or Bubbles

Said Elghol)ashi

I[niversity of California

Effects of Gravity on Sheared

and Nonsheared Turbulent

Nonpremixed Flames

Sai(l Elghobashi

[!niw_rsity of Calilllrifia

Energy Diagnostics

I)(mal(t .Johnson

Universily of Wisconsin

Estimate Ocean/Air Fluxes

Shu-ltsien Chou

(;SFC Mesoscale Atmospheric
Processes Brallch

Extra-Solar Planet Modeling

Daniel Gezari

GSFC Infrared Astrophysics
l_,ranch

Filtration for Microgravity

Applications: 1 ) Smoldering,

2) Combustion Synthesis of

Advanced Material

Bernard Matkowsky

Northwestern University

Flame Spread in Non-Uniform

Mixtures

Fletcher Miller

NASA, .hdm It. Gleum Research
Center



Flame Spread on Liquid

Surface

WilJimn 5iri.gnano

University (d (ialif(mlia, Irvine

Fractal Cloud Structure

Robert Cahalan

(;SFC Climate an(I Radiati(m

Bram:h

GEODYN Software

Development

I)avid Rowlands

(;SFC Space (;eo(lesy P,ranch

GMAS Hydrology
Parameterization

Michael Jasinski

(L%I:C tty(tr(fl(_gi('a] Sol(races
F;ranch

GPS Analysis

Braulio Sanchez

(;5|:(i Space (;_,odesy Branch

GSFC Cumulus Cloud

Modeling I

.hmnne SimliSOn

(;SFC Mrs(mr:ale Atinospheric

Pr()('ess_s [{rarich

GSFC Earth Science Data and

Information Systems (ESDIS]

Program

(ihristcq)her Beck

(;5FC Science I)ata Sysl(_Ins

P,ranch

Gas-Phase Combustion

Synthesis of Metal and

Ceramic RanD-Particles

Richard Axelbaum

Washingt(m University lif
St. [,(ntis Missouri

General Analysis

Franklin ()tlens

(;SFC [,ab()ral(_ry for

Extraterrestrial Physics

Geomagnetic Field Studies

[lerbcrt Frey

(;SI:C (k!(_dynamic:s Branch

Geopotential Determination

Using Satellite, Gravity, and

Ocean Model Data

Byron Tapley

Universily (d Texas at Austin

Global Geodynamics

Beiijainin Chal)

(;S]"C Si)ace (;eodesy Branch

Global Inventory Mapping and

Monitoring (GIMMS)

( omphm Tucker

(;SF(_ I_,i()sl)heric Sci(_IiCt'.S
l;ranch

Global Model Studies

George Emmitt

Nmpson Weather Associates

Global Modeling of

Tropospheric Chemistry

Daniel ,lacol)

I larvard I Jniversity

Global Tides from Altimetry

P,raulil_ Sam'hez

(;SFC Space Geodesy Branch

Gravity Model Development

[:rallk l,elllliille

liSP(' Space (ieodesy Branch

HEASARC

Teresa Sheets

(;SFC Data Management and

Programming Office

HST Phase Retrieval

Howard Wcmd

(;SI:C lIST Flight Systems &

Servicing Project

High Performance Computing

Richard Rcmd

(;Sl:(_ Data Assimilation ()[lice

IAU and Model/

Analysis Interface

Richard Rood

(;SFC Data Assiinilatioa ()t[ice

IMP-J Magnetic Field

Experiment

P,cmakt Leppiag

GSFC Electmdynamics Branch

ISEE-1 VES Data Analysis

Keith ( )gilvie

GSFC I.abimdory for

Extralerrcstrial Physics

ISEE-OGH Data Analysis

Keith ()gilvie

(ISFC Laboratory for

Extraterrestrial Physics

Imaged EUV Spectra from

SERTS

Rl)ger "['h(illlaS

GSFC Solar Physics Brant:it

Improving Land Hydrologic

Processes

Yogesh Sud
(;SFC Climate and Radiati()n

Branch

Improving Radiation Codes

Albert Arking
Johns tlopkins University

Inference of Global Warming

from Satellite Data

Prabhakara Ctld(]apah

GS[:C Clilnate and Radiati(m

Branch

Influence of Land Surface

Processes/Land Cover

Changes in Amazon Regional

Hydrometeorology

Yongkang Xue

University of Marylalld

Instability of Alfven Wave

Ado]fo Vinos

(;SFC Interl}lanetary Physics
Bralwh

Integrating Biogeachemical,

Ecological, and Hydrological

Processes in a Dynamic

Biosphere

.hmathan Foley

University of Wisconsin

Interannual Variability in

Biochemical Cycles of the

North Atlantic

.h)lm Marshall

Massa('lltlsOlts ]Ilstit lifo I)t

Teclmology

Interdisciplinary Science

Investigations

David Randall

Cohlra(l(_ State University

Investigation of GRXE

Production

Teresa Slicers

GSFC Data Management and

t'rograminiug Office

GLA TOVS Satellite Data--

Development, Processing,

Validation, and Scientific

Research

Joel Susskind

GSFC Laboratory for

Atmoslflmres

Kalman Filtering

Richard Ro(id
(;SFC Data Assimilalion ()[[ice

Lidar

James Spiehirne

GSFC Mesoscale Atmospheric

Processes Branch

Land Climatology

Y()gesh Sud
GSFC Climate aud Radiation

Bran('h

Land Surface Component of

the Climate System

R;mdal Koster

(;SFC |tydr()h}gical Sciences
Branch

Liquid He Heat Studies

Etslratios Man()usakis

Fh_ri(la State I Jniversily

Low-Frequency Phenomenon

Modeling
William [_m

(;SFC Climate and Radiation

Branch

MAGSAT Crustal Anomalies

Patrick Taylor

(',S[:C (;e()dynamics Branch

MHD Turbulence

Melvyn (;oldstein

(;SFC lnterl)lanetary I'hysics
grallt'h

Magnetic Wave-Particle

Interaction

Richard Denton

Dartmouth College

Magnetospherical Simulation

Steven Curtis

(;SF(? Phuletary

Magnetospheres Branch

Mars Observer Gamma Ray

Spectrometer

.lac'¢)l) Trcmlbka

(;SFC Astrochemistry Branch

Mars Observer Laser

Altimeter

David Smith

GSFC Laboratory tor Terreslrial

Physics

Mesoscale Dynamics
Wei-Kuo TaD

(iSFC Mesoscale Atnmspheric
Processes Brallch

Mid-Latitude Ocean

Circulation

l)avi(l Adamec

(;SI:C ()tea[Is And Ice Branch

Miscellaneous Analysis

Production

Richard Rood

fiSFC Data Assimilation ()[fice

Model Diagnostics

Siegfried Sctmbert
(;SFC Data Assimilati(m ()[fice

Model Production

Richard Rood

GS]TC Data Assimilation Office

Model Research

Mark Helfand

(;SFC Dale Assimilati(m Office

Model and Stratan Analysis

Richard Ro()(]

(;SFC Data Assimilation ()flice

Modeling Studies of LFV

P,andall [){_le

National ()¢+t+anic and

Atmospheric Administration
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Modeling of Decadal

Variability in the Tropical

Atlantic Climate

Vikrain Mehta

GSFC Clilmde au{I Radiati(JN

l_ramql

Molecular Dynamics II

;_,t,l Koplik

('ily (h)lh'qu {)1 the City

Ihliversity _,1 N(>;v Y_rk

Momentum and Energy

Budgets in Models

David Salslciil

AER. INc.

NAOS Studies

Stel)hui_ l.()r(I

[[uivcrsity _f M;iryl;lud

Nimbus SMMR Data

Milh)ll llah',n

(;.%FC l':nrlh aim 5pia_ [}ata

('_lNlimlill!_ ] )i;,isi,_n

Non-local Coupling by

Magnetospheric Currents

Kcilh Si_d)_rt

Mission I._,scarch ( orporatiun

North Pacific Circulation

Modeling

Michele Pd(muc ker

fiS,V(" ()realm Aild Ice I;ra[lch

Numerical Simulations in

Support of SOHO

Arthur l'olaud

(;SI"(' 5_flar Physics F,ram'h

Numerical Simulations/

Cloud Studies

I)avi(I P,amlall

('()hmido Slate [Inivcrsily

Objective Analysis Methods

Grace Walilm

I Jniversily el \Vis{'_)IIMn

Ocean Surface Wind Analysis

R{)l)('rt Atlas

(;SIcC [)ale Assi[uiiati(m ()ffice

Oceans and Ice Branch

General Access

Micheh! Ri_'uu{'k('r

(;SI.'C I)cea[is i\lal [('t! Brau('h

Pioneer/Helios Data Analysis
"Ii'lesa Shorts

(;51"C I)ala r_;IAIIII_OIII(H}I illld

Pr()_rauinlnl_ {)lIice

Planetary Scale Interactions

Willian/ I.au

(;St"C CliNlixt(' alill Radiation

I;ram h

Polar Ocean Modeling

Studies

Sirl)a I lakkiocn
(iSFC (k'rans ANd Ice BraNch

Radiation Budget
N'ID.IIl.iWu

(;SI:C Data ,.",.ssiniilati()ii ()lfice

Radiation Budgets/

AGCM Parameters

Min_-I)ah (:h()ll
(;HI"C Climatu and Radiali()n

l{r;inch

Rain Retrieval Studies

t'rabhakara Cud(lapah

(;SI:C Climate alld Radiati()n

l:;r;lnt'h

Rainfall Assimilation Studies

Viiaya Karyainlmdi

(151:(' .Yh's(mcaleAlniosl)heric

t'roc'cssus V,rauch

Reduction & Analysis of LEO

Satellite Magnetic Field Data

.h)sel)h Cain
[:h_ri(la Stale I.!Niversity

Regional Application Center

I'atrick Cc)ronach)

(;SFC Applied h/fornlati_)n
5cielices P,raucll

Remote Sensing of Clouds

.Si-Chm. 'l'say
(;.SF(: Clilllatl! ;xHd Radiatioi]

l{ranch

Research/Student Mentor

Program

.fan ll.llis

(;S["(' [':arth and Space l)ata

C:()niputing l)ivisi(m

Resonances

An;:tnd P,hat ia

(;SI:C .":,_>larPhysics Breach

STIS GTO Research Support

Using UniTree Archival Data

Sara lh!ap

GSFC UV ()ptical Astrooolny
lh';ln('h

Satellite Data Evaluation

Richard I_.()ocl

(',SI:C l)ahi Assiniilati(m ()lfice

Satellite Rainfall Estimates

MaH-l.i Wu

(;5F(: D;lla Assinlilatiun ()[fic'e

Science Network Office

.I. I'atrick (;ary
(L<,FC Earth aild Space I)ata

Cumputing l)ivisi¢m

Search and Rescue SAR

Research

David Aliens

(;SFC Microwave Syslenls
Branch

Seasonal-to-lnterannual

Prediction

Michelo Rienecker

(iSI:C ()teens and Ice Branch

Seasonal-to-lnterannual

Climate Variability

Michael Ghil

I!0iversity el Calil(_rnia, l.os

Angehm

Seasonal-to-lnterannual

Collaboration

Michcle Rienecker

(iSFC ()teens and Ice Branch

Semi-LaGrangian GCM

Development

Y()o_ l,i
(;.<,I"C Data AssiInilati_)I_ ()ffice

Signatures at Magnetopause

Reconnection

(;curge Siscoe
Boston t ]niv,:_rsity

Simulation Studies

R_)hert Alias

(;5,FC I)ata Asshnilati_>n ()ffk ,'

Simulation of the Global

Radiation Impact of

Anthropogenic Aerosols

Sloven Ghan

gatelle Pacilic Northwest

N;tli()nal [.ab_)r;lt()ry

Solar Activi W

(',()r(l(lii Ilolnla[I

(',SFC .":,()lar Physics gran,:'h

Space and Solar Plasmas

Simulations

K{m-lchi Nishikawa

[.ouisiana State University

Stratosphere Analysis

Production

Richard Rood

(;SFC Data Assimilation ()IIice

Stratospheric Analysis

Research

Richard Rood

(;SFC Data Assiniilation ()[ficc"

Structural Chemistry
,ler()me Karle

Naval Research l.ah()ratory

TOGA/COARE Atmospheric

Circulation I

Winstcm Cha()

(;5,PC C]ilnale ;t[Id Radiatioll

I_,ranch

TOGA/COARE Atmospheric

Circulation II

Winstlm Ct'*;l(_

(;S[:C ('lirmlte and Radiali(m

I_,ranc,]l

TOMS and SBUV-2 Data

Processing

Jay tterlnan

(L<,[:C ±\l m(isl)h,_!ric Chelnislry

and Dyllaluics I{ranctl

TOPEX Software

Development and Operations

Beu]ainiii Cllao

(;SF(' Sl)at'e (;e<)desy Branch

TRMM Rain Climatology,

Errors and Models

Th()inas Bell

(;SF(' Climate alld Radiation

Branch

The Effect of Variations in

Pacific Heat and Fresh Water

Fluxes on the Indian Ocean

R,Jxana Wajs()v-,:it'z

[ ]iliversily ()[ Maryland

The Solar System and

Milankovitch Cycles

David Ruhincan_

(;SI:C (;m)dyllillnic's Branch

Time Variable Gravity

Frank l,cln()ine

(;SF( Space (;e()¢lesy Branch

Tropical Climate Variability

\VillialU l,,tl tl

(iSt:C Clilaate and Radiation

Branch

Tropical Cyclone Rainfall

Edward R,Jdgers

GSFC Mes()scale Alm()spheric
Pr( )('ossl_s Britllch

Tropical Ocean Circulation
Antuni() Busalacchi

(;SFC l.al)oratory for

ttydr()st)hcric Prl>cesses

Tropical Rainfall and Climate

William [.au

(;.<,FC Climate and Radiati()a

[_ralW]l

Tropospheric Chemistry

Aerosol Model

Mian Chin

(;SFC Almospheric Cheeiistry

and Dynamics Branch

p.-
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Tropospheric Convection and

Stratosphere -Troposphere

Exchange

K_'nu(:lh Pick_'rhl_

GX}:C At]n()_ph_'ric (ihe[uL_lry

aml [)y_lamic_; I_,r;m_ h

Tropospheric Photochemistry

Auue TI;o;;q_m

(;St"C .,\tm(Jsl)heric ( hel;listry

and Dymu_fics l;ran('h

Type III Solar Radio Bursts in

the Corona

Iver Cairils

Naval Re_;_'a_c h l.ab(_rab_ry

UlT Data Reduction Pipeline

_tt_.;m Neff

(;HI:( [ IV ( )pt i,.al As.t r_ ,z.Jmy
l_,ranch

Using NASA Full Physics

Adjoint of the GEOS-1 GCM

for Retrospective Analysis

]()llt!J 1_ ;1 _,r(#1 ]

l:h_rida ._late 1.3niversity

Version 1 Research and

Development

/\rlimh) da _ilva

(',SI"(7 I)ata As.sinfilaliorl C)Ific_

Version 2 Research and

Development [Global O11

Arlinth_ da Silw_

(; S [ L'( _ [ )_ _ _ _ _ Assinlilali.[i ()[lice

Voyager Magnetometer Data

Mari_ A_uua

G,_t"C I'hm_:lary

Ma_m*tc ,sphI*res P,ranch

Voyager Neptune Atmosphere

Composition

William Ma_uire

(;_FC I'lanelary Systems I_ranch

Voyager Plasma Data Analysis

Keilh ()gilvie

(;SFC Labt_rat()ry fi)r

Extraterreslrial Physics

Water Vapor and Cloud

Feedback

All)err Arkin_
(;_[:C Climat(_ and Radiali()n

Branch

X-Ray Data Analysis

T('Rsa ,%hrl'Is

(;SI:C Data Mana_eln(']'_t aIid

Pmgrammiug ()flice

X-Ray Study of 1 E1740

.Ioseph l)_flan

GSFC liV ()t)tical ,,%slrou(mLv
[_raIlt'h
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Acronyms, Names, and Abbreviations
ACARS

AI:R(X:

A( ;CM

AMII'

AMS

ARTCC

atexpert

ATM

AVIIdS

1;I ,,,\S

C

C,+

ccNUMA

CI,AR

CIIAMI'

CI ,ARii( )N

(:MB

CM(:

C()AId.:

C()I.A

(7()SI'AS

C]'[I

CU

CUC

CUNY

I)A()

I)()SE

E C M W t:

I,:(;M!)G

E( iRt,:T

HSI'ACK

I':IZ

l.hnacs

Aircraft Communications, A(hlressing EMC

and Reportin._ System

Air I"{_rce Rescue {\}ordination Center I':nKt:

atmospheric general circulation model ENS()

Atmoslfl)eric Model lntercoml)arison E()S

I'r()j ect ESA

Ameri(an Meteorolo.qical Society ES[)(:I)

Air Route Traffic (kmtrol Center

autotask expert ESDIS

asyllchrollous lrallsfer mode

Airborne Visible/Infrared Ima.qing EUV

Spect rometer F

hasic linear algebra sul)routines D\A

a high-level programmiH.q lanquage I:1)131

a hi.qh-level (_bject-()riented program- FISHI'ACK

ruing languaMe

cache-c+)herent NIm-Uniform Memory FI.INT

,Access Fortran

constant false alarm rate I:Y

a German satellite mission for .qravity (iB

field mapl)il_
• ( ;t3/s ec

a tyl)e of storage disk manufactured I)y

EMC (:¢_rp. GCM

core-nlaHt le I_oun(lary (;I':()I)YN

Cal_adiaH Meteorological Center
(;EOS

Coulfled ()cean-Atnmsl)here Resl)onse

Exl)erimen t (iE()5-1

(:enter for ()cean-l,and-Atmosphere

Studies GFLOPS

the Russian-ol)erate(t equivalent (ff

SARSAT (;FZ

central l)rocessing unit (;IMMS

colnl)tltin.q Ullit
(ilS

C(mlt)uter Users Committee
(iLA

City Ck)llege of New York
(;MAS

Data Assimilation ()ffice

l)ynamics of the Solid Earth (iMT

I.:urol)ean Center for Me(lium Range GNU
Weather Forecasts

GOCE
I':arth (;ravitational Model 1996

(;()I':S
I':ner_etic (;aroma-Ray l':xl)eriment

Telescope
(;PI.I J

ei.qenvahles analysis package
(;PS

(!lllerqeHcy ]ocator trallslnitters
(IIL&CE

editor lilac ros

a type of storage disk manufactured I)y

I':MC Corp.

ensemble Kahnan filter

El Nifio Southern ()scillation

Earth Observing System

European Space Agency

Earth and Space l)ata Co]nputmg

I )ivision

Earth Science Data and Information

Systems program

Extreme Ultraviolet spectrometer

Fahrenheit

Federal Aviation Administ ration

fiher distrilmted data interface

Fortran sul)t)rograms fur separable ellip-

tic partial differential equations

Fortran IJNT

fOrllltlla translation

fiscal year

gigahyte/I)iltion hytes

hillion hytes per second

general circulation model

(ieodynamies Orbit AiM (ieodetic

t'arameter Estilnation System

(io(Idar(I F,arth Observing System

the first Goddard Earth (}bservinq

System model

I)illioH floating-point olmrations per

seCOll([

( ](_o]:t)rsc tl Uil_sZelIt rUlll

(ilol)al Inventory Mapping and

Monitoring System

(ieographic Information System

(io(l(lar(I l.aboratory for Atmospheres

(;od(lard Mesoscale Atmosl)heric

Simulation system

{ireenwich mean time

GNUs Not Unix

(;rarity Ocean Climate Extmriment

Geostationary ()l)erational

Enviromnental Satellite

Great Plains low-level jet

(;h)t)al Positioning System

(iravity Recovery And Climate

l':xperiment



(;RXI:,

(;SFC

(;SM

hdf

t lEASARC

ttIRS

I1['

hpm

tlPCC

lIST

tliPPl

I/()

IBM

I(iES

lM F 4

IMI >

IMSI,

II >

ISH:.

l']"

,It'L

l .A( ;1':( )S

I,ASt'

1.1':(_

I ,I.:I >

I,I:V

lidar

IJNT

IJ..l's

MA(iSAT

MAX

MI;

MB/sec

MCC

MI)

Mill)

Mt Iz

M.I( )

MSFC

Galactic ridge x-ray emissions

(ioddard Space Flight Center

(]lobal Spectral Model

hierarchical data foriil;it

tligh Energy Astrophysics Science

Archive Research (:enter

High-Resolutioll hlfrared Sounder

t tewlet t-Packard

hardware t)er[orlllillICe monitor

tligh-l'erfornlance Conll)tltilt _ and

('omliUiliicatioi]s

Hul)ble Space Telescope

Higil-Performance Parallel Interface

illlnlt/out put

hlternational t3usiIless Machines Corp.

hlstitute of (;Iobal l:,nvironn_ent and

Society, hic.

_lil [ll|erscaSOlllil oscillation index

Interplanetary Monitoring lqatforms

hlternational Mathematical and

Statistical I,il/raries

lliterllet I)rotocot

International Sun-Earth Explorer pro-

._r,:im

i[lforlnal ion teel/nology

,let Prol)ulsion I,al_oratory

laser geodynamics satellite

[,aboratory for Astronomy and Solar

Physics

l.ow Earth ()rl)ilill,_

I,at)orat¢_ry for I.:xtraterrestrial Physics

I,ower t:raser River \4llley

laser radar

a degu,_ging tool that checks C and C++

source, code for non-portal)ility

hyw-level jets

Magnetic I:ield Satellite

Mid-At hmtie Cr¢_ssroads

me qabyteimillion bytes

million bytes per second

Mission Control Center

nlolectl]ar (lynaulics

iil;le>llet ohyt ]rodyllalnies

llleg_therlz

Mctdden and ,lulian ()seillation

Marshall Space Fli._ht Center

MW

MI)ps

NAG

NA()S

NASA

NCAR

NCCS

NCEP

NIMA

Nimbus

N()AA

NREN

NSCAT

NSIt't'

NUMA

NW S

()C

()C-12

OI)H'ACK

()GCM

OI,R

I'B

perftrace

prof

QuikSCAT

(Iv

R&I)

R(C

RUC

Raytheon ITSS

S&R

SAN

5AR

SAR"

SARSAT

me_aword

mi]lioii bits per second

Numerical Algorithms Group

North American ()bserving Systems

])rograln

National Aeronautics and Space

Adlnhlistration

National Center for Atmospheric

Res earth

NASA Center for Computational

Sciences

National CeIlters for Environmental

f'rediction

National Imagery and Mapl)ing Agency

A series of seven satellites htunched by

NASA l)etweell 1[)58 and 197H

National ()ceanic and Atmospheric

Administration

NASA Research and En._ineering

Network

NASA scalterometer

NASA's Seasonal-t o-lnteralmual

l>re(liction Project

Noll-Wllif()rlll melnory Access

National Weather Service

optical carrier

622.08 Mhps

ordinary differential equations package

ocean general circulation model

()utgoil/q I.ongwave Radiation

l)etabyte/1() _' bytes

]ier{()rli¿ance t race

profile

NASA Quick l,auneh Seatterometer

moisture transport

research and developmellt

Rescue Coordiuatitm Center

Ral)id Update Cycle

Raytheon Information Technology and

Scientific Services

search and resctie

Science A'I'M Network

synthetic aperture radar

synthetic aperture radar search and

rescue

Search and Rescue Satellite-Aided

Tracking
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S[_[JV

SCB

SC5I

SERTS

SI .ATEC

SM M R

S()tt()

SSII

SST

SSI,]

STK

StJNY

T&IqW(;

TA( 1

'1)\( )

TB

T('['

TI)RSS

TFI,()I'S

"['IR()S

T( )( ;A

T( )MS

T( )t'l,_X/l'oseidon

l()|alvlew

T( )VS

TRMM

(JAV

[ICI.A

UCS(_

UIT

UNIC()S

IJNIX

UTSI

UV

[ In iTree

VCA

VES

VI

WWW

Solar I;ackscatter Ultraviolet

Science C(mq)uting Branch

small coml)uter system interface

Solar E[JV Research Telescope and

Spectrogralfll

San(lia, l,os Alamos Air Force Weal)ons

I.aboratory Technical Exchange

(7ommittee

Scamling Mullichannel Microwave

Radiometer

Solar and Heliospheric ()bservatory

sea surface hei,_ht

sea surface temperature

Stratospheric Sounding Unit

StorageTek

State [Jniversity of New York

Test and I._va]uation Working Group

Technical Assistance Group

the Tropical Atmosphere Ocean project

ter;flwte/l(V bytes

TraliSli/issiol-I Control Protocol

Tracking and l)ata Relay Satellite System

trillion fh)ating-l)omt operations per

seco[)(]

Television-hflrared ()bservation Satellite

Trolfical ()cean (;loba] Atmosl)here

Total ()zone Mapping Spectrometer

US-French ocean topography experi-

ment satellite

a parallel (lel)ugger

TIR()S ()perational Vertical Sounder

Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission

Umnanned Aerial Vehicle

tlniversity of (Talifornia, I.os Angeles

University of California, Santa Cruz

Ultraviolet hna.Ring Telescope

Unix ('ray Operating system

an olmratm.t_ system based on the

C l_r(Le, ramming language

UniTree Software, Inc.

ullraviolet

a hierarchical data archival system

Variance C(mq)ouent Analysis

viscoelastic surfactant

visual editor

\Vl_rhl Wide Web
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